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Abstract
Basin-scale water resource management entails consideration of competing—
sometimes conflicting—operational goals and constraints. In the Columbia River Basin,
legal, social, technological, and ecological changes suggest a need for a collaborative
process to devise and select new water management strategies. Computer modeling for
decision support offers a compelling method for using hydrologic simulation models as tools
for engaging stakeholders in the process of envisioning, testing, and evaluating novel
operational alternatives. This study details the process of developing a daily timestep
simulation model of the mainstem Columbia and Kootenay Rivers and integrating the results
of a survey to create operational alternatives that implement stakeholder priorities for river
management. These alternatives are then modeled over a sixty-nine year period of record
and compared to each other and a Base Case scenario using a suite of performance
measures that provide information related to flood control, hydropower, instream flow,
recreation, navigation, and shoreline goals. A key result of this comparison is that
coordinated management of Canadian storage facilities can improve downstream ecological
flow objectives at the cost of hydropower generation and certain shoreline objectives at
Canadian reservoirs. Distributive and integrative solutions to these tradeoffs are proposed
as potential opportunities to reshape the transboundary management regime of the
Columbia River Treaty.
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Chapter 1 – Introduction
The Columbia River Basin (CRB) is one of the defining features of Western North
America. The fourth largest river in the United States by volume and the sixth largest in
North America, the Columbia flows from many sources high on the west slope of the
Continental Divide (FCRPS, 2001)(Figure 1.1). On its way to the Pacific, the river passes
through ecosystems ranging from temperate rain forest to sagebrush steppe and from
expansive lake basins to deeply incised gorges. The Basin’s human geography is every bit
as varied. Dozens of indigenous nations have called it home for at least the last 10,000
years, basing their migrations, culture, and spirituality on the river’s natural bounty. But
European settlement brought fundamental change to the basin, first by conquest of
indigenous homelands and later in the form of dam and reservoir projects on a scale
with few rivals in the world.

Figure 1.1 – Major Rivers and Dams of the Columbia Basin (Cosens, 2012)
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The consequences of this development continue to play out in both the United
States and Canada, as ecological objectives have risen to prominence in recent decades.
In the nearly fifty years since the Columbia River Treaty (CRT) was ratified, strategies for
managing ecological and other non-power objectives have largely been handled at the
provincial or regional level. This ad hoc approach to the system’s ecological needs
stands in stark contrast to the Treaty’s systematic approach to flood control and
hydropower generation. Now, with the Treaty under review in both countries, there is
an opportunity to reevaluate the current river management framework on a systemwide basis. There is also an opportunity for the kind of public consultation and
participation that was largely absent in the mid-twentieth century, when river
management under the CRT was originally conceived. But, in order for public
participation to be meaningful, it must be a two-way information exchange that includes
opportunities to propose and assess management alternatives. With a river system as
vast and complex as the Columbia, the assessment process must incorporate tools
capable of processing stakeholder input and returning information that will be useful in
weighing various management options.
By integrating the principles of water resource modeling with collaborative public
processes, decision makers can foster informed, meaningful dialogue on transboundary
management of shared water resources in the CRB. A process that engages stakeholders
on both sides of the border may facilitate identification of mutually beneficial and
mutually acceptable water management strategies. In addition, a more inclusive
approach can help foster stakeholder consensus thereby enhancing the legitimacy of
management decisions. Computer models can provide a basis for such processes
because they assist communicating the goals, constraints, and performance of complex
systems and promote rapid development and testing of management alternatives.
This thesis describes the development of such a tool—the Columbia River
Operations Model (CROM)—and its use in an evaluation of transboundary Columbia
River management alternatives derived from a stakeholder survey. This analysis shows
that it is possible to alter current operations in ways that increase flood control, produce
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a more natural hydrograph, or improve performance on instream flow goals in the U.S.
but not without sacrificing performance on other objectives, particularly those related
to shoreline objectives at Canadian reservoirs. However, there is potential for both
distributive and integrative solutions to some of these tradeoffs. The viability of these
potential solutions ultimately depends on the extent to which priorities of stakeholders
on both sides of the border complement each other.
The following is a synopsis of this document’s organizational structure. Chapter 1
provides background information on the CRB, the development of the present river
management regime under international and domestic law, and more recent
developments suggesting the need for and desirability of change in that regime. Chapter
2 reviews literature addressing Computer Modeling for Decision Support (CMDS) and
examines whether the technique is suitable for the CRB. Chapter 3 then discusses the
general modeling approach and highlight the key operational goals and constraints that
define the current management regime. Chapter 4 explains the specific steps taken to
develop and calibrate the model as well as the limitations of this iteration of CROM. The
processes of developing, administering, and modeling the results of a stakeholder
survey to identify river management alternatives appear in Chapter 5. And a comparison
of results from these stakeholder-derived alternatives based on various performance
metrics follows in Chapter 6. Finally, Chapter 7 draws conclusions from the results and
identifies potential opportunities for future research based on this work.

1.1 River Management Context
Three characteristics loom large in discussions about the Columbia River. First, the
river’s flow is characterized by substantial seasonal and inter-annual variation. This
variability creates potential for floods as well as low water conditions, both of which can
negatively affect human uses of the river. Yet the river’s seasonal cycle is a key life
history component for many of the anadromous fish species that ply its waters. Second,
the river drops a considerable distance from its headwaters to the ocean, making it
ideally suited for hydroelectric power production. Finally, the CRB hosts tremendous
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ecological variety. Indeed, the Columbia once supported one of the largest salmon runs
in the world, and mitigation of the U.S. dam system’s toll on those runs has become a
driving operational consideration in recent years. In the broadest sense, Columbia River
management boils down to a dynamic balance of these three factors in the context of
evolving social values.
1.1.1 Flow Variability
The Columbia occupies a 259,500 square–mile basin that encompasses portions
of British Columbia, Washington, Oregon, Idaho, Montana, Wyoming, Utah, and Nevada.
In a basin of this size and geographic diversity, hydrologic variability is a key source of
uncertainty (Barton & Ketchum, 2012). The Columbia exhibits extreme seasonal and
annual flow variability compared to other major rivers. Flow at The Dalles has been
measured as low as 35 thousand cubic feet per second (kcfs) and as high as 1,240 kcfs.1
The ratio of these flows is 1:34, remarkably large compared to 1:25 on the Mississippi
and only 1:2 on the Saint Lawrence (Hyde, 2010).
This variability stems from the CRB’s snowmelt-dominated hydrology. Throughout
the Pacific Northwest, the bulk of annual precipitation typically occurs between October
and March. At higher elevations this precipitation accumulates as snow, which, over the
course of the water year (WY) acts as a natural storage reservoir. Because much of the
wet-season precipitation is stored in the snowpack, natural winter streamflows are
generally low but rain-on-snow events can cause winter-time floods. As temperatures
warm, the snowpack melts, producing a period of high streamflow that usually peaks
during June. After the peak, flows decline through the summer and remain low until the
cycle begins again in the fall. Naturally, the Canadian portion of the CRB, with its high
elevation and latitude, tends to hold snow later. Thus, about 50% of the river’s
ecologically important late summer flow originates in Canada. (Hamlet, 2003)

1

All references to the entire flow of the Columbia River are to the gage located at The Dalles, Oregon
unless a different gage is specified. Situated below most of the major tributaries and above the Portland
metro area, The Dalles serves as the traditional point of reference for most system-wide flow metrics.
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Annual runoff can be predicted through snowpack measurements, but the precise
timing and magnitude of the runoff is uncertain. This uncertainty is compounded by the
limited storage capacity of the CRB dam and reservoir system. All told, storage projects
on the mainstem and major tributaries can store 55 million acre-feet (maf), yet the
average annual runoff at The Dalles, Oregon is 134 maf (FCRPS, 2001). If runoff could be
predicted with greater certainty, the system’s storage reservoirs could be operated in a
way that minimized flood risk while maximizing water available outside of flood season.
The current state of hydrologic forecasting does not permit this. Instead runoff
uncertainty is handled through a cyclical risk management approach generally described
as follows:


Fall: Reservoirs throughout the CRB are drawn down, or drafted, to a set
level. This results in higher than natural fall flows throughout the fall.



Winter/Early Spring: Reservoirs may be further drafted to provide additional
storage space. The need for additional drafting depends on snowpack
measurements and other forecasting techniques, all of which entail a degree
of uncertainty. Any additional drawdown causes higher than natural winter
flow, which has the salutary effect of increasing winter hydropower capacity.



Late Spring/Early Summer: Once runoff starts, the storage reservoirs are
allowed to refill. Conservative flood control operations tend to reduce the
likelihood of refill because the reservoir may be drafted deeper than
necessary to store the spring runoff. Conversely, prioritizing refill—and thus
water availability in the summer months—tends to increase flood risk
because reservoirs may be too full to capture runoff from a rapidly melting
snowpack.



Summer: After the runoff peaks, storage reservoirs and regulated lakes are
usually maintained at or near capacity through the summer months. This can
result in reduced summer flow and elevated river temperature but also has
benefits for reservoir recreation and littoral habitat. (FCRPS, 2001)

During the mid-20th century, when less than half of the Columbia Basin’s storage
reservoirs were developed, large floods could not be controlled. Consequently, flow at
The Dalles would often exceed 600 kcfs, the level at which extensive damage now
occurs in the area around Portland, Oregon. The most famous and impactful of these
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flood events occurred in 1948, when the river peaked at over 1,000 kcfs; severely
damaged Trail, British Columbia; destroyed Vanport, Oregon’s second largest city at the
time and home to 30,000 people; and killed dozens of people (Hyde, 2010; White,
2012). This motivated studies of new dam sites in the U.S. and Canada, which ultimately
culminated in ratification of the CRT, which is discussed in greater detail below. The CRT
authorized construction of four large storage facilities in the upper basin—Mica,
Duncan, Hugh Keenleyside, and Libby Dams (Figure 1.1). Since construction of the Treaty
projects in the early 1970s, the Columbia has not exceeded 600 kcfs (Figure 1.2) thanks
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Figure 1.2 – Peak Flow at The Dalles, Oregon (USGS, 2013)
Unlike other western rivers, however, the Columbia River reservoirs can only store a
fraction of the river’s annual flow. Dam complexes on the Missouri and Colorado Rivers,
by contrast, can store two to three times the volume of their average annual runoff
(Cosens, 2010). But, before construction of CRT facilities in the late 1960s and early 70s,
the Columbia system could only store a mere six percent of the average annual runoff.
And, even after the CRT paved the way for four large storage projects, the present
system can only store about forty-one percent (55 maf) of the average runoff (White,
2012). Though this dam system has not completely tamed the Columbia, it has
profoundly altered the river’s natural flow regime.
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1.1.2 Gradient
For a river of such size, the Columbia is remarkably steep. It drops more than half
a mile (2,690 ft) from its headwaters at Columbia Lake in British Columbia’s Kootenay
region (Google, Inc., 2012). In addition, several major tributaries, including the Snake,
Kootenai2, and Flathead, begin more than a mile above sea level. Coupled with its high
volume, the Columbia’s precipitous drop makes the river ideal for generating
hydroelectricity.3 This fact did not escape notice for long.
Rock Island, the first hydroelectric dam on the mainstem, was completed in 1933
(White, 2012). Development on the tributaries began even earlier with the construction
of the Swan Falls Dam on the Snake River in 1901 and the Upper Bonnington Falls Dam
on the British Columbian portion of the Kootenai in 1907. By the time Grand Coulee, the
largest mainstem dam4, was built in 1941, dozens of hydroelectric dams had been
erected throughout the basin. Through the mid-century several large federal and utilityowned dams were constructed on the mainstem and tributaries, each adding hundreds
of additional megawatts (MW) of capacity to the system.
Today, as in the past, hydroelectric power is a critical component of the
Northwest’s energy supply. There are now fifty-six hydropower and seventy-seven
multi-purpose dams in the Columbia River Basin. Dam ownership is mixed, and includes
federal agencies like the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation and the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers (USACE or “the Corps”); Canadian crown (i.e., province-owned) corporations
like Columbia Power Corporation and British Columbia Hydro and Power Authority (BC
Hydro); American public utilities such as the Grant County, Chelan County, and Douglas
County public utility districts (PUDs); private utilities such as Idaho Power and Fortis
Power BC; and even the Confederated Salish and Kootenai Tribes of the Flathead
2

In the United States this name of this river is spelled “Kootenai” while in Canada the river and the large
lake to which it gives its name is spelled “Kootenay.” For internal consistency, this document will refer to
the river as “Kootenai” and the lake as “Kootenay.”
3
Hydroelectric generating capacity is primarily a function of elevation loss (head) and flow.
4
Grand Coulee is the largest dam in terms of bulk (5,223 ft wide, 550 ft high, 500 ft wide at the base) and
hydroelectric capacity (6,620 MW), but Mica is the largest in terms of storage (20 MAF total storage,
about 12 MAF useable storage). Grand Coulee also has the distinction of having the largest generating
capacity of any hydroelectric dam in the United States.
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Nation, which, at the time of this writing, are about to take ownership of Kerr Dam on
the Flathead River in Montana. All told, the hydro system has an installed capacity of
38,670 MW—seventy-four percent of the basin’s power generation capacity. And, on an
average day, Columbia River hydropower accounts for approximately fifty percent of the
electricity used in the Northwest (NWPCC, 2010). With its hydropower annually worth
billions of dollars, it is no wonder that some label the Columbia “the most powerful river
in North America” (Hyde, 2010, p. 2).
Dams throughout the Columbia Basin provide numerous additional benefits
beyond hydropower. As noted above, dams with significant storage provide critically
important flood control. In addition, reservoirs supply water for irrigated agriculture,
municipal and industrial supply. For example, water diverted above the Bureau of
Reclamation’s Grand Coulee Dam supplies some 671,000 irrigated acres comprising the
Columbia Basin Project located in Central Washington, the largest agricultural area
served by mainstem water (BPA, 2011). These same reservoirs also provide
opportunities for fishing, boating, and other forms of water-based recreation. Dams on
the lower Columbia and Snake Rivers include locks that allow barges to efficiently move
cargo from as far inland as Lewiston, Idaho. The commerce facilitated by these
navigation facilities in Oregon, Washington, and Idaho is worth billions annually (USACE,
2000).
Hydropower is part of a larger regional energy supply that includes gas, coal,
nuclear, and, increasingly, wind and other intermittent renewable sources. The
advantage of hydropower in this larger energy milieu is that it supplies a relatively
predictable base, or firm, power supply and can also be rapidly deployed to
accommodate sudden peaks in demand or the sudden loss of renewable capacity due to
shifting weather patterns. Indeed, hydropower has remained a much more important
part of the Northwest energy mix than was anticipated in the mid-20th century (Shurts,
2012), a time before stringent air pollution controls, concerns over CO2 emissions, and
nuclear waste storage difficulties made thermal resources less attractive. However, a
key disadvantage of hydropower, as discussed below, is that it typically involves
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construction of large dams with their attendant ecological consequences. Balancing
these strengths and weaknesses can be particularly difficult on the Columbia, as
illustrated by a high water event in early June, 2010.
During the first two weeks of June, 2010, the modern constraints on hydropower
generation in the Columbia Basin came into sharp focus. On one hand, court-ordered
operations to benefit migrating juvenile fish require the federal dams to spill a certain
amount of incoming flow rather than running it through their turbines. Yet too much
spill can lead to violations of state and federal water quality requirements by increasing
dissolved gas in the river to levels that are harmful or even fatal to these same fish.5
Operators must therefore delicately balance the water passed through the turbines
against the water spilled over the dam. Simultaneously, these same dams are
responsible for balancing intermittent wind generation because the amount of energy
supplied to the electrical grid must precisely equal the amount demanded at any given
time. Over 3,000 MW of wind generation capacity is now connected to the Columbia
Basin grid, and hydroelectric facilities are responsible for both decreasing generation
when the wind picks up and increasing generation when the wind dies down. (BPA,
2010)
This complex array of conflicting operational considerations came to a head
when a series of late-spring storms produced an unexpectedly high runoff. Power
markets across the West Coast were awash in cheap electricity because the combination
of high water and high winds, on top of thermal generation, meant there was more than
enough to the meet regional energy demand. Meanwhile, the obligation to minimize
spill forced dam operators to generate with water they would have otherwise shunted
over the dams. Consequently, wholesale power prices tumbled to $0/MWh on June 7
and fell further to -$5.50/MWh on June 11, as energy traders literally paid purchasers to
take power off their hands and grid operators scrambled to reduce thermal generation
and avoid overloading transmission lines. Despite these efforts, the dams were forced to
increase spill, causing dissolved gas levels in the Lower Columbia to climb above the
5

The specifics of the fish spill requirements are discussed below in Section 4.1.4 and shown in Table 4.2.
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level of supersaturation. Yet fish monitoring revealed relatively mild effects and savvy
power marketing and grid operations avoided a catastrophic overload. (BPA, 2010)
This example demonstrates that the demands on the Columbia’s hydropower
facilities are far different today than they were at the peak of the mid-century dambuilding boom. It also highlights the difficulty of balancing multiple objectives with
imperfect knowledge of inherently variable water supply and weather patterns. Thus,
while hydro remains an inexpensive, flexible, emissions-free, and indispensable energy
source, the following section explains why those benefits have come at a significant
ecological price.
1.1.3 Ecology
A third defining characteristic of the Columbia River is its ecology. It is difficult to
succinctly capture the biological diversity of a basin containing landscapes as varied as
high desert, rain forest, and alpine glaciers. Dozens of rare, threatened, or endangered
species call the CRB home.6 And while all species, to some extent, depend on the basin’s
water resources, perhaps none are more iconic or dependent on those resources than
the Columbia’s anadromous fish.
Historically, it is estimated that between six- and sixteen-million of these fish
migrated from the Pacific up the Columbia each year. These migrations included
perhaps the largest run of chinook salmon (Onorhynchus tshaytsha) in the world as well
as sizeable populations of steelhead trout (O. mykiss); coho (O. kisutch), sockeye (O.
nerka), chum (O. keta), and pink (O. gorbuscha) salmon; Pacific lamprey (Pampetra
tridentata); and green sturgeon (Acipenser transmontanus) (Peery, 2012). The basin is
also home to now-imperiled resident fish such as white sturgeon (A. medirostris), the
Kootenai River burbot (Lota lota), and the bull trout (Salvelinus confluentus). Below,
6

The basin’s ecology is well-documented in numerous other sources. Because this project focuses on
modeling river management alternatives, this discussion will not address the terrestrial ecosystems of the
basin. Furthermore, because the modeling effort described below centers exclusively on dam operations
affecting reservoir storage and instream flow, other ecologically important factors such as water quality
are not addressed here. As noted in Section 7, the addition of dissolved gas, temperature, and travel time
metrics to the model described here would greatly improve its utility for assessing ecological impacts.
However, time and data constraints obviated the inclusion of these metrics in this version of the model.
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Figure 1.3 displays the range and status of many of these species.7 Present day salmon
and steelhead runs are a fraction of their historical numbers—less than two million
individuals migrated past Bonneville Dam in 2012, many of which were hatchery-bred
(Columbia River DART, 2013). All told, thirteen anadromous salmon, steelhead, and
sturgeon species (NMFS, 2008) plus two resident fish species (USFWS, 2012) are now
listed under the Endangered Species Act (ESA).

Figure 1.3 – Columbia River Basin Threatened and Endangered Fish
(Salmonrecovery.gov, n.d.)
The construction and operation of dams in the CRB has had a profound effect on
all of these species. Most obviously, dams without fish passage facilities prevent
migrating fish from accessing upstream habitat. On the Columbia mainstem, Chief
Joseph dam blocks all upstream migration, and, in Idaho, Hells Canyon Dam and
Dworshak Dam block access to habitat in the Snake and North Fork Clearwater basins,
7

Note that the Kootenai River burbot, although not listed under the Endangered Species Act (ESA), is
considered “critically imperiled” in Idaho and is also the subject of conservation efforts in both the U.S.
and Canada (Idaho Fish and Game, n.d.; KVRI Burbot Committee, 2005).
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respectively (Figure 1.3). Runs that used to migrate over 1,000 miles to the Columbia’s
Canadian headwaters are now completely blocked well short of the border at Chief
Joseph Dam. Consequently, an estimated fifty-five percent of the original anadromous
fish spawning and rearing habitat in the CRB is no longer accessible. Moreover, the
habitat that remains may be degraded and migrations, both upstream and downstream,
can be hampered by slow-moving, high-temperature water behind each dam. (Peery,
2012)
But the most profound effect of dam operations on these fish has been the
alteration of the river’s natural flow regime. Aquatic ecologists maintain that flow the
flow regime has profound implications for (1) the quality of physical habitat in streams
and thus the composition of aquatic biota, (2) species, such as salmon and steelhead,
that have evolved life history strategies attuned to natural flow regimes, (3) species
ability to freely move through the stream system, and (4) the introduction and
establishment of invasive species better adapted to altered flow regimes (Bunn &
Arthington, 2002). Research in the field of limnology emphasizes that “the full range of
natural intra- and inter-annual variation of hydrologic regimes is necessary to sustain
the native biodiversity and evolutionary potential of aquatic, riparian, and wetland
ecosystems” (Richter et al., 1996, p. 1164). Yet, according to one authority, the total
combined effect of Columbia storage is to:


reduce average peak Columbia runoff flows by greater than 40%;



reduce the total amount of flow in the runoff season by approximately 30%;



stretch the runoff season longer, with an earlier peak to the flow;



significantly increase fall and winter minimum flows;



almost eliminate overbank flood flows;



greatly increase short-term flow variations –while the development of storage
has significantly reduced annual and year-to-year flow variability, use of the
projects for power production, load following, and power peaking has greatly
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increased the number and size of short-term (daily and hourly) flow variations;
and


eliminate the highest peak flows, which has also greatly reduced the river’s
sediment transport. (Shurts, 2012)

In other words and as shown in Figure 1.4, flow regulation by dams in the CRB tends to
flatten the natural hydrograph, increasing flow in the late fall and winter and
dramatically decreasing flow during the formerly pronounced spring peak. Even dam
operations pursuant to ESA Biological Opinions (BiOPs) that are intended to avoid
jeopardizing listed species (Figure 1.4, grey line) still vary greatly from the river’s
unregulated condition despite higher spring and summer flows compared to pre-BiOP
conditions.
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Figure 1.4 – Average Daily Regulated and Unregulated Flow at The Dalles, OR
(USGS, 2013)
Although it is beyond dispute that Columbia River dam construction and
operation has contributed to marked declines in resident and anadromous fish
populations, there is considerable disagreement over what should be done to address
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the issue.8 These disagreements stem from the broad range of opinion in the basin
concerning the value of self-sustaining salmonid populations (Cosens, 2011). For
example, indigenous cultures that historically depended on the salmon and steelhead
runs for sustenance, cultural, and religious purposes consider the fish sacred and
invaluable, assigning paramount importance to recovery efforts (Landeen & Pinkham,
1999; Pearson, 2012). Others question whether it is worthwhile to expend such
tremendous resources—the Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) estimates a cost of
almost $9,000 for each of the 6,975 sockeye returned to Idaho since 1991 (Columbia
River DART, 2013; Mapes, 2012)—for species that may not ultimately survive. This
fundamental disagreement has played out in a long-running court battle examining the
adequacy of the U.S. federal dam operators’—collectively known as the Federal
Columbia River Power System (FCRPS)—recovery programs under the ESA (Thomas
Morse, 2012; cases cited in fn. 8).
This litigation has produced a set of evolving operating criteria and habitat
restoration efforts aimed at slowing and reversing the decline of these iconic species. A
full assessment of this litigation and the relative merits of the resultant operations is
beyond the scope of this project. Nevertheless, it is important to point out that dams in
the U.S. portion of the CRB operate much differently than they would in a world where
flood control and hydropower are the top priorities. For instance, U.S. dam operators
are now responsible for minimum flows, spill during the spring migration season, fish
transport plans, dissolved gas caps, and summer flow augmentation requirements (BPA,
USBR, & USACE, 2011). In addition, dam operations in the Canadian portion of the basin
are now more attentive to their impacts on fish and wildlife, and include minimum flow
requirements and reservoir stabilization goals (BC Hydro, 2007a & b). But, despite these

8

This disagreement is exemplified by ongoing litigation over the adequacy of various federal strategies to
improve conditions for the Columbia’s threatened and endangered fish. See, for example, Idaho Dept.
Fish and Game v. National Marine Fisheries Service (“NMFS”), 850 F. Supp. 886 (D. Or. Mar. 28, 1994);
American Rivers v. NMFS, 1997 WL 33797790 (D. Or. Apr. 3, 1997); National Wildlife Federation (“NWF”)
v. NMFS, 254 F. Supp. 2d 1196 (D. Or. 2003); National Wildlife Fund v. NMFS, 2005 WL 1278878 (D. Or.
Oct. 7, 2005); NWF v. NMFS, 422 F.3d 782 (9th Cir. 2005); NWF v. NMFS, 524 F.3d 917 (9th Cir. 2008);
NWF v. NMFS, 2011 WL 3322793 (D. Or. Aug. 5, 2011).
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domestic efforts to enhance the river’s ecology, many in the basin still view restoration
of a more natural flow regime as an essential step toward a more resilient ecological
system and call for increased international cooperation on this front (B. Cosens, 2010;
McKinney et al., 2010; Shurts, 2012). However, under the current international
governance regime, transboundary coordination for this or any other purpose beyond
hydropower optimization and flood control is the product of short-term, ad hoc
agreements. 9

1.2 Columbia River Governance
Columbia River governance is achieved through an interlocking panoply of
international treaties, domestic laws, and private agreements. Two longstanding
treaties define the framework in which the U.S. and Canada (through the province of
British Columbia) manage dam operations in the transboundary portion of the basin,
which includes both the Columbia and Kootenai Rivers. In particular, the CRT is critically
important to understanding the present operational regime due to its relatively narrow
focus on hydropower and flood control benefits. Even so, the collaborative and
adversary processes sparked by subsequently enacted domestic laws are also important
because they highlight significant gaps in this international regime. Together, these
legal regimes set the broad operational goals for the system modeled in CROM.
1.2.1 International Law
Though it may take many forms, international law is essentially a system of
norms and rules that governs the interactions of sovereign states. Two long-established
principles of customary international law—that is, law resulting from general and
consistent state practice that follows from a sense of legal obligation—are particularly
relevant in the Columbia Basin. The first is the duty to prevent significant transboundary

9

This and the following section are intended to highlight the legal origins of major operational goals for
the CRB dam system and, as such, does not attempt to identify or discuss all of the domestic laws or
subsidiary agreements at play in the basin. For a more in-depth discussion of these matters see Cosens
(2012) and the references cited therein and, in particular, the table of ancillary CRB agreements presented
by Vogel (2012, p. 290).
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harm, which obligates upstream countries to operate dams in a way that prevents
economic (and perhaps ecological) harm in downstream countries (McCaffrey, 2007).
The state of relations between the United States and Canada and the fact that no
overbank flooding has occurred on the Columbia since construction of the CRT dams
evidences the binding nature of this norm in the CRB for at least flood control purposes.
The second is the principle of reasonable and equitable use, which is an umbrella
concept for an adaptive process by which states apportion scarce water resources.
Recognizing the fugitive nature of the resource, this principle rejects the notion of
absolute territorial sovereignty over water in favor of ongoing equitable management
(McCaffrey, 2007). These principles are certainly embodied in the CRT and related
transboundary agreements, but they are mentioned here to emphasize the non-treaty
international law applicable to the basin.
Though customary international norms may bind non-consenting states, consent
is an essential prerequisite for an effective treaty. Two treaties—The Boundary Waters
Treaty of 1909 and the Columbia River Treaty of 1964—set specific governing
frameworks for dams in the transboundary portion of the CRB.
The Boundary Waters Treaty is the default dispute resolution mechanism for
conflicts related to surface water resources shared by Canada and the United States.
The treaty creates an international body known as the International Joint Commission
(IJC) that is empowered to provide expert reports on matters referred to it and to issue
orders that place conditions on the operation of structures, such as dams, that affect
the level of transboundary waters (Boundary Waters Treaty, art. VII). Water bodies as
large as the St. Lawrence River and as small as the Milk River are within this treaty’s
ambit (Boundary Waters Treaty, art. V and VI). Relevant here, both the mainstem
Columbia and the Kootenai Rivers qualify as “boundary waters,” and the IJC has been
active in these basins in both its adjudicative and investigative capacities.
In 1938, the IJC issued an order approving the construction and operation of
Corra Linn Dam on the Kootenai River. The dam controls the outflow of Kootenay Lake,
which under certain circumstances can extend into the United States and flood land
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near Bonners Ferry, Idaho. In addition to establishing a rule curve that governs the
maximum allowable level of the lake throughout the year, the Order designates a panel
of American and Canadian engineers, the Kootenay Lake Board of Control, to oversee
operations of the dam and requires compensation to the State of Idaho for land flooded
by the lake (International Joint Commission, 1938). Libby and Duncan Dams, both of
which control the flow of water into the lake, must operate consistent with the 1938
Order.
A similar IJC order in 1941 established the International Columbia River Board of
Control and approved construction Grand Coulee Dam, which can back water into
Canada in some circumstances. The Columbia Board monitors and reports on hydrologic
conditions at the international border. On the whole, however, the Columbia board has
fewer responsibilities than its Kootenay Lake counterpart.
The IJC’s most prominent investigatory role in the Columbia Basin began in 1944
after a joint U.S.—Canadian request for studies of potential dam sites in the Canadian
portion of the CRB. Progress under this mandate was slow until the devastating 1948
flood imparted new urgency on the search for additional storage sites in the upper
Columbia. Eleven years of study, hearings, and dam proposals culminated in a set of
results and principles that would ultimately inform the CRT. According to the IJC, a
mutual gains approach would be desirable because most of the construction and
operational impacts from the dams would fall on Canada while most of the benefits
would accrue downstream in the United States. (Hyde, 2010; White, 2012)
Ratified in 1964, the CRT is a bilateral agreement to equitably share the costs and
benefits of developing and operating three large storage facilities in British Columbia—
Mica, Duncan, and Keenleyside Dams. The Treaty expressly contemplates dam
operations for only two narrow purposes—hydropower optimization and flood
control—though Article XIV(2)(k) allows the Entities to plan operations that “may
produce results more advantageous to both countries” (CRT, 1964). A detailed analysis
of the treaty’s contents and legal nuances is beyond the scope of this project; however,
a number of scholars and basin experts have recently collaborated on a volume called
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The Columbia River Treaty Revisited: Transboundary River Governance in the Face of
Uncertainty, which provides extensive analysis of the treaty as well as its context,
history, and future (Cosens, 2012). The following discussion highlights the aspects of the
treaty’s operational regime that have created a need for the kind of operational
alternatives developed and analyzed in this project.
The CRT requires Canada to provide 15.5 maf of storage (Treaty storage) by building
three dams in British Columbia. This obligation resulted in the construction of Duncan
Dam in 1967 (1.4 maf), Keenleyside Dam in 1968 (7.1 maf), and Mica Dam in 1973 (7.0
maf). The Treaty storage in these three dams represents more than a quarter of the 55
maf of storage capacity in the entire Columbia River Basin. Moreover, these projects are
situated relatively high in the watershed and can thus significantly alter the timing and
volume of the runoff leaving Canada.
Although the CRT is officially a treaty between the United States and Canada 10, it is
operationally an agreement among “entities.” The Treaty requires both parties to
designate one or more entities, which assume each nation’s respective treaty powers
and duties and are responsible for formulating and implementing operational details
(CRT, art. XIV). The U.S. Entity consists of the Division Engineer of the Northwest Division
of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Corps) and the Administrator of the BPA. Under
U.S. law, the BPA is responsible for marketing power from U.S. dams on the Columbia
whereas the Corps operates most of the federal Columbia River dams and is responsible
for flood control. The Canadian Entity is the British Columbia Hydro and Power Authority
(BC Hydro), the provincial electric utility that generates most of B.C.’s electricity. Thus,
in effect, the United States’ CRT rights and obligations fall on two federal agencies while
Canada’s lie with a provincial corporation. All CRT responsibilities are assigned to the
Entities with no requirements for broader public input. As a result, “the culture of the
Entities is the culture of the Treaty” (Shurts, 2012, p. 202).

10

Under an agreement between the Canadian federal government and the British Columbia provincial
government, BC assumes Canada’s treaty rights and obligations (Shurts, 2012).
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Embodying the IJC’s recommended mutual gains approach and reflecting the
Treaty’s limited purposes, the CRT lays out procedures for coordinating flood control as
well as quantifying and apportioning hydropower benefits. The basic flood control
objective is to “operate reservoirs to reduce to non-damaging levels the stages at all
potential flood damage areas in Canada and the United States insofar as possible, and to
regulate larger floods that cannot be controlled to non-damaging levels to the lowest
possible level with the available storage space” (USACE, 2003a). Presently, flood control
operations at the Treaty projects feature a high degree of coordination between the
entities, which involves a variety of well-defined planning, runoff forecasting, and flood
season operational procedures. Since these assured flood control operations have been
in effect, there has not been a single overbank flood on the Columbia mainstem in
either country. Before the CRT and the Treaty Dams, there was at least one overbank
flood on the lower Columbia every decade (BPA, 2011).
However, the lump-sum payment to Canada that guaranteed this high level of
coordination will expire in 2024. If the CRT is not amended in the interim, the flood
control operations will shift to a procedure in which the U.S. may “call upon” (and pay
for) Treaty storage under certain, ambiguously defined circumstances. As discussed
below, this potential change is a key motivating factor behind the ongoing 2014/2024
Columbia River Treaty Review process because the surety of the assured flood control
operations is poised to give way to the uncertain called-upon procedure if the U.S. and
Canada cannot agree to an amendment.
Calculated hydropower benefits are shared equally between the two countries,
and the CRT’s drafters included procedures to ensure Canada’s share of the hydropower
benefits, known as the Canadian Entitlement, would be protected. The Canadian
Entitlement is an amount of electric power equal to one half of “downstream power
benefits” realized from use of the Treaty storage (CRT, art. V(1)). Downstream power
benefits are the difference between the “hydroelectric power capable of being
generated in the United States of America with and without the use of Canadian
storage, determined in advance” (CRT, art. VII(1)) (emphasis added). This advance
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determination of downstream power benefits protects the value of the entitlement and
comes in the form of an Assured Operating Plan, a power planning document prepared
by the entities each year for the sixth successive year. The resulting five-year buffer
between development and implementation of the Assured Operating Plans provides
certainty for the Canadians. (Hyde, 2010; Shurts, 2012)
Each Assured Operating Plan assumes the U.S. will operate hydroelectric projects
“in a manner that makes the most effective use of the improvement in stream flow
resulting from operation of the Canadian storage” (CRT, art. III(1)). This assumption fixes
the Canadian Entitlement five years in advance based on the power the U.S. could
produce in a hydropower-optimized operating regime, not the power actually produced
at U.S. dams. The upshot of this arrangement is that British Columbia now annually
receives an energy and capacity entitlement typically worth between $100 million and
$300 million, depending on wholesale prices. The U.S. federal dam operators and the
private utilities operating dams on the Columbia are each responsible for delivering a
portion of the entitlement every year.
However, calculating the Canadian Entitlement in this way routinely overestimates
the downstream power benefits in the U.S. because operations there are not
hydropower-optimized. Today, Columbia River dam operations in the U.S. are heavily
influenced by ESA flow requirements for salmon and steelhead. Under the ESA, not only
does the U.S. release more water from its storage reservoirs in the summer, it also spills
a significant amount of water that would otherwise generate power in the spring and
summer months. Nevertheless, the Canadian Entitlement may not be retroactively
reduced to match the value of the energy actually produced (CRT, Annex B(6)). As a
result, some U.S. stakeholders feel this method of calculating power benefits is flawed
(Cosens, 2011; Hyde, 2010; McKinney et al., 2010). Thus, the method used to calculate
the Canadian Entitlement is another factor motivating the 2014/2024 Treaty Review.
Conspicuously absent from the CRT framework are specific provisions related to
ecological or environmental benefits that are or could be derived from coordinated
operation of the Treaty projects. Nevertheless, the Entities have been forced to grapple
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with these issues as they have risen in prominence and urgency over the last fifty years.
To date, the Entities have crafted a number of short-term operational agreements to
address, for example, fisheries impacts at Arrow Lakes Reservoir and below Keenleyside
Dam (Shurts, 2012). These agreements have worked because each Entity identified an
unmet need that could be served by the agreement without diminishing the primary
treaty benefits. But, as Shurts notes, such ad hoc agreements must “bear the weight of
all the modern considerations of fish and wildlife and power” (2012, p. 226). Moreover,
the Entities are not at liberty to trade off power or flood control benefits in favor of
ecological benefits. In cases where treaty benefits would be diminished, each country
must instead look to whatever flexibility exists at non-Treaty projects to satisfy these
objectives. Thus, the lack of express authority to utilize treaty projects to realize
ecological, environmental, or social benefits is a third motivating factor behind the
treaty review process.
A final point concerns the CRT’s future. The CRT does not automatically expire, but
it may be unilaterally terminated with ten year’s notice starting in September, 2024
(CRT, art. XIX). The ongoing 2014/2024 CRT Review is an effort by both countries to
understand the potential costs, benefits, and alternatives to unilateral termination
(British Columbia, n.d.; U.S. Entity, 2012). If the CRT was terminated, the Entities would
be dissolved and the obligation to deliver the Canadian Entitlement would end, yet the
ambiguous “called-upon” flood control provisions would remain in effect and,
presumably, the dispute resolution mechanism provided by the Boundary Waters Treaty
would govern (CRT, art. XIX). Hence, even if the present CRT is terminated, there will
remain an international governance regime informed by past practice under the treaty
and the principles of no-harm and equitable apportionment.
1.2.2 Domestic Law
The CRT and, to a lesser extent, the Boundary Waters Treaty create the framework
for transboundary river governance under which subsequently enacted domestic law
has developed. Indeed, there has been considerable change in the law of both
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countries, reflecting increased concern for environmental issues, social justice, and
more transparent natural resource decision making. For instance, major U.S.
environmental laws such as the Clean Air (42 U.S.C. § 7401 et seq.), Clean Water (33
U.S.C. § 1251 et seq.), Endangered Species (16 U.S.C. § 1531 et seq.), National
Environmental Policy (42 U.S.C. § 4321 et seq.) Acts and regionally significant legislation
like the Northwest Electric Power Planning and Conservation Act (16 U.S.C. § 839 et
seq.) were all enacted in the decades since 1964. In these same decades, Canada
repatriated its constitution, making changes including formal recognition and
affirmation of First Nations’ existing aboriginal and treaty rights (Constitution Act, Part
II, § 35 1982). And the government of British Columbia has enacted legislation
establishing the Columbia Basin Trust (RSBC 1996, c. 53), a regional body endowed to
promote public welfare as partial compensation for Treaty project impacts, and creating
a public water use planning process that allows the province to condition dam
operations (RSBC 1996, c. 483). These and many other developments influence dam
operations in the CRB. But a complete description of this complex web of domestic laws
is outside the scope of this project. Instead, the following is a brief description of two
key laws, one British Columbian and one American, which most directly influence
Columbia Basin dam operations.
The B.C. Water Act requires water users in British Columbia to acquire a license
from the provincial government before diverting, extracting, storing, or otherwise using
water from a stream (RSBC 1996, c. 483, § 2). Hence, the CRT dams as well as utilityowned facilities on the Kootenai River must all acquire licenses under the Act. Although
operating conditions imposed under the Act cannot conflict with requirements imposed
by the CRT or the Kootenay Lake Order, the Act’s public consultation process yields
Water Use Plans (WUP) that document the operational goals for each project. Details of
the WUPs governing the Treaty projects are discussed in greater detail in Section 3.2.2
but generally impose minimum flow requirements on the projects (subject to overriding
CRT requirements and emergencies), “soft” reservoir elevation constraints (again
subject to Treaty requirements), study plans, as well as an adaptive management
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framework to account for study results (BC Hydro, 2007a, 2007b). In the absence of CRT
operating requirements, the WUPs limit power-optimized dam operations in order to
serve fish, wildlife, recreation, and cultural resource preservation objectives.
In contrast to the collaborative administrative process established under the B.C.
Water Act, the primary legal mechanism for changing CRB dam operations in the U.S.
has been litigation under the ESA. The ESA gives “any person” the legal standing to ask a
court to enjoin certain illegal acts by private individuals and the federal government and
to compel the federal government to act in accordance with its provisions (16 U.S.C. §
1540(g)). A key provision in this regard is the requirement that federal agencies
“consult” with either the National Marine Fisheries Service (anadromous and marine
species) or the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (terrestrial and resident aquatic species) to
ensure their actions do not “jeopardize” listed species or cause “destruction or adverse
modification” of listed species designated critical habitat (16 U.S.C. § 1536(a)). If
consultation studies result in a finding that a proposed action is likely to cause jeopardy
or adverse modification, the service prepares a BiOP and may propose “reasonable and
prudent alternatives” to accomplish the action’s stated objective while minimizing the
impact on listed species (16 U.S.C. § 1536(b)(3)(A)). The ESA litigation in CRB has
primarily focused on the adequacy of various BiOPs and reasonable and prudent
alternatives concerning the impact of the Federal Columbia River Power System (FCRPS)
on listed salmon and steelhead (Thomas Morse, 2012; cases cited in fn. 8).
For almost 20 years, this litigation has pitted private environmental groups,
Native American tribes, and Northwest states against the National Marine Fisheries
Service and the agencies responsible for the FCRPS. Several of the BiOPs have been held
partially invalid, prompting some to contend that a judge in the Oregon Federal District
Court now “runs the river” by individually evaluating the plaintiffs’ requests for spill and
flow augmentation operations (Thomas Morse, 2012, p. 167). As noted above and
described further in Section 3.2.2, the result has been improved in-river conditions for
migrating fish and ever more stringent limits on hydroelectric generation. Neither these
nor the conditions imposed in B.C.’s WUPs were foreseen when the CRT took effect—
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indeed, it could be argued that these developments reflect a social response to the costs
of the flood control and power-optimized river envisioned by the CRT. Accordingly, the
next section explores the drivers of and potential for change to the transboundary water
management regime.

1.3 Drivers of Change in Transboundary Water Management
There is a growing body of literature critiquing the operational regime defined by
the CRT as out of step with contemporary water resource management. These critiques
have focused on both the regime’s limited objectives and its closed, command-andcontrol governance process. In addition, hydropower interests in the U.S. question the
ongoing utility of a Canadian Entitlement calculation that does not account for
diminished hydropower generation due to operations to support anadromous fish.
Likewise, dam operators in in British Columbia would welcome more flexibility to serve
power, ecological, and social objectives in the province than the current regime allows.
Finally, there remain serious questions about the future of coordinated flood control in
the basin if the CRT’s called-upon flood control regime takes effect in 2024 (compare BC
Hydro, 2013 with USACE, 2011). All of these issues reflect unsatisfied assumptions of a
treaty crafted in a social, ecological, and legal setting very different from the one we
find ourselves in today. (Cosens, 2012)
Moreover, issues surrounding the CRT are not the only indicia of a need to
reexamine transboundary water resource management in the CRB. Chief among these
other factors is climate change.11 Regional temperatures are expected to increase but
impacts on precipitation are less clear (Climate Impacts Group, 2004; Mote et al., 2003).
Although the magnitude of these changes is difficult to pinpoint, researchers at the
University of Washington Climate Impacts Group project that the Pacific Northwest,
including the CRB, will see:


11

Increased winter precipitation as rain rather than snow;

Climate should be regarded as a critical source of uncertainty in the conclusions drawn from this project
and an avenue for further research using the techniques presented here.
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Increased winter streamflow;



Increased winter flood risk in basins that receive a mixture of rain and snow;



Reduced water storage in snowpack, particularly in mid-elevation basins;



Earlier snow melt and peak runoff;



Decreased late spring and summer streamflow. (Climate Impacts Group, 2004)

The prospect of decreased natural water storage in CRB snowpack suggests that
increasing demands will be placed on man-made storage facilities. Yet uncertainty over
the timing and magnitude of these effects points to the need for a more flexible and
inclusive management regime.12
In addition to climate change, CRB stakeholder interviews conducted by
McKinney et al. (2010) revealed other factors indicating a need for change in the current
operational regime. These are: (1) emergent concern for ecosystem health in both
countries, (2) contemporary expectations for meaningful public participation in natural
resource management decisions, (3) enhanced capacity and legal standing among U.S.
tribes and Canadian First Nations, (4) population growth, and (5) non-power uses of the
river and reservoirs such as recreation, navigation, and water supply. These factors
underscore the presence in the basin of a multitude of sovereign, governmental, and
private stakeholders with objectives that extend far beyond flood control and
hydropower optimization.
The Treaty Entities have long recognized that the Columbia is a multi-objective
system ( FCRPS, 2001; Barton & Ketchum, 2012; White, 2012). And recent years have
seen encouraging developments in both countries with regard to broader public
engagement and tribal and First Nations rights concerning the river. For instance, the
United States’ “sovereign” review of the CRT includes representatives from each basin
12

It is important to recognize that in the 50 years since ratification, the CRT Entities have repeatedly
adapted to changing circumstances, particularly increasingly stringent U.S. fisheries objectives, through
negotiation of short-term, supplemental agreements. So it cannot be said that the CRT is without
flexibility. Rather, the flexibility available is constrained by the two overriding Treaty objectives, and,
because the Entities need not seek public input or publicly document anything beyond a final decision, it
is unclear whether and to what extent alternatives are considered when making these supplemental
agreements.
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state, key federal agencies, and 15 basin tribes. In addition, the U.S. Entity has held
“listening sessions” throughout the U.S. portion of the basin to solicit stakeholder input
and to provide results from technical studies. The province of British Columbia has
likewise convened a public process to inform its decision on the treaty. These efforts,
however, are explicitly focused on the narrow strategic question of whether to
terminate, continue, or modify the CRT (U.S. Entity, 2013), not the broader
management question of how to operate a multi-objective transboundary water
resource system in a way that provides a mutually agreeable mix of benefits.
If the CRT Entities view public input as desirable for strategic decision making
process, then it is surely desirable in the context of transboundary water resource
management, particularly in light of five decades worth of ecological, legal, and social
change. But, in order to make public participation in management decisions meaningful,
there must be two-way information exchange (Doremus, 1998; Stave, 2002; Cosens,
2010)—not only concerning the state of the current system, but also regarding the
probable effects of management changes. Moreover, the must be sufficient time for
stakeholders to formulate a recommendation based on that information. Collaborative
water resource modeling is increasingly recognized as an effective method for
promoting the kind of two-way exchanges essential for meaningful public participation
in decisions involving complex, multi-objective systems (Bourget, 2011; Loucks et al.,
2005). The next chapter posits that collaborative modeling is a promising technique for
enhancing public participation and producing more robust management decisions in the
CRB.
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Chapter 2 – Collaborative Water Resource Systems Modeling
Water resource systems are more than collections of dams and reservoirs.
Rather, they include interlinked ecological, hydrological, social, engineering, and
administrative processes (Bourget, 2011; Alemu et al., 2010; Winz et al., 2007; Tidwell et
al., 2004). Models have long been recognized as useful tools for integrating these
processes in a way that facilitates management decisions (Shabman & Stephenson,
2011). These analytical constructs range from conceptual flow charts outlining general
relationships between the component parts of a system to computer programs that
predict a system’s physical, chemical, biological, or economic behavior under a given set
of circumstances. Advances in commercially available computers and software, coupled
with improved data availability, have now made it possible to rapidly model and
simulate complex system behavior (Palmer et al., n.d.). The result of these advances is
that computer models are increasingly recognized as indispensable analysis, planning,
and dispute resolution tools. This Chapter reviews literature addressing the use of
computer models in water resource planning and dispute resolution and argues that the
technique is suitable for envisioning new, mutually beneficial operating regimes for the
transboundary Columbia River.

2.1 Collaborative Modeling for Decision Support
There are many names for the process of using computer models to facilitate
group solutions to water resource problems. A variety of labels have been proposed by
American practitioners in the water resources field including: “collaborative modeling
for decision support” (Langsdale & Cardwell, 2011), “computer-aided dispute
resolution” (Bourget, 2011), “shared vision planning”(Lund & Palmer, 1997; Werrick,
2011), and “computer-aided negotiation” (Sheer et al., 1989). Outside the American
water resources field, the process is sometimes referred to as “group” (Vennix, 1996),
“participatory” (Sandker et al., 2010), or “mediated” (Van den Belt, 2004) modeling. For
the purposes of this project, the term Collaborative Modeling for Decision Support
(CMDS) will be used to describe processes that “integrat[e] collaborative modeling with
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participatory processes to inform natural resource management decisions” (Langsdale &
Cardwell, 2011, p. 2). The approach integrates the disciplines of water resource
modeling and dispute resolution by incorporating model development into the
negotiation process and using outputs from the model as a focal point for negotiation.
Modeling is not the point of the endeavor; instead, the model promotes a common
understanding of the system and facilitates meaningful discussions about future
management.
Six key benefits of integrating computer models into a collaborative decision
making process are identified in the CMDS literature (Bourget, 2011; Lund & Palmer,
1997). Some of these are general benefits of using computers to represent processes
acting over time. Others are distinct benefits of CMDS.
1. Understanding the problem – the act of formalizing the system’s structure and
operating rules into something that can be understood by a computer program
demands a comprehensive understanding of the system.
2. Defining objectives – a CMDS process requires stakeholders to formally define the
benefits they wish to obtain from the system, as this is the only way to evaluate
system performance.
3. Developing alternative solutions to the problem – the ability to rapidly simulate
novel approaches to existing problems provides obvious advantages over real-world
experimentation.
4. Evaluating alternatives – model results can be compared using standardized
performance metrics, which promotes more rapid understanding of the costs and
benefits of alternatives.
5. Providing confidence in solutions – particularly when decision makers participate in
model development, a well-designed model inspires confidence that the proposed
solutions will produce something close to what the model predicts.
6. Forum for negotiations – the model lends structure to water resource negotiations
by focusing the parties on changeable aspects of the system and the interests that
could be served by a proposed change.
The theory behind CMDS tracks the general approach to negotiation espoused
by Roger Fisher, William Ury, and Bruce Patton in their seminal book Getting to Yes.
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Fisher, Ury, and Patton argue that agreements should be wise, efficient, and amicable.13
To meet these criteria they advocate for “principled negotiation,” a process that: (1)
separates the parties to the negotiation from the problem at issue, (2) focuses on the
parties’ interests, (3) invents options for mutual benefit before finalizing the solution,
and (4) chooses a result using objective standards. Each of the first three elements in
the list is a critical prerequisite for the next, and the final element is the key to forging a
wise, efficient, and amicable solution. (Fisher et al., 2011)
Advocacy for CMDS grew from the recognition that water resource management
typically involves multiple, often conflicting, stakeholders, objectives, and decision
makers. Based on their experience with an early, successful CMDS application in the
Potomac River Basin, Sheer et al. (1989) note that it is difficult to reach agreement on
water resources management because:


Hydrologic uncertainty, particularly regarding extreme events, makes it difficult
for parties to evaluate the feasibility and impact of proposed changes;



Objectives such as water supply reliability and environmental quality can be
difficult to quantify, resulting in additional uncertainty;



Differing data sets or analytical assumptions hamper common understanding of
the problem;



Many parties with differing constituencies, jurisdictional limitations, goals, and
values have a stake in the outcome;



Parties’ adverse interests may require preliminary mediation before efforts to
reach a compromise will be effective; and



Existing legal regimes may inhibit creative thinking.

In other words, water resource management is often complicated by interest, value,
analytical, and authority disputes among the various stakeholders (Shabman &

13

The authors define a wise agreement as “one that meets the legitimate interests of each side to the
extent possible, resolves conflicting interests fairly, is durable, and takes community interests into
account.” (Fisher, Ury, & Patton, 2011, p. 4)
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Stephenson, 2011). Yet, as described below, both the visioning and decision-specific
applications of CMDS can be useful for addressing each type of dispute.
2.1.1 Interest Disputes
Interest and value disputes are often intertwined. While interest disputes involve
the relative costs or benefits of a solution, value disputes are more subjective and often
center on whether a solution is good for a particular group. The two are related because
a party’s values often influence its perception of the costs and benefits of a particular
action. However, CMDS is more suited to addressing interest disputes because models
can quantify costs and benefits thereby helping to identify previously unknown common
interests in a way that facilitates bargaining. While the communication fostered by
CMDS may help to air disparate values and enhance understanding, consensus-based
resolutions are not always possible when sharp value differences concerning the same
interest are present. Shabman and Stephenson (2011) suggest that more efficient (if not
equitable) resolutions to deep value disputes might instead be achieved through judicial
review or legislative action.14
One of the reasons that CMDS is not adept at solving value disputes is its reliance
on quantitative measures of performance. Models operate according to precisely
defined mathematical relationships between quantifiable variables. This works well for
physical phenomena such as reservoir storage for flood prevention or power
generation, which can be reduced to a dollar value. The same cannot be said for the
host of spiritual and aesthetic considerations that can define a person’s relationship
with a river. Thus, there is a risk that such concerns will be marginalized in a negotiation
or planning process that myopically focuses on the modeling tools.
In the CRB, for example, stakeholder values regarding wild salmon may be
irreconcilable in the abstract because some may view wild fish as priceless while others
may attempt to value them in terms of impact on hydropower generation and tax
14

Noteworthy examples include judicial resolution of disputes over abortion or gun rights and legislative
determination of the need for clean water, air, or preservation of endangered species notwithstanding
deep-seated disagreements over the “correct” result.
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dollars spent on habitat restoration. Economists have developed a variety of methods
for quantifying these so-called “non-use values,” all of which have noted disadvantages
(Birol et al., 2006). CMDS practitioners sometimes take a more pragmatic approach by
asking stakeholders to think creatively about surrogate measures (i.e., converting the
values dispute into an analytical one) or simply giving the stakeholder group time to
voice their feelings on the matter (Creighton, 2010; Shabman & Stephenson, 2011). This
suggests that, while the model may not provide satisfactory means for addressing
spiritual and other non-use values, a well-designed CMDS process should encourage
stakeholders to be explicit about their values concerning the river. It may be that
stakeholder dialogue on such matters is just as, if not more, useful as any attempt to
reduce them to model output.
2.1.2 Analytical Disputes
Analytic disputes are often a key source of dysfunction in water resource
planning (Shabman & Stephenson, 2011; D. P. Sheer et al., 1989). This can stem from
differences in disciplinary training, divided jurisdictional focus, or a simple lack of
information. To the extent parties are willing to engage in the CMDS process,
development of models and performance measures provide can help manage such
disagreements. For instance, differing assumptions about physical processes underlying
the model may be tested against one another. Likewise, in reaching a common
understanding of the system, participants must decide what constitutes the acceptable
quantity and quality of input data. Moreover, inclusion of stakeholders from different
disciplinary backgrounds can promote a more complete representation of the system.
The ultimate utility of CMDS in this regard is that analytical disagreements must be
resolved up-front, before the process can continue.
2.1.3 Authority Disputes
A third category of common water resource disputes involve disagreements over
the identity of the decision maker. In the modern legal context, decision making
authority is not concentrated in a single body. For example, legal changes can produce
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new management objectives and afford previously marginalized stakeholders the
standing to enforce them (Shabman & Stephenson, 2011). The 1973 enactment of the
ESA is a particularly salient example for the CRB because it eventually resulted in the
imposition of expansive ecosystem protection mandates on federal agencies previously
responsible for much narrower goals. The ESA, with its citizen suit provisions, also
enabled tribes, states, environmental groups, and—by way of their power to grant
injunctive relief—courts to exercise an unprecedented level of influence in river
management decisions. This recent decentralization of management authority
illustrates the wisdom of building water resource management processes to resolve
conflict—otherwise the conflict could spill into legal or political channels. The problem
with such spillover is that local stakeholders may lose the ability to shape a resolution
that provides their preferred mix of benefits. By contrast, the advantage of a CMDS
process is that stakeholders retain control over the problem and may therefore be
empowered to develop a consensus solution. This ability to convene groups with diverse
decision making authority and to engage them in a collaborative decision making
process may be especially valuable for the Columbia Basin, where many stakeholders
have expressed a desire to retain regional control over water management (Cosens et
al., 2011; Shurts, 2012).
2.1.4 CMDS Applications
CMDS has been used for two distinct applications. First, CMDS has been used to
support specific operational or investment decisions. In 1978, a team led by Daniel
Sheer and Richard Palmer pioneered the technique in the Potomac River Basin as part of
the effort to address projected water shortages in the rapidly growing Washington D.C.
Metropolitan Area (Hagen, 2011; D. P. Sheer et al., 1989; D. P. Sheer & Interstate
Commission on the Potomac River Basin, 1983). This aspect of CMDS centers on
collaboratively developing modeling tools to address a specific problem and then using
those tools to forge a consensus solution. In the Potomac case, federal government,
state government, and local entities collaborated to produce a 50-year water supply
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plan that specified coordinated operation of existing infrastructure controlled by local
jurisdictions rather than the construction of new federally controlled reservoirs and
pipelines (D. P. Sheer & Interstate Commission on the Potomac River Basin, 1983; D. P.
Sheer, 1982). Key to this regional solution was the consensus and confidence provided
by the ability to test novel operating rules under extreme drought conditions.
Apart from its utility as a tool for solving defined water resource problems,
CMDS can also be a component of an evolving, adaptive planning process. In this
“visioning” capacity, the modeling process facilitates group learning and networking
that can later be leveraged as specific challenges emerge in a basin. Recent work in the
Rio Grande River Basin suggests that this CMDS application benefits from broad efforts
to include the lay public (Tidwell et al., 2011). In contrast to the relatively high-level
group of institutional decision makers in the Potomac process, the Rio Grande process
included stakeholders from the general public, local municipalities, state and federal
agencies, non-governmental advocacy groups, utilities, and a multi-disciplinary
collaborative modeling team. These participants were then engaged in an iterative
process of conceptualizing the water resource system, developing a common input data
base, reviewing the model outputs, and, ultimately, utilizing the model to compare
alternative approaches to balancing regional water supply and demand. The result of
this process was a regional water conservation strategy that incorporated a preferred
mix of alternatives. Key benefits of this collaborative approach included enhanced public
understanding of the water resource system and creation of an open forum for
networking and dialogue among stakeholders. The visioning form of CMDS can set the
stage for more detailed, problem-specific applications by enabling disparate stakeholder
groups to engage in structured study of a system. (Tidwell et al., 2004; 2011)
A CMDS process can thus serve the distinct purposes of identifying acceptable
methods of operating a water resource system or generating consensus on the best
solution to a particular operational problem. In the CRB, there are several looming
challenges that implicate river management—adaptation to climate variability,
improving ecosystem function, flood control, and maintaining power system reliability
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to name a few—and a great deal of uncertainty about the future shape of
transboundary river governance under the CRT ( Cosens et al., 2011; McKinney et al.,
2010; Sanderson, 2012). Accordingly, a visioning CMDS process seems appropriate for
the CRB at this time because it may help to identify new ways to coordinate U.S. and
Canadian dam operations to address all of these challenges in a comprehensive and
adaptive manner. Applied in this fashion, the goal of the modeling process would be to
generate a set of non-inferior river management alternatives.
The term non-inferior means a result that would leave the parties better off than
they would otherwise be. In multi-objective systems, a variety of non-inferior solutions
are usually possible (Lund & Palmer, 1997). The dispute resolution literature identifies
two general forms of non-inferior solutions (Fisher et al., 2011; Wetlaufer, 1996). The
first is the distributive solution in which one party’s benefit necessarily comes at the
expense of another—the so-called fixed pie. To use a classic example, consider two
brothers squabbling over the last orange in the house. Without knowing why they each
want the orange, they could split it in half or divide it in any number of ways, but neither
brother could get more orange without reducing the other’s share.15 On the other hand,
the brothers could reach an integrative solution by exchanging information. If the
brothers understood that one wanted the fruit while the other wanted the skin to zest a
cake, then they could peel orange and obtain the maximum possible value from the
bargain. Information exchange to uncover differing interests is the key to this
integrative result. A well-designed CMDS process provides the means for identifying and
evaluating both integrative and distributive solutions (Bourget, 2011). And, because
water resource systems involve multiple objectives, there are typically unrealized
opportunities for integrative solutions.
Fisher et al., argue in favor of finding integrative solutions when possible,
especially when a negotiation involves multiple interests that are differently valued by

15

Note that both parties will be nominally better off after any of these deals, as they will both end up with
some orange. But, aside from a 50-50 compromise, neither can get more of what he wants without
reducing the other’s share.
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the parties. However, integrative solutions are not always possible, particularly when
parties are not willing or able to exchange information (Wetlaufer, 1996). But modeling
can still be useful in these contexts because it permits assessment of costs and benefits
thereby facilitating determination of appropriate compensation. Collaborative modeling
can also promote integrative solutions by facilitating dialogue about stakeholder
interests. To foster such creative solutions, Fisher et al. propose a four-step approach:
(1) problem definition, (2) problem analysis, (3) development of general strategies to
address the problem, (4) identification of specific actions to effectuate the strategies.
This is best understood as an iterative cycle whereby the actions taken in step four are
reevaluated again until mutually satisfactory outcomes are obtained. This process
closely resembles the five major elements of a CMDS process (Figure 2.1).

5. Mediator-assisted evaluation
of alternatives and development
of additional alternatives

1. Development of performance
measures
(Problem definition)

(Specific actions)

What is wrong?
2. Agreement on modeling data
and methods
(Problem analysis)

What can be done?

4. Agreement on the intial
alternatives to be modeled
(Strategy development)

3. Joint development of the
model in an open and
transparent process
(Problem analysis)

Figure 2.1 – The CMDS process (after McCrodden, 2011)
The remainder of this thesis describes an adaptation of the CMDS process for the
Transboundary Columbia River, including the development of a prototype tool for use in
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a CRB CMDS process and the results of using that tool to model the alternatives derived
from a stakeholder survey. While a true CMDS process would involve stakeholders
directly in model development and output evaluation, time and resource limitations
have necessarily reduced the scope of stakeholder involvement in this project. In
particular, CRB water resource management literature and interviews serve as
surrogates for direct stakeholder involvement in the understanding the goals and
constraints of the system (Chapter 3), building the model (Chapter 4), and developing
performance measures (Section 6.1). Likewise, a stakeholder survey was conducted and
then cluster analysis was used to generate alternatives (Chapter 5). Despite its
limitations, the approach described here is a possible template for a transboundary
visioning process that asks:


What alternatives to the current transboundary Columbia River operational
exist?



How do these alternatives compare to the existing regime?



What are the relative costs and benefits of the alternatives, and do any of the
alternatives produce a more broadly acceptable mix of benefits than the existing
regime?



And how might transboundary river governance account for the results of this
analysis?

2.2 Prospects for Transboundary Collaborative Modeling in the Columbia Basin
Before detailing a possible CMDS approach for the Columbia Basin, it is worth
considering whether the technique is appropriate for such a large, jurisdictionally
complex setting. A review by Labadie (2004) suggests that limited opportunities for new
water storage projects in the U.S. and other developed nations, coupled with
increasingly multifaceted demands on existing infrastructure, creates a need to optimize
the operation of existing infrastructure. This is certainly the case in the CRB, where new
large-scale dam construction is highly unlikely. But, in a basin where the CRT Entities
are largely responsible for deciding what qualifies as “optimal,” is there an opportunity
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for more collaborative methods? Lund and Palmer (1997) caution that CMDS is unlikely
to influence situations characterized by hurry-up decision making, overriding political
considerations, or decision makers unwilling or unable to act on consensus solutions
produced by a modeling study. In other words, time, resources, and decision maker
“buy-in” are all prerequisites for an impactful CMDS process.
Time and resources are not likely limiting factors. In a basin where billions of
dollars in damage would result from an uncontrolled flood, where hydroelectricity
powers millions of homes and businesses, and where agencies annually devote millions
to ecological mitigation and restoration, it is difficult to argue that there are not enough
financial or technical resources to support a CMDS process. In some respects, time may
appear to be limited because the U.S. Entity has repeatedly stated that it intends to
recommend a strategic decision on the CRT (i.e., termination, continuation, or
modification) to the U.S. Department of State by late 2013 (U.S. Entity, 2013). To be
sure, changes in the CRT will alter the operational status quo and influence the range of
implementable operational alternatives. But, regardless of that strategic decision,
transboundary management issues will remain and there will need to be some process
to resolve them—Canadian storage operations simply have too great an impact on flood
risk, hydropower generation, and ecologically critical late summer flow. So, looking
beyond strategic decisions regarding the fate of the CRT, there is ample time to
undertake a CMDS process aimed at addressing future transboundary management
challenges. Thus, the question is whether there is the political will, on both sides of the
border, to initiate and then respond to such a process.
Transboundary water resource management in the Columbia Basin is, at present,
dominated by governmental entities pursuing the narrow objectives of flood control and
hydropower optimization. Though this framework has been successful in meeting these
objectives, it affords only limited flexibility for coordinated operations to enhance other
benefits, most notably resident and anadromous fisheries (Shurts, 2012). Moreover,
formal mechanisms for stakeholder input are absent from the CRT framework, and this
function is instead addressed at the national level (CRT, Article XIV; White, 2012).This
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bifurcated structure is at odds with principles of multi-stakeholder natural resource
governance expressed in the law of British Columbia (the BC Water Act), the United
States (NEPA and the FERC licensing process for hydroelectric facilities), and many of the
U.S. States in the Basin (Montana and Washington, for example, have state-run
equivalents of NEPA) (Cosens, 2010). It also stands in stark contrast to the broad
stakeholder involvement recently mandated for a joint US-Canada study of Lake Ontario
and St. Lawrence River operations (International Joint Commission, 2007). And it is
conceptually incongruent for a river governance structure that explicitly operates U.S.
and Canadian projects as a system to nevertheless devolve opportunities for
stakeholder input to the level of individual projects. But, while there may be good
reasons for change, the current CRT framework and uncertainty over the future of the
treaty suggest that a shift toward more collaborative transboundary management must
be initiated outside the existing governance institutions.
There are several compelling examples of successful CMDS processes initiated by
entities lacking direct operational control over water resource systems. For instance,
basin-scale CMDS processes have been initiated by an interstate compact, a publicprivate research consortium, and by a private NGO. As part of a dam relicensing process
on the Roanoke River in North Carolina and Virginia, The Nature Conservancy sponsored
the development of a model that was used to facilitate a settlement in tense
negotiations between a regional utility, state and federal regulators, and the
Conservancy (McCrodden, 2011). There, the model was used as a neutral fact-finding
tool to test the parties’ operational hypotheses and identify compromise operations
that satisfied the interests of multiple parties. In contrast to the NGO-led process on the
Roanoke, an interstate compact known as the Susquehanna River Commission convened
a CMDS process for the lower Susquehanna River in 2002 (Dehoff & Beauduy, 2011).
There, modeling was used by a stakeholder workgroup to assess drought operations at a
single utility-controlled reservoir with many conflicting uses. This four-year effort
resulted in a consensus recommendation for operational changes that would improve
the reservoir’s performance in terms of water supply, recreational opportunities,
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wildlife, and water quality while still meeting required minimum flows. Yet another
example comes from Alberta’s Bow River Basin, where an ongoing CMDS process
initiated by public-private research consortium is allowing a range of stakeholders to
test basin-scale operational changes in the context of rapid population growth and
climate variability (Bow River Project Research Consortium, 2010). Notably, although
these projects were not convened by the entities with ultimate decision making
authority for the systems or projects under study, decision makers were invited to and
sometimes participated in the modeling effort.
In all these cases, the CMDS process was initiated by entities that lacked
operational control. Yet, by incorporating interested stakeholders and operators into
the process, the result was a powerful consensus ultimately adopted by the operators
themselves. After all, it is difficult to overlook a course of action when it is already
understood and supported by stakeholders who might otherwise challenge the decision.
These examples illustrate two important points: (1) effective CMDS processes are not
always initiated by the parties in control of the projects and (2) consensus
recommendations supported by well-vetted model results are difficult for decision
makers to ignore. Aside from the CRT Entities, there are a host of governmental and
nongovernmental organizations with the interests, resources, and regional credibility to
convene a similar CMDS process in the CRB. But, to incorporate the full range of basin
stakeholders and to promote a comprehensive understanding of the issues, the process
must extend across the international border.
There is recent precedent for ambitious transboundary collaborative modeling
by the United State and Canada. A recently completed, five-year, $20 million study of
the regulation of Lake Ontario and the St. Lawrence River is perhaps the most ambitious
application of CMDS to date (Werrick, 2011). The impetus for this study was an IJC
directive mandating broad public involvement and consideration of multiple objectives
in the development of a new lake regulation options (International Joint Commission,
2007). The study used a family of models to generate outputs describing the physical,
environmental, ecological, and economic impacts of various alternatives. These outputs
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were refined through public workshops, which gave local experts the opportunity to
critique the model and to suggest changes that would provide better representations of
important parameters. Modeling revealed essential tradeoffs between lake shore
environment, lake shore flooding, and flooding along the river. In the end, the process
generated several operational alternatives that the IJC is now using to drive negotiations
between state, provincial, and federal government stakeholders. Thus, the Lake Ontario
study is evidence that CMDS can be implemented across the US-Canada border.
In addition, the Lake Ontario study provides several important lessons. One key
point is that trade-offs are often unavoidable. While each of the Lake Ontario
alternatives met the baseline performance standards established during the CMDS
process, none could simultaneously maximize performance for all objectives. The
ultimate decision came down to which alternative would provide the most acceptable
balance of benefits and costs. An equally critical point is that “strategic water
management decisions are always and appropriately political decisions and are part of a
larger tableau than a water planning study” (Werrick, 2011, p. 90). In other words, a
computer model, even the sophisticated model used in the Lake Ontario study, can
never integrate all relevant decision criteria, particularly in the context of international
relations. But, to the extent that such studies can introduce scientific evidence to the
political process, CMDS meets the goals of promoting more informed and transparent
decision making.
The foregoing examples demonstrate that CMDS can be implemented in the CRB
and, furthermore, can have an impact on operational decision making. There is clear
precedent for using the technique to inform management of complex, even
transboundary, water resource systems. Moreover, effective CMDS processes do not
need to be initiated by entities with direct control over system infrastructure. On the
other hand, time, resources, and decision maker buy-in—whether present at the outset
or generated through the process—are essential prerequisites. Time and resources for
long-term operational planning at the transboundary level are not the limiting factors—
the Columbia simply affects too many lives in too many ways for this to be seriously
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disputed. The question is whether decision makers on both sides of the border will seize
this opportunity to utilize CMDS tools and open up the relatively closed transboundary
water management regime. Extant legal constraints, including lack of clear authority to
solicit and consider public input on CRT operations, suggest that this change will not
come from within the existing governance structure. Therefore, if CMDS is to come to
the Columbia, stakeholders outside the CRT Entities must spearhead its application.
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Chapter 3 – Modeling the Transboundary Columbia River as a System of
Operational Goals and Constraints
A CMDS visioning process for the CRB could be organized around the following
general question: How can transboundary Columbia River water resources be allocated
to produce a broadly acceptable mix of flood control, hydropower, ecological, and other
benefits to both the United States and Canada? But in order for stakeholders to have a
meaningful opportunity to address this question, they need analytical tools that help
convey the performance of a complex system. Although a number of proprietary
planning models are in use throughout the basin, the author is not aware of any that are
capable of addressing this question on a daily timestep. Daily, as opposed to monthly or
semi-monthly, resolution is important because many key measures of system
performance derive from daily changes in flow, reservoir elevation, or power
generation. For instance, it is likely more useful to know that a set of operating rules
would produce a single day of severe flooding, as opposed to knowing that average
monthly flows are below the flood threshold. The same holds true for fluctuations that
violate fisheries flow objectives or render reservoir boat ramps inaccessible. Thus, in
order for stakeholders to determine whether alterative operations provide an
acceptable mix of benefits, the modeling tool used in the CMDS process should have the
capability to generate meaningful performance metrics.
This chapter describes the initial steps of developing such a tool for the Columbia
Basin. As described in the following chapters, the Columbia River Operations Model
(CROM) was designed to serve three purposes:
1. Communicate the system’s operational goals and constraints to stakeholders,
2. Provide an opportunity for stakeholder to propose operational alternatives to the
current management regime, and
3. Enable quantitative comparison of water management alternatives using
performance metrics.
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Section 3.1 describes OASIS with OCL™, the modeling software chosen for this project.
The advantage of this software is that it optimizes system performance for each day of
the simulation period based on user-defined goals and constraints. Section 3.2 then
catalogs the sources for and the nature of the Transboundary Columbia River system’s
major, publicly available or otherwise discoverable goals and constraints. These sources
comprise much of the input data for CROM, the structure of which is described in
Chapter 4.

3.1 OASIS Water Resource Modeling Software
OASIS with OCL™ (OASIS) modeling software was chosen as the modeling
platform for this study. OASIS uses linear programming to optimize system operations
for each timestep in the simulation period (Hydrologics, Inc., 2011). The linear
programming technique grew out of research in 1947 led by George Dantzig and
sponsored by the U.S. Air Force (Dantzig, 1998). Basically, linear programming is “an
analytical technique for allocating scarce resources (the exact scarcity of which is
represented by mathematical expressions called constraints) so as to maximize or
minimize some objective function which in turn is a mathematical statement of the
overall system goal” (Drobny, 1971, p. 1181). The technique has been applied to a
variety of optimization problems and has been widely used to study the optimization of
water resource systems (Drobny, 1971; Labadie, 2004; Randall et al., 1997). The
mathematical details of linear programming are beyond the scope of this project, but
the reader is referred to Linear Programming and Extensions (Dantzig, 1998) for a
general treatment of the subject and the User Manual for OASIS with OCL™
(Hydrologics, Inc., 2008) for specific treatment of the mixed-integer linear programming
method applied in OASIS.
OASIS is a water-resource specific software package designed to optimize system
performance based on user-defined goals and constraints. Critically, OASIS does not
perform a single optimization for an entire period of record, but rather optimizes system
operations for each time-step. A one-year (non-leap year) record with a daily timestep
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would thus produce 365 separate optimizations with results that may vary day to day,
depending on the applicable goals and constraints. This is a useful framework for
simulating water resource systems because the timestep-to-timestep optimization is
similar to how dam operators, who do not have perfect future knowledge, would
operate the system. Because of this optimization approach and its flexible input and
output forms, database storage structure, ability to integrate with other models, OASIS
has been widely used to model systems in the Susquehanna, South Saskatchewan,
Roanoke, Sacramento-San Joaquin, Apalachicola-Chattahoochee-Flint, and Delaware
River Basins. (Pulokas et al., 1999)
At this point it is necessary to define some terminology. OASIS models are built
using “nodes,” “arcs,” and “inflows.” A node is simply a point of interest in the system.
CROM employs two types of nodes: (1) junction nodes are used for run-of-river dams,
important gage points, confluences, and to identify the point where water leaves the
model domain; (2) reservoir nodes are used for the six reservoirs in the model domain
with significant active storage capacity—Mica, Arrow, Duncan, Libby, Kootenay Lake,
and Grand Coulee. Arcs are the features that convey water between nodes, and they
may be unidirectional or bi-directional (i.e., water can either flow one or both ways
between the connected nodes). In CROM, all arcs are unidirectional and, with the sole
exception of the Kootenay Canal diversion at the outlet of Kootenay Lake, represent
river channels. Lastly, inflows are where a predetermined amount of water enters or
exits the system at a node. Once these components are assembled into a schematic
representation of the physical system, the user provides input data that describes the
characteristics of the components and writes rules that govern how water moves
through the system. (Hydrologics, Inc., 2008)
Operating rules in OASIS are written in “operations control language” or OCL for
short. There are two kinds of variables in OCL: decision variables and non-decision
variables. Decision variables are unknowns that the linear program solves whereas nondecision variables have a known value at any given time in the simulation. The primary
decision variables in CROM are flow in the arc, storage at the reservoir nodes, energy
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generation at nodes representing hydroelectric dams, and spill at hydroelectric dams.
Examples of non-decision variables in CROM include the value of decision variables in a
previous timestep, fisheries flow targets at various points, the amount of water entering
the model domain, storage rule curves, and the energy loads that serve as hydroelectric
generation targets. (Hydrologics, Inc., 2008)
As with other linear programming methods, OASIS determines the optimal value
of decision variables at each timestep by finding a solution that meets all constraints
and maximizes the overall performance of goals. Thus, rules in OASIS take the form of
either goals or constraints. “Goal” refers to an objective that the system attempts to
meet whereas a “constraint” is a limit that must always be met. A typical issue in water
resource systems is that it is not possible to satisfy every goal at all times—storing water
for flood control and releasing it to maximize hydropower generation, for example, are
mutually exclusive. OASIS resolves conflicting goals by referencing user-assigned
weights. So, to extend the flood control vs. hydropower example, assume there is room
in the reservoir to store the incoming water, the weight on storing the water is 50, and
the weight on releasing it is 20. The linear program will resolve the conflict in favor of
storage because it has the higher weight. If, however, there was no storage space left in
the reservoir, the release would occur notwithstanding the higher storage weight
because the reservoir storage capacity constrains the set of possible solutions. Likewise,
if there was an additional weight of 40 on releasing the water due to a downstream
fishery flow target, the linear program would determine that the optimal solution is to
release the water. In other words, the weights function like points, and the linear
program picks the solution that produces the highest point score while obeying all the
constraints. (Hydrologics, Inc., 2008)
Because it is tailored to water resource applications, OASIS includes several builtin constraints. The most important of these is the continuity-of-flow constraint, an
adaptation of the general continuity equation that ensures conservation of mass within
the system. The constraint takes one of the following forms, depending on the type of
node:
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Equation 3.1 – Continuity-of-flow Constraint at a Junction Node
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Equation 3.2 – Continuity-of-flow Constraint at a Reservoir Node
In addition, arcs are by default constrained so that water may only pass from the
upstream node to the downstream node. These defaults are active in CROM and ensure
that at each timestep all water added to the system moves downstream through the
system in accordance with the solution to the linear program. (Hydrologics, Inc., 2008)
Thus, in order to construct a model using OASIS, the user must first construct a
model domain using nodes, arcs, and inflows. The user must then define the
relationships between the components using operating rules that take the form of goals
and constraints. The weights assigned to the various goals allow the linear program to
determine an optimal solution. Stakeholders typically participate in CMDS processes
that use OASIS models by proposing different operating rules or by suggesting different
operational priorities, which the modeler can then use to adjust the weights (Sheer et
al., 1989). Stakeholder involvement informs not only the development of the initial
model but also the development of alternatives.
This project follows the same general procedure. CROM’s operational rules were
developed using publicly documented goals and constraints, as described below in
Section 3.2. Section 4.1 describes how model was built and OCL rules were written
according to these goals and constraints. The major difference between this and a
typical CMDS process is the level of direct stakeholder input into the model. Time and
resource constraints made it impossible to convene the face-to-face collaborative
modeling sessions that are a hallmark of a true CMDS process. Section 4.2 details how,
in lieu of direct stakeholder involvement in model development, an existing model was
used to calibrate CROM and create a Base Case scenario. And Chapter 5 explains how a
stakeholder survey was used to develop operational alternatives that are then
compared to the Base Case in Chapter 6.
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3.2 Operational Goals and Constraints of the Transboundary Columbia River
System
Current Columbia River operations result from a complex mélange of domestic
laws, international treaties, private agreements, court rulings, infrastructure designs,
evolutionary imperatives, cultural heritages, and physical realities. Each of these
components is field of study in its own right, and together they form an expansive web
of interlocking goals and constraints. Some of these components are matters of public
record while others are not.16 The following sections catalog the publicly documented or
otherwise discoverable goals and constraints of the dams and reservoirs that comprise
the transboundary Columbia River system. This documentation was used in CROM for
both input data and a basis for the operational rules, as described further in in Section
4.1. The operational goals described here were also used to develop the performance
measures discussed in Section 6.1.
3.2.1 Constraints
The major operational constraints on the system derive from the physical world.
These characteristics are assumed to be fixed for the purposes of this study. They
include the hydrologic processes that produce runoff, the physical dimensions of the
various dams and reservoirs in the system, and the physical laws governing generation
of hydroelectricity. The following sub-sections treat each of these categories in greater
detail.
Water Supply
A fundamental constraint on any water resource system is the available supply
of water. Water enters the Columbia River from several sources: rain and snow runoff,
direct precipitation onto water bodies, groundwater inflow to stream reaches. Water
exits the system through the river’s discharge into the Pacific Ocean, evaporation from
water bodies, or consumptive uses such as agriculture and industrial processes. Various
16

Information related to dam specifications and energy markets is especially difficult to obtain for
national security and private economic reasons. In addition, day-to-day operational guidance for each
project in the modeled system was not obtained. Rather, the information contained in this section was
sourced from publicly accessible web, academic, and print resources.
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gages throughout the CRB measure the river’s discharge as well as reservoir storage.
(BPA, 2011)
Every ten years since 1970, the BPA, acting in conjunction with the Corps and
U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, publishes a study called the Modified Streamflows Report
(BPA, 2011). The most recent of these, the 2010 Level Modified Streamflow Report,
catalogs average daily streamflows throughout the CRB for the 80-year period from
1928 to 2008. The term “modified” refers to streamflow data that “have been adjusted
to a common level of irrigation development and evaporation in upstream reservoirs
and lakes, and reflect no regulation by dams” (BPA, 2011, p. 14). These modified flow
data are used by modelers throughout the basin (e.g., Hamlet & Lettenmaier, 1999;
Payne, et al., 2004; USACE & BPA, 2011; BPA, 2012d) for reservoir operations studies
because they reflect the effect of current off-river water use on the historical water
supply. In other words, the effect of irrigation and other water withdrawals are implicit
in the data set.17 And because these data are corrected for evaporation and past dam
operations, they are the best available approximation of the water that would have
been available at various points in the basin during the period of record. Accordingly,
average daily streamflow data from the 2010 Level Modified Streamflow Report were
used to define the all inflows in CROM.
There are several advantages but also some drawbacks to using modified flows
as inflow data. The key advantages are that the data have been rigorously quality
controlled and are widely used for water resource modeling throughout the basin,
making the results of the CROM study readily comparable to other studies using the
same data. Second, the modified flows are pre-corrected for 2010-level consumptive
uses and evaporation, which means these processes do not need to be explicitly
modeled unless a particular modeling scenario indicates a need to alter these
parameters. No such changes were necessary for this study because of its overarching

17

The method of accounting for irrigation withdrawals “assumes that all previous years were irrigated
with the same crop distribution and method of water application as existed in 2007-2008. It also assumes
the 30-year average climatic conditions in the basin from 1971 through 2000.” (BPA, 2011, p. 13)
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assumption of stationarity—that the historical runoff record from which the modified
flows are derived adequately capture the range of expected variability in future runoff.
This is a highly questionable assumption given the current state of knowledge
concerning climate change (Climate Impacts Group, 2004; Milly et al., 2008; Mote et al.,
2003; Payne et al., 2004). But, because this study focuses on the performance of
alternatives to system operating rules relative to current operating rules, the period
from 1928 to 2008 record contains a broad enough range of water conditions (multiyear droughts, severe flood events, successive average years, etc. . .) to facilitate a
useful comparison. One avenue for future research using CROM would be to test the
performance of the operational alternatives studied here under climate change
scenarios that adjust for expected changes in precipitation/runoff, evaporation, and offriver water use.
In addition to the physical quantity of water available at a given time and place
in the system, dam operators utilize water supply forecasts to guide operations during
the winter and spring. The Northwest River Forecast Center website
(http://www.nwrfc.noaa.gov) provides real-time runoff forecasting services as well as
some historical forecast data for key points in the CRB. However, the data available on
this website does not cover the entire 80-year period of record included in the 2010level modified flow data. Accordingly, a full 80-year runoff forecast data set was
obtained from BPA (BPA, 2012b)
The process of incorporating the 2010-level modified flow and forecast data into
CROM is described further in Section 4.1. A complete digital record of the inflow and
forecast data in HEC-DSS format appears in “BaseData.dss,” which is included on the CD
attached to Appendix A.
Dam and Reservoir Dimensions
All dams impound water to some extent. A combination of pre-impoundment
channel characteristics and dam dimensions dictate the volume of the resulting
reservoir. Functionally, however, dams can be categorized according to the size and
operational role of their reservoirs. Storage projects shape the river’s flow over the
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course of a year by capturing the spring runoff and releasing it later in the year. As a
result, reservoir levels at storage projects fluctuate widely as they are drained and
refilled according to this annual cycle. Run-of-river projects, by contrast, hold their
reservoir levels relatively steady over the course of the year by simply passing incoming
flow. The steady water levels behind run-of-river dams maximize hydraulic head for
power generation and also provide sufficient depth over submerged obstacles to
facilitate barge navigation (FCRPS, 2001). Both storage and run-of-river projects are
present in the CRB. Tables describing the relationship between reservoir volume and
reservoir forebay elevation were obtained from online data provided by the Corps
(USACE, 1998). Additional data describing the relationship between project outflow and
tailwater elevation were obtained from modeling staff at the BPA (BPA, 2012c).
Dams also have a finite capacity to pass incoming flow. Should the flow exceed
the dam’s outlet works capacity, there is a risk that the dam will fail. Accordingly, dams,
like other civil infrastructure, are designed with a factor of safety such that they are
capable of withstanding the probable maximum flood at the site. The result is that,
absent structural defects, dams are built to withstand conditions far more extreme than
what they are typically subjected to on a day-to-day basis. However, specific data
related to maximum design outflow of each project in the Columbia system was not
available for security reasons. It was therefore assumed that all dams in the system are
capable of safely passing the largest unregulated flood in the flow record used for this
study. This is a reasonable assumption given that the model is programmed to control
floods to much lower levels.
As described below in Section 4.1, these data were used to define the storage-elevation
relationships at the five storage reservoirs modeled in this version of CROM. Tables
showing the dimensions of the storage projects included in CROM appear in the
“statdata.mdb” on the CD attached to Appendix A.
Power Plant Characteristics
At the most basic level, hydroelectric power output depends on three factors.
The first is the water flowing past the turbines. The second is the vertical distance, or
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head, over which that water falls—calculated by subtracting the elevation of the water
above the dam (forebay) from the elevation below the dam (tailwater). The third is the
efficiency of the equipment in the power plant. The water supply, forebay elevation,
and tailwater elevation data described above define the limits on the first two factors.
Additional data relating to each generating plant’s hydraulic capacity (i.e. the maximum
amount of water that can be directed through the turbines) and plant efficiency were
obtained through personal communications with BPA’s modeling staff (BPA, 2012c). In
these data, plant efficiency is a lumped term that integrates the electrical, mechanical,
and hydraulic factors that influence the power output of a given volume of water falling
a certain distance. More detailed representations of plant efficiency and unit
dispatching are possible(e.g., Nikolic et al., 2012; Rux, 1993), but the decision to use the
coarser BPA data was based on the high-level purpose of this project and a desire to
promote consistency with other CRB operations models by using the same data. The
methods used in CROM to calculate power generation based on these data are
described in Section 4.1. Data tables showing power plant data appear in a spreadsheet
called “Power Formulas.xls,” which can be found on CD attached to Appendix A.
In addition to these physical generation constraints, dams on the Middle and
Lower Columbia are legally required to spill a minimum amount of incoming flow at
certain times of the year. This necessarily constrains the amount of power that can be
generated by these projects at certain times of the year. Although legal requirements
are generally treated as high priority goals, this particular requirement is modeled as a
constraint due to the way generation is handled in CROM. Fish passage spill
requirements are discussed below in the subsection on ecological goals and modeling
details related to spill are described in Section 4.1.4.
Electrical Grid
A final constraint on dam operations derives from the fact that electric power
generally cannot economically be stored. Consequently, power must be generated on
an as-needed basis and transmitted to consumers by way of the electrical grid. In reality,
transmission capacity is finite, and transmission lines can be overloaded during periods
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of high generation—as almost happened during the June 2010 high water event
discussed in Section 1.1.2. Thus, transmission capacity and generation from other
sources, such as wind and thermal resources, sometimes constrains the amount of
water that can be directed through the turbines at the various dams. In such
circumstances, the excess water must either be stored and released later or spilled over
the dams as “over-generation spill”.
A detailed representation of the basin’s electrical grid was beyond the scope of
this study. It was therefore assumed that the transmission grid is operated in a way that
accommodates all of the power generated at the modeled projects. In other words, the
current version of CROM does not account for the spill or altered storage operations
that would actually result during periods of insufficient transmission capacity or low
demand for hydroelectric generation. Nor does the model capture the value of the
ancillary services provided by the CRB dams. Additional research and modeling beyond
the scope of this project would be necessary to more realistically represent the interplay
between dam operations and the electrical grid.
3.2.2 Goals
This section details the major operational goals for the system. These generally
relate to the three primary functions of the system described in Section 1.1—flood
control, hydropower, and ecological preservation/enhancement—but a variety of
miscellaneous goals also apply. Goals defined in supplemental agreements between the
CRT Entities are not included here. Supplemental Entity agreements such as Canadian
Storage/Libby Swap (see Shurts, 2012) were excluded because they are essentially
short-term operational changes designed to meet existing goals (e.g. whitefish flows
below Keenleyside Dam). In other words, these agreements do not create new goals but
instead define one method of meeting existing goals. Also excluded are goals that apply
to tributaries outside the present CROM model domain (see Section 4.1).
It is also important to note that much of the literature describing these
operational goals refers to them as “operational constraints” (e.g., FCRPS, 2001, p. 60).
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This usage differs from the meaning of “constraint” adopted in this study. Strictly
speaking, meeting a minimum flow requirement or controlling a flood is not a binding
physical limit on dam operations in the same way as reservoir dimensions or runoff
volume. Rather, flood control and minimum flows are high priority goals that take
precedence over other, lower priority goals such as recreational access at reservoirs.
Thus, although “constraint” may be an appropriate way to describe a goal that a dam
operator is legally obligated or authorized to meet, the broader term goal is instead
used here.18
This is appropriate in a visioning application of CMDS because goal encourages
consideration of flexible operational priorities and tradeoffs rather than rigid
operational regimes. The utility of CMDS lies in its capacity to encourage creative
thinking about ways to meet multiple operational goals. Accordingly, where possible,
this section emphasizes documented numerical targets rather than the means currently
employed to meet them. In some cases, however, the means available to meet certain
goals are limited, as is the case with the rule curves that guide storage operations. In
these situations, the current operations are presented as a starting point or default set
of rules, which can then be altered in the model to produce operational alternatives.
Flood Control
Flood control is currently the highest priority objective for the Columbia River
dam system (FCRPS, 2001; USACE, 2003a). As flood control is one of the express
purposes of the CRT, the current (2003) Flood Control Operating Plan describes the
flood control objectives for the transboundary portion of the basin and downstream
areas susceptible to mainstem flooding. This plan applies to the three CRT projects as
well as Libby Dam. The plan sets forth two flood control goal. The primary goal is “to
reduce to non-damaging levels the stages at all potential flood areas insofar as
18

CROM contains one notable exception to this definition of “goal.” Spill that is legally mandated to
enhance endangered fish migration is treated as a constraint in CROM. The reason for this relates to the
way that power generation is modeled, a process that is fully described in Section 4.1. Essentially, the
court-imposed spill requirements already account for the minimum generation at these plants necessary
to serve firm load, and thus the only system goal that conflicts with fishery spill—meeting firm load—is
implicit in the spill requirements themselves.
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possible,” and, when that goal cannot be met “to regulate larger floods… to the lowest
possible level with available storage” (USACE, 2003a, p. 16). Table 3.1 lists the numerical
targets that correspond to these general goals at various points along the mainstem
Columbia in the U.S. and British Columbia, at Kootenay Lake in British Columbia, and
along the Kootenai River in Idaho.
Table 3.1 – Columbia River Basin Flood Control Goals (USACE, 2003a)
Location
The Dalles, Oregon
Hanford, Washington
(below Priest Rapids Dam)

Responsible Project
Columbia River

Target Flow/Elevation

All projects authorized to
provide flood control.
All projects upstream of the
Snake River confluence
authorized to provide flood
control.

450 kcfs (damage commences)
600 kcfs (target for larger floods)

Trail, British Columbia

Mica, Duncan, Arrow, Libby

Revelstoke, British Columbia

Mica

400 kcfs (damage commences)
225 kcfs (damage commences)
280 kcfs (target for larger floods)
200 kcfs (damage commences if
Arrow Reservoir at 1,446 ft)

Kootenay Lake*
Nelson, British Columbia

Libby, Duncan, Corra Linn

1,755 ft (damage commences)
1,759 ft (target for larger floods)

Kootenai River*
Creston, British Columbia

Libby, Corra Linn

1763 ft (target for larger floods)
50 kcfs (damage commences when
Bonners Ferry, Idaho
Libby
Kootenay Lake at 1,745.5 ft)
*: Kootenay Lake and Kootenai River flood targets depend upon the level of Kootenay Lake. The 2003 CRT
Flood Control Operating Plan uses two different datums for targets based on lake levels. For consistency,
the targets shown here and used in CROM reflect the Canadian GSC datum.

The Flood Control Operating Plan also provides storage reservation diagrams for
the Mica, Arrow, Duncan, and Libby projects. The Corps prepares similar diagrams for
other storage projects in the CRB, including Grand Coulee Dam (USACE, 2003b). These
diagrams, which are designed to meet the flood control targets listed above, dictate the
maximum allowable reservoir elevations throughout the year based on the runoff
forecasts. The diagrams thus describe the family of rule curves that define the upper
limit for reservoir levels at the various storage projects.
Generally, each rule curve on the diagram starts at or near full storage in
October, recedes through the Winter(indicating that the reservoir must be drafted to
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free up storage space), and reaches its minimum by early April. Because spring runoff in
the CRB is so variable, these flood control rule curves are actually a family of curves that
depend on runoff forecasts—higher runoff forecasts result in deeper drafts and lower
minimum storage levels. CROM’s flood control (i.e., upper) rule curves for Mica, Arrow,
Duncan, Libby, and Grand Coulee are included on see the “BaseData.dss” file on the CD
attached to Appendix A.
Flood control at Kootenay Lake is achieved by operating Libby and Duncan Dams
according to their flood control rule curves and operating Corra Linn Dam in compliance
with the 1938 International Joint Commission Order. The Corra Linn rule curve defined
by the Order is appears as a pattern in the “Statdata.mdb” files on the CD attached to
Appendix A. This rule curve specifies maximum lake levels for every month except May
and June, when maximum lake levels are set according to a formula that accounts for
inflow and discharge at a natural channel restriction near Nelson, BC. The details of the
formula are not available to the public, so CROM uses a proxy. Section 4.1 details the
methods by which these flood control rule curves and targets are incorporated into
CROM.
Hydropower
System-wide hydropower generation goals are defined according to the terms of
the CRT and the Pacific Northwest Coordination Agreement (PNCA) (FCRPS, 2001). The
CRT process sets the general parameters for Treaty storage operations and then PNCA
planning determines how to optimize hydropower generation for the benefit of the
parties while also meeting non-power goals. The results of the PNCA planning are not
publicly available because they contain business-sensitive information.
According to the terms of the CRT, each year the Entities typically adopt both
Assured and Detailed Operating Plans. The Assured Plans cover the sixth succeeding
year; hence, the Assured Operating Plan prepared in 2007 covers the 2011-2012
Operating Year (September 2011 through August 2012). The Assured Operating Plans fix
the Canadian Entitlement, which equals half of the calculated downstream power
benefits (CRT, art. V(1)). Shortly before the start of each operating year, the Entities also
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agree on a Detailed Operating Plan, which cannot alter the Canadian Entitlement
calculated in the Assured Plan but may otherwise update and modify the Assured Plan
operations to produce “more advantageous” results for both countries (CRT, art. XIV(2)).
The result of the CRT planning process is a set of rule curves that guide reservoir levels
for various power-related purposes. In contrast to the flood control rule curves, which
serve as a ceiling, the power curves serve as a floor for reservoir levels. Releases that
lower reservoir levels below the floor specified by these curves can threaten the
system’s ability to make the releases necessary for firm hydropower generation in the
future.
Once Canadian storage operations are set according to the CRT process, the
PNCA planning process begins. The PNCA is an agreement among eighteen parties,
including the Corps, the BPA, the Bureau of Reclamation, the U.S. Entity, as well as a
number of public and private utilities (PNCA, 1997). In essence, the agreement allows
for coordinated planning and operation of the hydroelectric dams and other generating
resources owned by the parties. Under the agreement, a non-profit entity known as the
Northwest Power Pool Study Group collects data from dam owners that describe each
project’s non-power operating objectives, forecasts of electricity load, output from nonhydro power plants, and planned maintenance on generating resources. Using this data,
the Power Pool conducts studies to determine the minimum amount of energy that
each plant, utility system, and the coordinated system as whole is capable of producing
during the worst historical water conditions after meeting applicable non-power
objectives. This amount of energy—known as Firm Energy Load Carrying Capability, or
simply firm energy—is the principal hydropower goal for the system as a whole, as it is
the amount of power that can be guaranteed to ratepayers even under worst case
streamflow conditions. An additional hydropower goal is to produce secondary, or
surplus, energy, which depends on streamflow conditions better than the worst case as
well as sufficient market demand and transmission capacity. (FCRPS, 2001)
The annual planning documents that specify firm load targets for the system and
individual projects is not publicly available. However, a recent publication by the
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Northwest Power Pool stated that the Firm Energy Load Carrying Capability for the
Coordinated System, which includes projects outside the present CROM domain, is
approximately 11,000 average MW (aMW) with an additional 3,000 aMW of secondary
energy available under average water conditions (Northwest Power Pool, 2012). These
values are generally consistent with a data set provided by modeling staff at the
Northwest Power and Conservation Council (NWPCC, 2012). Section 4.1 describes how
CROM’s firm load targets were developed from these regional estimates.
In addition to defining the firm load target for the hydro system, the PNCA
process results in the development of rule curves designed to serve various powerrelated objectives. The following three types of curves are generated by the planning
process.


The critical rule curve defines the reservoir levels necessary to meet the
hydrosystem’s share of the firm load under the worst historical water conditions
(currently the 1936—37 water year). This curve is the same for every year in the
record.



The assured refill curve defines the reservoir levels necessary to ensure a high
probability of refill by July. This curve is also the same for every year in the record.



The variable energy content curve (VECC) allows for secondary generation while
maintaining a 95% refill probability. This curve changes each year depending on the
runoff forecast. (FCRPS, 2001; PNCA, 1997)

These three curves generally define the operational floor for the storage reservoirs. A
rule curve based on these limits is determined for each reservoir according to an
algorithm that is described in detail in Section 4.1. For CROM, a set of VECCs was
obtained from the BPA (BPA, 2012d), and assured refill curves and critical rule curves
were sourced from the 2011—2012 Columbia River Treaty Detailed Operating Plan,
which incorporates results from past PNCA studies (Columbia River Treaty Operating
Committee, 2011). These curves are included in the “Basedata.dss” file on the CD
attached to Appendix A.
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Ecological Preservation and Enhancement
Modern Columbia River operations include a variety of flow and reservoir
elevation goals intended to benefit fish and wildlife. Unlike the power and flood control
goals, which derive from the CRT, these ecological goals have developed under domestic
law, most notably the ESA and the BC Water Act (see BC Hydro, 2007a, 2007b; BPA et
al., 2011). Minimum instream flow requirements are the most common type of
ecological goal and are intended to provide enough water to support aquatic habitat
and basic life processes such as spawning, migration, and rearing. In addition, other
requirements such as maximum flow, fish passage spill, reservoir elevation targets,
outflow ramp rates, and water quality standards also influence the timing and amount
of water releases from the various storage reservoirs in the CRB. In the U.S., it is fair to
say that these ecological goals are now at least as important as flood control and
hydropower (BPA et al., 2011; FCRPS, 2001). In Canada, there is less operational
flexibility due to the CRT, but the Water Use Planning process has produced a number of
ecological goals that are a lower priority than Treaty operations (BC Hydro, 2007a,
2007b, 2012). Specific goals in both the U.S. and British Columbia are discussed below.
Ecological goals in British Columbia take three forms: minimum flow targets,
dam outflow ramp rates, and reservoir elevation targets. Some or all of these goals
apply at Revelstoke Dam, Keenleyside Dam/Arrow Lakes, Duncan Dam, and the lower
Kootenay River. The Water Use Plan for Arrow Lakes refers to the reservoir elevation
targets as “soft constraints,” which means that they are provided to guide operations
but do not constitute a legally binding condition on the project’s water license (BC
Hydro, 2007a). Notably, some of these “soft” targets are contradictory; for example,
operations to preserve shoreline vegetation would result in lower reservoir levels than
are desirable for recreation and nesting birds. These targets are nevertheless included
here because they provide a basis for measuring the impact of operational alternatives
at this site. Table 3.2 summarizes the ecological goals for the Canadian portion of the
system and identifies their source.
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Project

Revelstoke Outflow

Table 3.2 – British Columbia Ecological Goals
Goal Type
Time Period
Target
Minimum Flow
Seasonal
Minimum Flow
Seasonal
Minimum Flow

Reservoir Target
for Vegetation

Arrow Lakes
Reservoir

Keenleyside Dam
(Arrow) Outflow

Duncan Dam
Outflow

Year-round
July—August
August (may be
used in lieu of
July-August
target)
May 1 – July 31

Reservoir Target
for Nesting Birds

April 30 – July
16

Reservoir Target
for Migratory
Birds
Reservoir Target
for Resident Fish
(e.g. Kokanee)
Reservoir Target
for Recreation
Reservoir Target
for Cultural Site
Protection
Reservoir Target
for Erosion

August 7 to
October 31

Minimum Flow
Flow for
Rainbow Trout
Spawning and
Egg Protection
Flow for
Mountain
Whitefish
Spawning
Flow for
Mountain
Whitefish Egg
Protection
Ramp Rate

Year-round
April—June

24 kcfs

BC
Hydro,
2007a

Minimize duration of
reservoir levels above 1424
ft
Minimize duration of
reservoir levels above 1424
ft
Maintain levels below 1438
ft

August 25 to
early
November 15
May 24 to
September 30
Year-round

Maintain level above 1424 ft

Year-round

Minimize duration of full
pool and avoid sudden
drawdown.
5 kcfs
Initially between 15 kcfs and
25 kcfs with stable or
increasing flow through
June
Maintain a flow between 45
and 55 kcfs

MidDecember—
Mid-January

Source

5 kcfs
15 kcfs

BC
Hydro,
2007a,
2012a

Maintain reservoir between
1435 ft and 1440 ft
Reservoir at or below 1430
ft for as long as possible

Mid-January—
March

Maintain a flow about 19
kcfs lower than the
spawning flow

Year-round

+/- 15 kcfs/day

Minimum Flow
Maximum Flows

Year-Round
Year-Round

Maximum Rate
of Flow Increase

Year-round

0.1 kcfs
Varies; flows required for
CRT operations take
precedence.
4 kcfs

BPA et
al., 2011

Ketchum,
2012
BC
Hydro,
2007b
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Lower Kootenai
River (below
confluence of
Kootenay Canal and
South Slocan Dam
outflow)

Goal Type

Time Period

Target

Maximum Rate
of Flow Decrease
Minimum Flow

Year-round

4 kcfs

December—
September

Minimum Flow

October—
November

18 kcfs (unless Kootenay
Lake inflow is lower, then
inflow)
16 kcfs (unless Kootenay
Lake inflow is lower, then
inflow)

Source

Riseh,
2008

In the United States, most ecological flow and reservoir elevation goals are
prescribed by various BiOPs. Each year, the BPA, Corps, and Bureau of Reclamation
prepare a Water Management Plan that synthesizes the BiOP requirements for
anadromous and resident fish affected by federal dams (BPA et al., 2011). The utilityowned dams on the mainstem Columbia are also subject operating conditions designed
to benefit the river’s ecology, and these requirements are included in their PNCA data
submittals. Although the submittals themselves are not publicly available because of
their business-sensitive content, data and documentation obtained by the author for a
recent BPA modeling study summarizes these requirements (BPA, 2012a, 2012e).
Similar to the Canadian ecological goals, the U.S. projects attempt to meet flow
and reservoir targets, including summer flow augmentation goals intended to improve
travel times and water temperatures for migrating anadromous fish. But, unlike the
Canadian operations, U.S. dams are each spring required to spill specified amounts of
incoming flow to improve juvenile fish passage. One consequence of this fish passage
spill is that the U.S. dams cannot generate electricity with a significant portion of the
incoming spring flow. Another consequence is that high levels of spill can raise dissolved
gas concentrations to levels that are harmful to the migrating fish. Accordingly, the spill
requirements include caps that allow excess flow to be diverted through project
turbines once gas levels reach a certain point. They also include an allowance for a
minimum amount of flow to be run through each project’s turbines at all times. Table
3.3 summarizes the flow and reservoir elevation goals for the U.S. system. The spill
requirements are detailed below in Section 4.1.4.
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Table 3.3 – United States Ecological Goals
Project

Goal Type

Time Period

Target

Minimum flow
Minimum flow for
Bull Trout

Year-round
May 15—June
30; September

4 kcfs

Minimum flow for
Bull Trout

July—August

Minimum flow for
White Sturgeon

Mid-May—June

Ramp Rate

Year-round

Reservoir Target
for Summer Flow
Augmentation

July—August

Reservoir Target
for Early Fall Flow
Augmentation

September

Libby

Minimum Flow
Minimum flow to
support Chum
spawning below
Bonneville Dam
Grand Coulee

Priest Rapids
(Hanford Reach)

Year-round
November—
April

Reservoir Targets
for Kokanee

September—
November

Reservoir Targets
to Support
Downstream Flow
Targets

Year-round

Minimum Flow

Year-round

“Reverse Loading”
Flows*

October—
November

Minimum
Chinook
Spawning and
Incubation Flows
Minimum Spring
Flow for
Steelhead
Flow Stabilization

November—
May

Source

6 kcfs
Between 6 kcfs and 9 kcfs,
depending on runoff
forecast
Bull trout flow plus a shaped
volume of water that varies
with the runoff forecast
Varies according to previous
day’s outflow
Target varies depending on
runoff forecast and refill
success
Variable target of either
2439 ft or 2449 ft
depending on runoff
forecast
30 kcfs

BPA et al.,
2011; BPA,
2012d

Varies depending on
tailwater elevation at
Bonneville Dam
Refill to 1,283 ft by end of
September and maintain
1,283 or greater through
November
The lower rule curve at
Grand Coulee is constrained
by storage targets for
various fisheries
requirements
36 kcfs
Dam shapes flow each day
for to deter red formation
at high river elevations—
low flow during daylight and
higher flow at night
Varies depending on
“critical elevation”
established by redd
monitoring

April 10—June

135 kcfs

March—June

Reduce daily flow

BPA et al.,
2011; BPA,
2012d

BPA et al.,
2011; BPA,
2012d
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Project

Goal Type

Time Period

for Juvenile
Chinook*

McNary

John Day

Minimum Flow

April 10—June

Minimum Flow

July--August

Flow Stabilization
Reservoir
Operations for
Waterfowl
Nesting**
Reservoir Target
to Minimize
Juvenile Salmon
Travel Time**
Flow Objective for
Chum
Spawning***

April—August

Target

Source

fluctuations to decrease
stranding and entrapment
above river level
Between 220 and 260 kcfs,
depending on runoff
forecast
200 kcfs
Maintain weekend flows at
80% of previous week’s
average

BPA et al.,
2011; BPA,
2012d

March—May

Operate in top foot of range
every four days

April 10—
September 30

Operate within 1.5 of
minimum level for irrigation
pumps

November—
December

Maintain tailwater elevation
between 11.3 and 12.0 ft

BPA et al.,
2011; BPA,
2012d

BPA et al.,
Maintain tailwater elevation 2011; BPA,
Flow Objective for
2012d
January—April
determined by red
Chum Incubation
10
monitoring, usually 11.3 to
and Egress***
11.5 ft.
*: This operation occurs on a sub-daily timescale that cannot be replicated at the daily timestep used
in CROM.
**: This project is assumed to be a run-of-river dam, so CROM does not include this goal.
***: Tailwater elevations at Bonneville dam depend on Bonneville outflows as well as factors such as
tides and downstream inflows that are not included in CROM. As a proxy, CROM assumes a fixed
minimum and maximum flow target downstream of Bonneville.
Bonneville

The ecological goals listed above are an incomplete catalog of the efforts to
preserve and enhance the aquatic ecology of the Columbia River. Hatchery programs,
water quality standards and monitoring, watershed restoration programs, habitat
enhancement, fish barging, catch limits, and a host of other actions are all important
components of the basin-wide efforts to protect and restore fish populations (FCRPS,
2001). But, because this project is focused on transboundary dam operations, the goals
presented here reflect that narrower scope and the limitations of a model that currently
only quantifies streamflow. The diversity of dam owners and regulatory authorities in
the CRB also complicated the research process, as there is no single authoritative source
for information concerning this or any other aspect of Columbia River operations.
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Nevertheless, the sources utilized here likely cover the most important fishery flow
goals for the system, as they were published by the responsible agencies. Section 4.1
discusses how these goals are incorporated into CROM.
Other Goals
The Columbia is a river with many beneficial uses and a great deal of aesthetic,
spiritual, and cultural value. A full accounting of the management goals associated with
uses beyond flood control, hydropower, and ecological support would require extensive
interviews of people with knowledge of particular local needs and values. The publicly
available river management literature focuses on the three major objectives discussed
above and generally does not address these issues in detail. One reason for this is that,
at least on the mainstem Columbia, recreation, navigation, water supply (agricultural,
municipal, and industrial), and other miscellaneous goals can normally be met by
operations that serve the three primary objectives (FCRPS, 2001). Dry conditions can
limit the water available for off-river uses, but applicable state or provincial water law
provides a mechanism for curtailing use when supplies are scarce. Thus, these additional
system goals tend not to drive operational decisions at present.
Note that CROM handles water supply differently than other system objectives.
As noted above in Section 3.2.1, the modified flow data set accounts for the 2010 level
of off-river water demand and also factors in any return flows from these uses. Thus,
off-river water demands are assumed to be met throughout the simulation, and the
model’s inflow reflects only the water left over once withdrawals have been made.
Table 3.4 lists the non-water supply miscellaneous goals documented in the river
management literature or otherwise discovered by the author.
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Table 3.4 – Miscellaneous Goals
Project

Goal Type

Time Period
Canadian Projects

Target

May 24 to
September 30

Maintain reservoir between 1435
ft and 1440 ft

Arrow

Reservoir Target for
Recreation
Reservoir Target for
Cultural Site
Protection

Year-round

Reservoir at or below 1430 ft for
as long as possible

Date of
Refill/August
11—Labor Day
United States Projects

Duncan Reservoir

Reservoir Target for
Recreation

Libby

Reservoir levels for
Recreation

Year-round

Grand Coulee

Reservoir levels for
Recreation

Year-round

McNary

Reservoir Levels for
Water Fowl
Hunting*

October—
January

“Usual and
accustomed” places
upstream of John Day

Reservoir Levels for
Tribal Fishing*

“Usual and
accustomed” places
upstream of The
Dalles
“Usual and
accustomed” places
upstream of
Bonneville

Reservoir Levels for
Tribal Fishing*

Reservoir Levels for
Tribal Fishing*

Dates vary
depending on
tribal
management
Dates vary
depending on
tribal
management
Dates vary
depending on
tribal
management

Bonneville, The Dalles,
John Day, and McNary

Reservoir levels for
Lower Columbia
Navigation*

Year-Round

Bonneville, The Dalles,
John Day, and McNary

Flow for Lower
Columbia Navigation

Year-Round

Source

BC
Hydro,
2012

Maintain level within 1 ft of
1888.12 ft

BC
Hydro,
2007b

No specific objective. Quantify
impact on boat ramp availability
based on ramp elevations in
Appendix B.
No specific objective. Quantify
impact on boat ramp availability
based on ramp elevations in
Appendix B.

Tetra
Tech,
Inc.,
2006
National
Park
Service,
2013

Maintain constant reservoir levels
on unspecified days.

BPA et
al., 2012

Operate within a 1.5 ft range
during tribal fishing season

BPA et
al., 2012

Operate within a 1.5 ft range
during tribal fishing season

BPA et
al., 2012

Operate within a 1.5 ft range
during tribal fishing season

BPA et
al., 2012

No specific objective in
documentation. Reservoirs
typically provide adequate depth.
Some impact: 350—425 kcfs
Moderate Impact: 425—450 kcfs

High Impact: >450 kcfs
*: This project is assumed to be a run-of-river dam, so this goal is not modeled.

FCRPS,
2001)

Fletcher,
2012
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Chapter 4 – Columbia River Operations Model Structure and Calibration
This Chapter describes how The Columbia River Operations Model (CROM) was
developed and calibrated. CROM utilizes publicly available information on dam
operations in the transboundary CRB and melds it with a linear program optimization
routine to simulate streamflow, reservoir storage, and power generation on a daily
timestep. The model is implemented in OASIS (see Section 3.1) and conceptualizes
system operations as a collection of competing goals and constraints. The relative
weight assigned to each goal defines the objective function for the optimization routine
at each timestep. The results of the function describe the system state to be optimized
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in the next timestep. Figure 4.1 depicts this general process.
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Figure 4.1 – Generalized CROM Optimization Process
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4.1 CROM Structure
This section discusses how the data sources described in Section 3.2 were
processed and the nature of the rules that drive CROM’s optimization routine. The
discussion is organized according to the structure shown in Figure 4.1. First, is a
description of the model domain. A description of the model’s external drivers follows.
Next is a description of the model outputs. And the section concludes with illustrations
of the rule logic that define the system goals and constraints. Note that the
mathematical rationale (i.e. linear programming) used to produce the outputs has
already been described in Section 3.1 and will not be addressed here. Together, these
components enable a daily timestep simulation of dam operations in the transboundary
CRB.
4.1.1 Model Domain
The CRB encompasses an area roughly the size of France. It would be an
immense task to model all of the Columbia’s major tributaries. The time and resources
available for this project precluded such an ambitious effort. Moreover, the purpose of
this study is to examine alternatives to the current transboundary river management
regime. Accordingly, the model domain was narrowed down to the mainstem Columbia
and its major transboundary tributary, the Kootenai River. The major American
tributaries along with smaller rivers and streams throughout the basin were not
included in the model domain and were instead treated as inflows (see below). There
are some drawbacks to limiting the model domain in this way, and these issues are
addressed in Section 4.3.
Figure 4.2 shows the OASIS schematic of CROM. The blue triangles are nodes
that represent storage reservoirs. The yellow circles are also nodes but they represent
run-of-river dams and points of interest such as major confluences or gage sites. The
black lines connecting the nodes are arcs, the model’s approximation of the river
channel. Finally, the purple lines and arrows represent the inflow at the node to which
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they connect. The numbers on each node serve as a reference for various functions in
the model code.

Figure 4.2 – CROM Schematic
CROM simulates operations at all dams on the mainstem Columbia and Kootenai
Rivers. The model assumes that there is active storage capacity at only six facilities and
the rest of the dams in the system are assumed to be run-of-river facilities (i.e., that
they have no ability to store incoming streamflow). Strictly speaking, this assumption is
not accurate because many of the assumed run-of-river dams have some amount of
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storage that fluctuates on a daily or sub-daily basis, primarily to enhance power
generation. However, the storage capacity at the assumed run-of-river projects is
relatively small compared to the major storage reservoirs, which is one of the reasons
why other Columbia River modeling studies have invoked a similar assumption (e.g.
Hamlet & Lettenmaier, 1999). Moreover, none of the Middle or Lower Columbia
projects have a significant role in system flood control, as their limited storage
capacities are generally insufficient to regulate Columbia River flood flows (USACE,
2003a). Table 4.1 lists each node in the model provides additional descriptive
information from sources described in Section 3.2.

Node
Number

Table 4.1 – Dams and Points of Interest in the CROM Domain
Active
Generating
Storage
Name
Type
Capacity
Operator
Capacity
(MW)
(MAF)

100

Mica Dam

105

Revelstoke Dam
Arrow (Keenleyside
Dam)
Libby Dam
Bonners Ferry, Idaho
Duncan Dam
Corra Linn Dam
(Kootenay Lake)
Upper Bonnington,
Lower Bonnington,
and South Slocan
Dams

110
200
210
220
230

240

Storage
Reservoir
Run-of-river

11.5

1740

BC Hydro

n/a

2500

BC Hydro

Storage

7.1

189*

BC Hydro

Storage
Gage Site
Storage

n/a
1.4

600
n/a
n/a

USACE
n/a
BC Hydro

Storage

0.7

60

Fortis BC

Run-of-river

n/a

156
(combined)

Fortis BC

BC Hydro

241

Kootenay Canal

Run-of-river
Project

n/a

580

250

Brilliant Dam

Run-of-river

n/a

272

300

Trail, BC
Pend Oreille River
Inflow
Columbia/Pend
Oreille Confluence

Gage Site

n/a

n/a

Columbia Power
Corporation
n/a

Gage Site

n/a

n/a

n/a

Confluence

n/a

n/a

n/a

480
490
500

Grand Coulee Dam

Storage

5.2

6,684

510

Chief Joseph Dam

Run-of-river

0.1**

2,535

520

Wells Dam

Run-of-river

0.1**

760

US Bureau of
Reclamation
USACE
Douglas County
PUD
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Node
Number

Name

Type

Active
Storage
Capacity
(MAF)

530

Rocky Reach Dam

Run-of-river

.03**

1,267

540

Rock Island Dam

Run-of-river

n/a

547

550

Wanapum Dam

Run-of-river

0.1**

825

560

Priest Rapids Dam

Run-of-river

0.04**

770

690
700
710
720
730

Snake River Inflow
McNary Dam
John Day Dam
The Dalles Dam
Bonneville Dam

Generating
Capacity
(MW)

Operator
Chelan County
PUD
Chelan County
PUD
Grant County
PUD
Grant County
PUD
n/a
USACE
USACE
USACE
USACE

Gage Site
n/a
n/a
Run-of-river
0.2**
1,127
Run-of-river
0.5**
2,484
Run-of-river
0.05**
2,052
Run-of-river
0.09**
1,088
End of
999
Terminal Node
n/a
n/a
n/a
Domain
*: There are no turbines installed in Keenleyside Dam itself, but 189 MW of capacity exists at the
adjacent Arrow Lakes Generating Station. The Columbia Power Corporation operates the generating
station and BC Hydro operates the dam itself.
**: These storage values are provided for reference only, as these projects are assumed to be run-ofriver facilities.

4.1.2 External Drivers
CROM utilizes three external datasets: inflows, loads, and energy prices. The
physical and economic forces that control these parameters are not captured in the
model. Rather, they serve as time series inputs for CROM.
As discussed in Section 3.2.1, Inflow data are derived from the 2010 Level
Modified Streamflow dataset (BPA, 2011). 19 There are two forms of inflow to CROM.
The first are headwater inflows. These occur at nodes with no upstream arc (see Figure
4.2), and there are five such nodes in the model: Mica (100), Libby (200), Duncan (220),
the Pend Oreille River Inflow (480), and the Snake River Inflow (690). CROM reads the
unaltered modified flows for each of these points. The second type of inflow is local

19

Section 4.2 discusses how these inflow data were corrected to match the inflows of the calibration
model, which used the 2000-level modified flow data set. CROM allows the user to choose between these
two inflow data sets.
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flow, and these are present at almost every other node in the system.20 Local flows are
obtained by subtracting the modified flow time series for the upstream node from that
of the downstream node—the difference is the water that entered (or exited) the river
between the two points. The 2010 Modified Streamflow documentation (BPA, 2011)
notes that it is possible for local flows calculated in this manner to be negative. A
negative value simply means that, on a given day, more water leaves than enters the
river between the two nodes, typically due to irrigation or municipal withdrawals. The
80-year (1928—2008) inflow data time series used in CROM are included in the
“Basedata.dss” file on the CD attached to Appendix A.
The second category of external data is power loads. CROM uses separate load
datasets for Canada and the United States. Because publicly available load data are only
reported for the entire transmission system, these data required adjustments to
approximate the share of firm load attributable to the hydro projects in the CROM
domain. A similar process was used to prepare both the Canadian and American load
datasets for inclusion in the model.
First, hourly regional load for 2011 were downloaded from the BPA (BPA, 2012f)
and BC Hydro (BC Hydro, 2012b) websites. The year 2011 was chosen for the load data
because it reflects recent energy usage patterns and it coincided with available price
data. The hourly loads were then averaged to obtain a single value for each day. These
average daily system load values were then adjusted to reflect the combined firm
generating capacity of each modeled hydro project.
The firm generating capacity for each project in the CROM domain was obtained
from data provided by the Northwest Power and Conservation Council (NWPCC, 2012).
These data state the average critical period generating capacity of each hydro plant in
the CRB. The critical period values were chosen because they reflect the average
capacity of each plant under the worst historical water conditions and thus reasonably

20

Local flows are absent at nodes 240 and 241 because these projects are so close to upstream node 230
that no appreciable tributary inflow occurs between the two projects. Any local inflow that does occur at
these nodes is accounted in local flow at node 250.
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approximate the minimum amount of power that the hydro projects can be expected to
generate. Based on this source, the average critical period capacity of the modeled US
projects is 6,335 aMW, and 2,139 aMW for the modeled Canadian projects.
The next step in adjusting the load data was to develop a load pattern based on
the average daily load time series for the total system. This was accomplished by
dividing the daily load value by the average for the entire year. The result was a
proportion, which varied according to the particular energy demands on each system on
a given day in 2011.
The final step in the adjustment was to multiply the daily proportion by the
average critical period capacity obtained from the NWPCC data. In effect, this procedure
takes the 2011 load pattern for these two transmission systems and applies that pattern
to the average capacity that can be expected from the modeled hydro projects under
the worst historical water conditions. The following equation expresses this process in
general mathematical terms.
(

)

Equation 4.1 – Firm Load Adjustment
In equation 4.1,

is the average daily system load for the given day in 2011,

is the average annual system load for 2011, and

is the average critical

period capacity of the modeled projects on that system. The resulting 1-year time series
was then converted into a 102-year time series (1910-2012), which fully encompasses
the period for which flow data was available. Care was taken to account for leap years
and to preserve weekly load patterns.21 The load time series are included in HEC-DSS in

21

Energy load is not constant throughout the week. Demand is generally higher during the workweek
than during the weekend. Thus, it was important to account for the days of the week when converting the
one-year adjusted load into the longer time series. Energy load in the Pacific Northwest is also higher
during the winter, at least during cold periods, than the summer because the relatively mild summer
weather does not necessitate reliance on air conditioning. These same patterns generally hold in the BC
Hydro control area as well.
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the “Basedata.dss” file on the CD attached to Appendix A. The annual patterns are
shown below in Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.3 – Comparison of Modeled Loads to Total System Loads
In the absence of a publicly available firm generation value for each project,
these time series are a reasonable approximation of the firm loads served by the
Canadian and US hydro projects in CROM. There is, however, an important assumption
implicit in the load values produced by this method. Specifically, the load patterns
reflect the unique weather and economic conditions of 2011. Future studies using this
model might consider the effect of different energy loads on system performance. As a
proxy for a whole new data set, CROM includes a “load multiplier” that permits the user
to scale the energy loads by a fixed percentage. But this scaling does not change the
underlying pattern.
The third and final external driver is energy price data. Pricing data could not be
obtained for the Canadian portion of the basin. But 2011 peak price data for the Mid-
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Columbia wholesale power trading hub was available online (U.S. Energy Information
Administration, 2012). These data again reflect the particular conditions of 2011, in
terms of weather, streamflow conditions for generation, court-imposed spill
requirements, economic conditions, and other factors affecting Pacific Northwest power
prices. But, because these data cover the same time period as the load data, they were
considered to be a useful approximation for the value of power across the simulation
period. Like the load data, the price data were converted from a 1-year to a 102-year
time series again accounting for leap years and the days of the week. These time series
are included in the “Basedata.dss” file on the CD attached to Appendix A. Figure 4.4
shows the annual price pattern.
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Figure 4.4 – 2011 Wholesale Energy Price Pattern
4.1.3 Outputs
Before delving into the CROM’s rule logic, it is useful to consider the outputs that
the model produces. Based on the goals and constraints discussed in Section 3.2, it was
determined that four primary types of output would be necessary: (1) streamflow at
each node in the system, (2) reservoir storage or elevation derived from storage
content, (3) average daily energy generation at each hydro plant in the domain, and (4)
the amount of water that bypasses each hydro plant without being used for generation
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(i.e., spill). These are the four categories of variables that the linear program optimizes
at each timestep, and each one can be used to measure some aspect of system
performance. For instance, streamflow at The Dalles Dam is necessary to determine
whether system-wide flood control goals are being met. A description of the
performance measures used in this project follows in Section 6.1. For the discussion at
hand, it is just necessary to understand that CROM’s output consists of a value for each
of these four parameters for each day in the simulation.
4.1.4 Rule Logic
A series of rules lie at the heart of CROM. Written in OCL, these rules serve three
primary functions: (1) they set variables used in other rules, (2) they establish
constraints within which the modeled projects must operate, and (3) they define the
goals (or “targets” as they are called in OCL) that the model attempts to meet. The first
function is not important in its own right because the defined variables are either
incorporated into rules defining goals or constraints or are used in the performance
measures discussed in Section 6.1. As such, the hundreds of defined variables in the
model are only discussed here in relation to goals or constraints to which they relate.
A key advantage of OCL is that it facilitates creation of conditional rules.
Conditions can be constructed from any number of parameters with the most common
being the date,22 a threshold flow, or a storage level threshold. A major benefit of such
rules is clarity—they allow rules to be active or inactive without the confusing strings of
nested “IF/THEN/ELSE” statements that are often used to achieve similar results in other
models. Many of the rules statements in the OCL files on the attached CD are
conditional (see Appendix A).
Because CROM is a complex model, the rule descriptions provided below state
the general form of the rules and the places in the model domain where they apply. In
22

CROM utilizes a 366-day Julian scale to identify dates. Accordingly, Day 1 is January 1, Day 366 is
December 31, and Day 60 is February 29, the leap day. OASIS automatically accounts for leap years. In
non-leap years Julian day 60 is ignored. The governing assumption for leap years is that the value for a
given variable on February 29 is the same as on February 28 unless a February 29 value is specified.
(Hydrologics, Inc., 2008). These assumptions were not modified in CROM.
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the interest of brevity and clarity, the numerical details of these expressions are omitted
from the text of this thesis. Readers interested in specifics should refer to the OCL files
on the CD attached to Appendix A.
Constraints
The following subsection explains how the constraints identified in Section 3.2.1
are incorporated into the model. The method for handling water supply was generally
addressed above in Section 4.1.2. By default, inflow at a headwater node is the time
series of 2010 level modified flows for that point, and local inflow at non-headwater
nodes is the 2010 level modified flow for that node minus the modified flow for the
node immediately upstream. Typically each non-headwater node has only one upstream
node, but there are two at nodes immediately below confluences with major tributaries
(i.e., nodes 300, 490, and 700). For these confluence nodes, the modified flows for the
two upstream nodes (one on each converging river) were added together, and this sum
was then subtracted from the modified flow for the downstream node.
Reservoir dimensions impose two obvious but key constraints on the model:
each storage node can store no more than its maximum and no less than its minimum
active storage capacity. CROM uses the range of “active storage”—as opposed to total
storage— at each storage project to define the capacity.23 Because of the way OASIS is
built, these two constraints are not explicitly coded in OCL but nevertheless govern the
linear program. These constraints are not active at run-of-river nodes because it is
assumed that storage at these facilities does not change, and thus they are not modeled
as having any storage.
Flow routing constraints are also imposed on each hydro plant. These constraints
tell the model how much water released from the node can flow through the turbines
and how much must be spilled. Turbine flow cannot be greater than a dam’s hydraulic
capacity (listed below in Table 4.3). Typically, spill is any outflow from the facility that is

23

The difference between active and total storage is known as “dead storage” because this water cannot
be drained by gravity through the dam’s outlets, power plant intakes, or spillways.
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not turbine flow—this is termed “forced” spill by dam operators. It is assumed that the
only spill that occurs at the Canadian dams is forced spill.
Aside from forced spill, data provided by BPA allowed for modeling of courtordered “fish” spill and miscellaneous “other” spill at the American projects. Both of
these forms of spill are deducted from the water that can be counted as turbine flow. As
elaborated in Section 4.2, it was not possible to obtain the data necessary to model spill
that occurs when there is an insufficient market for the power that could be generated
from the flow at each dam (“overgeneration spill”). Consequently, overgeneration spill
is not included in CROM.
Other spill includes water for fish ladders, navigation locks, or that otherwise
bypasses the turbines. This category of spill is modeled as a volume of water that varies
according to a fixed yearly pattern. Fish spill is the water that, by court-order, must
bypass each project’s turbines in order to facilitate passage of ESA-listed juvenile fish.
This form of spill is also modeled as a fixed yearly pattern that incorporates the
requirements in Table 4.2. Where dissolved gas caps are known, the fish spill constraint
is designed so that fish spill never exceeds the cap; however, it is possible for forced spill
to exceed these limits during high flow. Together, the constraints on forced spill, other
spill, and fish spill affect the amount of water can pass through the turbines at American
projects at various times of the year. This in turn affects the amount of power that can
be generated at each run-of-river facility. The spill patterns and spill constraint logic
appear on the CD attached to Appendix A, respectively in the “Statdata.mdb” and OCL
files.
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Project

Table 4.2 – United States Fish Passage Spill
Min. Turbine Spill Requirement
Time
Dissolved
Flow
Period
Gas Caps*

Source(s)

Libby

Not specified in
source
documentation

In conjunction with sturgeon
pulse specified above

Late
May—late
June

110% for 7 days
Never to exceed
123%
(no kcfs caps
specified)

Wells

Not specified in
source
documentation

Variable percentage of
incoming flow

April—
August

Not included in
source
documentation

BPA, 2012d;
BPA, 2012e

Rocky
Reach

Not specified in
source
documentation

Variable percentage of
incoming flow

April—
August

Not included in
source
documentation

BPA, 2012d;
BPA, 2012e

Rock
Island

Not specified in
source
documentation

Variable percentage of
incoming flow

April—
August

Not included in
source
documentation

BPA, 2012d;
BPA, 2012e

Wanapum

Not specified in
source
documentation

Variable percentage of
incoming flow

April—
August

Not included in
source
documentation

BPA, 2012d;
BPA, 2012e

Priest
Rapids

Not specified in
source
documentation

Variable percentage of
incoming flow

April—
August

Not included in
source
documentation

BPA, 2012d;
BPA, 2012e

40% inflow

April 10—
June 19

McNary

50 kcfs
50% inflow

30% inflow
John Day

50 kcfs

Alternate spill of 30% and
40% inflow in 4-day blocks
30% inflow
40% inflow

The Dalles

Bonneville

June 20—
August 31
April 10—
April 26
April 27—
July 20
July 21—
August 31
April 10—
June 30

50 kcfs

50 kcfs

40% inflow

July 1—
August 31

100kcfs

April—
June 15

Alternate every 2 days
between: 103 kcfs (average
of day/night) & 95 kcfs

June 16—
July 20

April: 117 kcfs
May: 122 kcfs
June: 125 kcfs
June: 125 kcfs
July: 138 kcfs
Aug: 148 kcfs
April 1-15: 96 kcfs
Apr16-30: 90 kcfs
May: 95 kcfs
June: 95 kcfs
July: 95 kcfs
Aug: 98 kcfs
April 1-15: 124 kcfs
Apr16-30: 131 kcfs
May: 132 kcfs
June: 137 kcfs
July: 139 kcfs
Aug: 125 kcfs
April 1-15: 100 kcfs
Apr16-30: 98 kcfs
May: 95 kcfs
June: 100 kcfs
July: 130 kcfs
Aug: 135 kcfs

BPA et al., 2011

BPA, 2012d;
BPA, 2012e

BPA, 2012d;
BPA, 2012e

BPA, 2012d;
BPA, 2012e

BPA, 2012d;
BPA, 2012e

July 21—
August 31
*: Total dissolved gas concentrations depend on factors such as water temperature, which are not modeled in CROM.
Where available, assumed spill limits were used to approximate the caps.
75 kcfs
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The final category of constraints included in CROM relates to hydropower
generation. This category consists of several subparts that are each necessary to
calculate the power produced by each plant. These subcategories are: generation
functions, spill requirements, hydraulic capacity, and maximum generation capacity.
Spill requirements were just addressed. The hydraulic capacity and maximum
generation capacities are constant for each plant. Hydraulic capacity constrains the
amount of water that CROM can route through the turbines at each hydro facility.
Maximum generation sets the upper limit on the calculated amount of power at each
plant. These values for each plant are listed in Table 4.3 below.
Table 4.3 – Hydraulic Capacity and Maximum Generation at Modeled Hydro Plants
Maximum
Hydraulic
Node
Generating
Dam Type in
Name
Capacity
Number
Capacity
CROM
(KCFS)
(MW)
100
105
110
200

Mica Dam
Revelstoke Dam
Arrow Lakes
Libby Dam
Corra Linn Dam
230
(Kootenay Lake)
240
Upper Bonnington
Lower Bonnington
240
Dam
240
South Slocan Dam
241
Kootenay Canal
250
Brilliant Dam
500
Grand Coulee Dam
510
Chief Joseph Dam
520
Wells Dam
530
Rocky Reach Dam
540
Rock Island Dam
550
Wanapum Dam
560
Priest Rapids Dam
700
McNary Dam
710
John Day Dam
720
The Dalles Dam
730
Bonneville Dam
Source: (BPA, 2012c)

65
56
40
24.1

1740
2500
189
600

Storage
Run-of-river
Storage
Storage

12.6

60

Storage

12.8

60

Run-of-river

10.4

42.3

Run-of-river

10.5
32
38.1
280
219
220
220
250
178
187
232
322
375
288

54
580
272
6,684
2,535
760
1,267
547
825
770
1,127
2,484
2,052
1,088

Run-of-river
Run-of-river
Run-of-river
Storage
Assumed Run-of-river
Run-of-river
Run-of-river
Run-of-river
Run-of-river
Run-of-river
Assumed Run-of-river
Assumed Run-of-river
Assumed Run-of-river
Assumed Run-of-river
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The generation functions for every hydro plant in the system are expressions of
the following general equation:

Equation 4.2 – General Power Function
where

is power in MW,

turbines measured in cfs,

is head in feet,

is the flow of water through the

is a dimensionless value representing the efficiency of the

generating equipment, 0.001 converts KW to MW, and 1/11.8 is a conversion factor
with the units KW –s/ft4. Three versions of this general equation were used in the
model, depending on the way the project was modeled (see Table 4.3) and thus the way
head needed to be handled.
In reality, head at each dam depends on the elevation of the water above the
dam in the forebay and its elevation below the dam in the tailwater. Forebay elevation
is a function of storage. Tailwater elevation is primarily a function of the total outflow
from the dam. At storage projects, both the forebay and tailwater elevations can change
independent of each other. At true run-of-river projects, only the tailwater elevation can
change and the effects of these changes are implicit in the generation-discharge (GD)
functions that were part of the BPA data described in Section 3.2.1. Likewise at the
assumed run-of-river projects the upstream elevation is assumed to be constant, but
additional assumptions were necessary because the BPA data did not include GD
functions for these dams.
Thus, the form of the general generation equation used in the model depends on
the assumptions used to account for the effect of head on power generation at a
particular facility. The simplest form was used at the assumed run-of-river plants. At
these projects, a head value was assumed based on an average of recent storage levels
at each project (USACE, 2012). This assumed value is then used to lookup an “H/K” value
from the BPA’s data.24 The resulting function is as follows.

24

H/K is the generating capacity at a given head, so the
implicit in this value.

term and the conversion factor above are both
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Equation 4.3 – Power Function for Assumed Run-of-River Plants
A more complicated variation was necessary at the other run-of-river projects.
At these projects, the nonlinear GD function had to be piecewise linearized in order to
be compatible with the linear program solver in OASIS.25 To do this, flow in the arc
leaving these projects was divided into segments, which set upper and lower limits on a
linear function that approximates a portion of the GD function. Below, Figure 4.5 shows
an example of this process for Wells Dam. The nonlinear version of the GD function is
shown by the black line and the linear approximations of smaller segments of this
function are shown by the colored lines.
The slope of each linear segment of the nonlinear GD function approximates the
amount of power that can be generated from a given discharge within that segment.
Note that the flow variable in this function is the total outflow from the facility, not just
the turbine flow. This change from the general power equation was necessary because
the GD function integrates the effects of both head and plant efficiency. The resulting
function for these true run of river facilities is:
(

)

(

)

(

)

Equation 4.4 – Power Function for True Run-of-River Plants
where

is the slope of the first piece and

is the amount of flow in the first

segment, et cetera. So, for example, assume that the total outflow from Wells Dam is
.396 MAF/day. At this flow,

is 198 MAF/day,

is 138 MAF/day, and

is 60

MAF/day. Multiplying these flows by the slope of the corresponding piecewise linear
function (see Figure 4.5) and summing the results yields about 755 aMW.

25

Essentially, the decision variables in a linear program must be expressed as linear functions. However,
the GD functions provided by BPA are nonlinear because efficiency at each plant increases, peaks, and
then decreases as flow rises.
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Nonlinear
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Linear (Linear 1)

Power (MW)
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m1= 2.4696
Linear (Linear 2)
m2 = 1.7554

400
300

Linear (Linear 3)
m3 = 0.498

200

Linear (Linear 4)
m4 = -0.5913

100
0
0

0.2

0.4

0.6
0.8
1
Total Outflow (MAF/day)

1.2

1.4

Figure 4.5 – Piecewise Linearized Generation-Discharge Function for Wells Dam
The GD functions for each run of river project were piecewise linearized in this
fashion. In addition, flow segments were created to define the upper and lower flow
bounds for each piece. The flow segments are different for each project because the GD
functions are also different for each project. Also, new GD functions, and thus new
piecewise approximations, were derived for the Middle Columbia projects subject to
court-ordered fish passage spill requirements (Wells, Rocky Reach, Rock Island, and
Priest Rapids). This was necessary because the original GD functions assume that all
outflow from these projects is routed through the turbines first and that spill only
occurs when the flow exceeds the plant’s hydraulic capacity. With the court-ordered
spill, a percentage of the flow that could be routed through the turbines is instead
spilled. Hence, the proportion of generation to flow—the slope of each piecewise linear
function—differs based on the required amount of spill. These new piecewise
approximations were incorporated into functions in the form of Equation 4.4 that only
apply during the periods of the year when court-ordered spill occurs.
The third set of power generation functions apply at the storage facilities. These
functions are complicated by the fact that head at these facilities depends on both
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storage (forebay elevation) and outflow (tailwater elevation), which can both change
independently. Because all constraints in OASIS must be expressed as linear functions, a
three step calculation was necessary for the storage projects.
In the first step, power is calculated using a function very similar to Equation 4.2.
There are two important differences, however. The

term in the storage power

function is the forebay elevation (derived from the project’s storage-elevation
relationship) minus an assumed tailwater elevation. The assumed value is the tailwater
elevation that would obtain when the release is equal to the dam’s hydraulic capacity.
The resulting

term is then multiplied by the flow through the turbines. The second

difference is that this product is then corrected for the head loss that occurs due to
spill—i.e., when the dam spills, the tailwater elevation is higher than the assumed value
and so the

term must be corrected for this. The resulting value is then

multiplied by an assumed plant efficiency constant and several conversion factors to
obtain an initial power estimate. These calculations can be expressed in the form of
Equation 4.5.
(

[

)

(

)]

Equation 4.5 – Storage Project Power Estimate Function
The second step is to then calculate the actual head at the storage project. This
calculation does not use an assumed tailwater elevation. Instead it is the difference
between the forebay elevation (again, derived from storage content) and a piecewise
linearized version of the relationship between tailwater elevation and discharge
(Equation 4.6). The tailwater-discharge relationship is defined by data provided by the
BPA (BPA, 2012c) and piecewise linearized in the same manner as the GD functions at
the run-of-river projects.
[

(

)

(

)

(

Equation 4.6 – Storage Project Head Function

)

]
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The third and final step for calculating power generation at the storage projects
is to limit

so that it is no greater than the maximum generation possible at a given

head (Equation 4.7). This limit derives from a maximum generation function also
supplied by the BPA (BPA, 2012c). These minimum generation functions were also
piecewise linearized in the manner described above. Accordingly, the head values
calculated in Equation 4.6 are segmented and the value of each segment is multiplied by
the slope of the corresponding piece of the maximum generation function. These three
functions (Equations 4.5, 4.6, and 4.7) thus work in concert to first estimate power
generation at the storage projects and then, based on the calculated head, ensure that
the estimate is within the bound set by the maximum generation function.
(

)

(

)

(

)

Equation 4.7 – Storage Project Maximum Generation Function
The three types of power functions just described work in conjunction with the flow
routing, inflow, and, where applicable, reservoir capacity constraints to define the major
physical limitations on dam operations in the model domain. CROM operates within
these constraints as it attempts to meet the goals described below.
Goals
There are three general types of goals in CROM: (1) rule curves, (2) generation
targets, (3) flow targets. Each of these goals is expressed in CROM as a target with
weights that define a penalty or an incentive for matching or deviating from the target
value. Note that this list does not encompass all of the goals described in Section 3.2.2.
The reason is that reservoir elevation targets—such as those developed for Arrow
during the Canadian Water Use Planning process or boat ramp availability on Lake
Koocanusa—are not major drivers in operational decision making process. As such, the
miscellaneous objectives shown in Table 3.4 are not treated as operational goals for the
model but instead as impacts to be measured and compared (see the discussion of
performance measures in Section 6.1). By contrast, rule curves, energy loads, or legally
mandated fishery flows drive dam operations throughout the system, particularly at the
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storage projects. For each timestep in the simulation CROM finds an optimal value for
each model output that (a) satisfies all applicable constraints, (b) minimizes applicable
target penalties, and (c) maximizes applicable target benefits (see Hydrologics, Inc.,
2008).
Rule Curves
Rule curves are some of the most important goals in the model. They guide the level
of each storage reservoir in the model domain. Run-of-river projects do not have rule
curves because they are assumed to have no storage capacity. CROM allows the user to
adjust both the Upper Rule (URC) and the Lower Rule Curve (LRC) with a fixed multiplier.
Under the default settings, the curves are not adjusted.
There are two types of rule curves in CROM. The URC curve defines the reservoir
elevations necessary for flood control and the LRC defines the minimum storage
necessary to meet firm load under various conditions. Note that, unlike actual
operations, the present version of CROM does not calculate rule curves on the fly using
runoff forecasts. Rather, CROM assumes that rule curves are known with perfect
foresight and it uses time series of rule curves derived from various data sources. A
single time series, provided by the BPA (2012c), defines the URC for each reservoir at
each timestep. However, the URC in any given year differs from the URC from any other
year because the curve reflects the runoff conditions of that year. For instance, Figure
4.6 shows the URCs for Libby that correspond to 1972 (high), 1932 (low), and 1990
(approximately average) runoff conditions—the higher the runoff, the deeper the

Storage (MAF)

storage draft. Note that all URCs allow for refill.
6
4
2
0
Oct

Nov

Dec

Jan

Feb
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Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

1990

Figure 4.6 – Upper Rule Curves for Libby under Differing Runoff Conditions
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An algorithm defined by CRT operating plans is used to select an LRC that allows
the reservoir to release water for firm power generation (and other purposes) while
providing a high likelihood of refill. The lower rule curves in CROM were obtained from
several sources. VECCs were obtained from BPA modeling staff (BPA, 2012d) and reflect
the modeling assumptions described in the BPA’s 2012 Final Rate Proposal study
documentation (BPA, 2012a). Assured and Critical Rule Curves were obtained from the
CRT 2011-2012 Detailed Operating Plan (Columbia River Treaty Operating Committee,
2011). Both the Assured and Critical Rule Curves are the same for every year but, like
the URC time series, the VECCs vary according to runoff conditions.
The logic for selecting an LRC is based on the Operating Rule Curve selection
guidelines provided in the 2012-2011 Detailed Operating Plan (Columbia River Treaty
Operating Committee, 2011). As implemented in CROM, this logic is as follows:
1. The LRC is always greater than minimum storage.
2. The LRC is never greater than the upper rule curve.
3. The LRC is the greater of the Assured Refill Curve and the Critical Rule
Curve
4. If the VECC is lower than the result of 3, the LRC is the VECC.
An additional rule applies at Grand Coulee. There, the result of steps 3 and 4
above cannot be lower than the lower draft limits described in the 2012 Water
Management Plan (BPA et al., 2011). However, the lower rule curve can be less than the
lower limit if step 2 so requires. Figure 4.7 shows an example of how this algorithm
would work for the 1930 water year at Arrow. In this particular year, steps 1 and 2 are
always satisfied, so neither the URC nor minimum storage define the LRC. For most of
the year, the VECC defines the LRC because it is lower than the higher of the Critical and
Assured Refill Curves. In August, the LRC is defined by both the VECC and the critical rule
curve because they are equal.
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Figure 4.7 – Lower Rule Curve Selection Algorithm at Arrow for WY 1930
Setting the URC and LRC essentially divides each storage reservoir into three
zones—the upper zone is the flood control space, the lower zone is the power pool, and
the middle zone is the operational space (Figure 4.8). CROM includes a target for each of
these zones. In combination, these targets impose large penalties when reservoir
storage either exceeds the URC or drops below the LRC. Thus, the model attempts to
regulate storage between the URC and LRC when possible, considering applicable
constraints and other high priority goals.
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Figure 4.8 – Storage Reservoir Zones at Arrow for WY 1930
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There is some incentive for CROM to retain water within the operational space, but
this incentive can be superseded by more highly weighted targets downstream of the
reservoir. Assume, for instance, there is a weight (incentive) of 100 points on retaining
water in the operational space at Arrow but that the combined incentive for
downstream fishery flows and releases to generate power is 1,000. In this scenario,
Arrow would release water down to its LRC to meet the downstream targets because
there is greater incentive for releases than there is for retaining the water in storage.
Thus, the URC and LRC define the size of the operational space at any given time while
the relative incentive for storing or releasing water governs how this space is used. This
concept is essential to understanding how CROM determines the optimal storage and
flow levels at each timestep.
Hydropower
One set of goals that incentivize releases are the power targets. There is one
power target for the US system and one for the Canadian system. The values of these
targets are the firm load patterns described in Section 4.1.2 and shown in Figure 4.3.
The target expresses the general goal of meeting firm load. It thus provides an incentive
to release water and for that water to be routed through the turbines at each dam
rather than spilled (unless a spill constraint directs otherwise). As meeting firm load is
an essential function of the hydro system, this target imposes a very large penalty on
generating less than the US or Canadian firm load. In fact, the penalty is so great that
reservoirs can, but usually don’t need to, draft below their LRCs to generate firm energy.
This same target also governs generation of secondary hydropower—i.e.,
generation in excess of the firm load on any given day. In reality, secondary power
generation can only occur when there is a market for the energy, a sufficient number of
generators are operative, and sufficient transmission capacity. Due to time and data
availability constraints, CROM does not address these issues and instead assumes that
all generators are operative and that there is an unlimited market and transmission
capacity available for secondary power. Accordingly, CROM is sensitive to magnitude of
the weight on secondary generation. A very large incentive for secondary generation
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usually causes the model to release water from storage and thus drains the reservoirs.
This would be unacceptable in reality, as chronically low storage levels produce
significant local impacts, particularly on resident fish, and also create systemic problems
by limiting the ability to meet firm load in the future or to provide instream flow for
ecological purposes.
Thus, the incentive for secondary generation must be kept low relative to other
goals. CROM allows the user to adjust the magnitude of the firm load, the penalty for
generation less than the firm load, and the incentive for secondary generation in both
the US and Canada. By default, the loads are equal to the modeled loads shown in
Figure 4.3, the penalty for not meeting load is relatively high (higher than ecological flow
incentives), and the incentive for secondary generation is relatively low (lower than the
incentive for retaining water in storage).
Instream Flow
The last category of goals relate to instream flow. This is a broad category that
includes targets related to flood control as well as ramp rates and minimum and
maximum flows for ecological purposes. The flood control targets are fairly
straightforward, as they simply impose a high penalty on flows above a certain
threshold. By default, the flood thresholds are the same as the flood control goals
shown in Table 3.1. Where there are two thresholds—such as at The Dalles—the lower
target is the default. However, the model allows the user to adjust these thresholds to
any desired value.
There are some special flood control rules that apply at The Dalles. These are
based on the procedure for setting the “initial controlled flow” at The Dalles during the
spring runoff as described in the 2003 Columbia River Treaty Flood Control Operating
Plan (USACE, 2003a). These rules are necessary because it is not always possible to
control the flow at The Dalles to non-damaging levels (450 kcfs or less). In such
situations, the goal is to instead keep the level as close to 450 kcfs as possible and, in
every case, to avoid flows above 600 kcfs. Thus, during high water years, there needs to
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be a rule that allows the flood control goal to rise above 450 kcfs but no higher than 600
kcfs.
This was accomplished by using April-August runoff forecasts provided by the
BPA (BPA, 2012b) to estimate how much storage space would be needed to capture the
forecasted runoff. To obtain this estimate, the model first calculates the amount of
forecasted runoff still to come (the “residual runoff”). The residual runoff is simply the
forecasted runoff minus the runoff that has occurred to date. Then, the total available
storage in the model domain is subtracted from the residual runoff and divided by the
number of days remaining in the flood control season. If the result of this process is
greater than 450 kcfs and less than 600 kcfs, then the result becomes the flood control
threshold for The Dalles. This essentially means that if the residual runoff exceeds the
storage space available to catch it, the flood control threshold will be adjusted to a value
not exceeding 600 kcfs that will fill the available storage over the remainder of the flood
control season. This formulation approximates system flood control operations during
high water years.
Ecological flow targets fall into three categories: minimum flows, maximum
flows, and ramp rates. Like the flood control targets, the minimum and maximum flow
logic is generally straightforward—there is a penalty on flows less than the minimums
and greater than the maximums. Thus, the ecological objectives in Tables 3.2 and 3.3
that are defined by a single fixed value or a fixed range are modeled as such and
conditioned so that the targets only apply at the specified time of year.
The two exceptions to this simple formulation occur at Libby and Priest Rapids.
At Libby, the July-August minimum flow for bull trout varies with water supply (BPA et
al., 2011), so the CROM target for this period is 6 kcfs when forecasted inflow to Libby is
less than 4.8 MAF and gets progressively higher with higher forecasts, up to a maximum
of 9 kcfs. Minimum releases to support white sturgeon spawning below Libby Dam also
depend on runoff forecasts (BPA et al., 2011). CROM determines the volume of water to
be released for sturgeon based on runoff forecasts and shapes this volume into a peak
that coincides with the typical natural spring peak.
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A critically important fall Chinook salmon spawning area exists in the Hanford
Reach below Priest Rapids dam. A fixed minimum flow for steelhead applies to this
reach from April 10 through June, there is no minimum during the summer, and a
special rule is used to determine the minimum flow for Chinook spawning from
November through May. In reality, this flow is set according to Chinook redd surveys
that identify the water level below which a high percentage of the redds are situated. As
a proxy for these surveys, the minimum flow in the model is the lower of 70 kcfs and 68
% of the maximum October-November outflow from Wanapum, the dam immediately
upstream. This same logic is used by the BPA in its modeling studies (BPA, 2012a).
The final category of flow targets is ramp rates, which serve to limit the rate of
flow changes below certain dams. Based on the information collected for this project,
ramp rates apply at Libby and Arrow. The ramp rate for outflow from Arrow is +/- 15
kcfs per day, year-round (Ketchum, 2012). The ramp rates at Libby are somewhat more
complicated in that they depend on the previous day’s outflow. In essence, the greater
the previous day’s outflow, the higher the allowed increase or decrease from that flow,
up to maximums of 5 kcfs downwards and 10 kcfs upwards (BPA et al., 2011). As with
other targets in CROM, there is a penalty associated with flow variations greater than
the ramp rate.
There have been numerous references to penalties and incentives throughout
the foregoing discussion. As noted above in Section 3.1, the relative magnitude of the
penalties and incentives for various targets tells CROM’s optimization routine how to
resolve conflicts among the various goals. For instance, the release from Grand Coulee
necessary to meet US firm load might violate a maximum flow target downstream. The
relative weight on load versus the flow target tells the model which goal takes
precedence. Other CMDS processes that utilize OASIS models devote much effort to
understanding the hierarchy of the various goals for the system, and this almost always
requires in-depth interviews with knowledgeable stakeholders and dam operators (A. S.
Sheer et al., 2011; D. Sheer, 2013). A weighting scheme that captures this hierarchy can
then be developed from this information, but such an intensive process was not possible
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given the time and resource constraints on this project. Moreover, the literature
documenting the various goals and constraints on CRB dam operations does not
integrate all of the objectives into a single hierarchy. Thus, it was not possible to
develop set of weights that represent the status quo rules for the system; rather, the
flow matching process described below in Section 4.2 was used as a proxy.

4.2 CROM Calibration
Model calibration seeks to reduce the variation, or error, between model output
and some other, trusted measurement of the same phenomenon. The smaller the error,
the more confidence there can be that the model accurately predicts the phenomenon
in question. But, because hydro-regulation models do not perfectly replicate the real
system, there may still be error in the output of a calibrated model (McCuen et al.,
2006). Because error cannot be eliminated from models of complex systems, it should
be quantified and its causes understood.
In the Columbia Basin context, calibration based on long-term observed river
flows and reservoir levels is not appropriate. This is because, unlike a simulation model,
real world dam operations do not follow the same operating rules over long time
periods. The present operational regime at Grand Coulee Dam, for instance, differs
substantially from that of 1942 when the dam was completed. Today, ESA requirements
constrain operations at Grand Coulee by setting minimum storage levels that were not
in force early in its service history (BPA et al., 2011). Furthermore, real world operations
may not exactly follow current operating rules due to unforeseen circumstances like rain
on snow events or grid emergencies caused by sudden loss of wind generation. All of
these factors make long-term records of river flow and reservoir storage unreliable
indicators of operational performance under a given set of operating rules. Thus, it is
more appropriate to calibrate CROM to the flow and storage results of another model
incorporating current operating goals and constraints.
Despite the large number of modeling studies on Columbia River hydrosystem,
there are, at present, no daily timestep models of the system publicly available for
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comparison with CROM. A monthly timestep model called ColSim was developed by
researchers at the University of Washington’s Climate Impacts Group and has been used
in several climate impact studies (Hamlet & Lettenmaier, 1999; Miles et al., 2000;
Hamlet et al., 2002; Payne et al., 2004). However, the most recent, publicly available
version of ColSim does not reflect the current operational regime, which has changed
significantly since the early 2000s due in large part to ESA requirements. ColSim output
was therefore not a good choice for CROM calibration.
Various Canadian and US entities continually conduct modeling studies to
support their agency missions and river management responsibilities. Among these
entities, BPA maintains and constantly revises a basin-scale model, the Hydro Simulator
Program (HydSim), which is widely regarded as an authoritative representation of the
system for the same kind of alternative analysis that motivated creation of CROM.
HydSim, a semi-monthly timestep, deterministic model, is an accepted basis for
ratemaking and other policy decisions affecting Columbia River operations. Indeed,
CROM utilizes many forms of HydSim input and was built according to many of the same
design assumptions. HydSim, like CROM, uses current system operating goals and
constraints to calculate average monthly stream flow, reservoir levels, and power
generation based on stream flow input data. But, unlike CROM, it does not rely on
weighted goals to determine the optimal value for output variables. In each timestep,
CROM finds a solution that results in the maximum benefit to weighted, user-defined
goals whereas HydSim calculates results in strict accordance with its rule logic. (BPA et
al., 1992; BPA, 2012)
HydSim itself is not available to the public, making it impossible to directly
compare its rule logic to that of CROM. Rather, CROM’s rule logic was based on various
publicly available documents, as described in Section 4.1. Every effort was made to
faithfully reproduce the rules that could be gleaned from this literature. But it was not
possible to specifically determine the hierarchy of the various goals for the system using
the information in these publications. Accordingly, CROM was calibrated to publicly
available results of a model that could be assumed to completely capture this hierarchy.
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Because HydSim runs have long informed CRT planning and BPA’s ratemaking activities,
it is reasonable to assume that it captures the pertinent operating rules and balances
them in an appropriate way. The results of the River Management Joint Operating
Committee’s (RMJOC) 2011 climate impacts study are the most current and complete
set of HydSim results available to the public (USACE & BPA, 2011). Thus, the results of
the RMJOC “Base Case” study provide a means of calibrating CROM.
4.2.1 The RMJOC Base Case Study
In 2011, the USACE, BPA, and BOR, under the auspices of the RMJOC, completed
a series of studies intended for use in strategic planning of dam and reservoir operations
in the CRB. The purpose of the RMJOC is to review the three agencies’ practices,
procedures, and processes in order to identify changes that could improve the overall
efficiency of operations and management at the federal dams. Part III of the RMJOC
study focuses on projecting the impact of various climate change scenarios on FCRPS
flood control and power operations. As part of this analysis, the study first applied
current operational rules and objectives to flow data for the period from WY 1929 to
2000. This study of the historical flow record is called the “Base Case.”
The RMJOC Base Case results are the product of a multi-step process. The Corps
performed the first modeling step using its Upper Rule Curve program to determine
end-of-month flood control requirements (upper rule curves) for storage projects in the
Basin. This study is done on a daily time-step using 2000 Level Modified flow data,
seasonal volume forecasts, project storage reservation diagrams, and refill percentages.
Two sets of upper rule curves (storage drafts necessary for flood control) are produced.
One set, called the “observed” mode, is based on the assumption that runoff forecasts
and therefore rule curves are known with perfect foresight. The other set, termed
“forecast” mode reflects the uncertain spring runoff conditions that exists in real life by
including month-to-month changes in seasonal runoff forecasts and the resulting rule
curves. Because CROM assumes that all rule curves are known ahead of time, the
observed mode results were used for model calibration.
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The Corps rule curves were then used in HydSim to conduct an iterative
hydropower system impacts analysis. The first iteration, which regulates dams to meet
flood control and power load only, is used to fix operations at Mica, Duncan, and Arrow.
The second iteration then takes the fixed Canadian operations and regulates U.S.
projects to meet flood control, non-power requirements (fish, wildlife, and recreation),
and, if possible, energy load. The results of this second step are used to fix operations at
the non-federal US projects. Finally, the third step incorporates the operations fixed in
the first two steps and regulates the U.S. federal projects in a way that more closely
resembles actual operations. In effect, the HydSim model operates (a) the Canadian
projects according to the CRT; (b) the non-federal U.S. projects to meet non-power
requirements and, if possible, energy load; and (c) the U.S. federal projects to meet
more realistic non-power requirements and, if possible, load. Meeting flood control
requirements was the highest priority in all iterations. The Base Case runs use a 69-year
(1929—1998) flow data set that reflects year 2000 irrigation demand, projected 2012
hydro system energy loads, and the project operating rules and objectives in place for
the 2010 operating year. (USACE & BPA, 2011)
The results of the final iteration were compiled into a database and made
available to the public. The RMJOC Base Case results for storage, project outflow,
energy generation, and spill were used in the CROM calibration. An added benefit of
calibrating to the RMJOC Base Case is that this set of results provides a basis for
comparing operational alternatives. The calibration methodology is described below in
Section 4.2.3. But, in order to interpret the calibration results, it is first necessary to
understand the differences between the two models.
4.2.2 Differences between the RMJOC Base Case and CROM
The RMJOC Base Case results derive from different operating rules, inputs, and
modeling assumptions than CROM. A key difference is that HydSim is a fourteen-period,
semi-monthly timestep model. Consequently, outputs are calculated at monthly
intervals except for April and August, both of which are split into two periods to account
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for more variable inflows (BPA, 1997). On the other hand, CROM is a daily timestep
model.
Because of the different timesteps, the RMJOC outputs are average monthly
values whereas CROM outputs are average daily values. This means that short-term
variations in the inflow data set affect CROM outputs in ways that do not show up in the
RMJOC results. Figure 4.9 provides an example of how this averaging effect works for a
high water event. Although the overall pattern is similar, the RMJOC output has a
month-long peak flow of about 530 kcfs while the calibrated CROM results show a
shorter-lived peak of more than 650 kcfs. Due to this timestep difference, CROM tends
to show higher flood peaks, greater generation, and, in some cases, greater spill
because it does not average out short-term variations in the inflow data. These
differences derive from the structure of the models, and so CROM’s daily output will not
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be identical to the monthly RMJOC output.
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Figure 4.9 – Difference in Daily and Monthly WY 1948 Flows at The Dalles
Other differences between the models include energy loads, inflow dataset, and
rule curves. The RMJOC study documentation indicates that the Base Case uses
projected Pacific Northwest regional hydro system loads for operating year 2012
(October 2011—September 2012) (USACE & BPA, 2011) whereas CROM uses actual
2011 daily transmission system load data provided by the Northwest Power and
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Conservation Council. These load differences (Figure 4.10) affect the calculated amount
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of surplus generation and the lower rule curves.
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Figure 4.10 – CROM and RMJOC US Energy Loads
The rule curves used in the RMJOC study also differ from those in CROM.
Although both models use rule curves generated by the same general processes,
differing inputs were used to create the curves. Below, Figure 4.11 shows the
differences in the two models’ average rule curves for the calibration period. The lower
CROM VECCs likely reflect differences in the energy loads used in each model because
BPA’s program for calculating VECCs factors in energy load. Similarly, the URCs reflect
differences in the two models’ inflow datasets because the Corps’s program for
calculating URCs considers the inflow dataset. Also, CROM’s inflow data is slightly lower
overall than the RMJOC’s. This causes the CROM URCs to have, on average, slightly later
spring refill than the RMJOC Base Case.
Differences in inflow data can also produce significant error. Inflow affects the
amount of water available in the model domain. The RMJOC Base Case utilizes a 69-year
inflow dataset that assumes year-2000 level water diversions. In contrast, CROM’s
default inflows are derived from a similar but newer 80-year dataset that assumes year2010 level diversions. The primary difference between these two data sets relate to
changes in the amount of river water used for irrigation in 2000 and 2010.
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Table 4.4 summarizes the difference between the 2000 and 2010 level irrigation.
Negative values indicate a net loss from the river, and positive values indicate a net gain.
On average, there was 0.272 kcfs more irrigation water withdrawn from the river at
2000 irrigation levels than there was at 2010 irrigation levels. Although this average is
not a large amount of water compared to the Columbia’s average annual flow (190 kcfs
at The Dalles), on a daily basis the difference in irrigation depletions is enough to cause
significant differences in the model results.
Table 4.4 – Comparison of 2000- and 2010-Level Irrigation Depletions (BPA, 2011)
Region
Upper Columbia &
Kootenay
Pend Oreille and Spokane
Mid-Columbia
Lower Snake
Lower Columbia
Total

2000 Level
(70-yr avg cfs)
-80

2010 Level
(70-yr avg cfs)
22

Difference (70-yr
avg cfs)
102

-18
-75
6
-301
-468

130
-37
-242
-70
-197

148
38
-246
230
272

Finally, the RMJOC study assumes a finite power market while CROM does not.
This limit affects both generation and spill. In the RMJOC study, whenever there was
insufficient demand for the power that could be generated at a given river flow, the
surplus flow is counted as overgeneration spill. No such mechanism currently exists in
CROM. Consequently, the present version of CROM tends to overestimate generation
and underestimate spill relative to the RMJOC Base Case.
Differences in timestep, inflow data, energy load, rule curves, and modeling
assumptions all contributed to observed bias in the uncalibrated version of CROM. Some
of these differences—like timestep and the power market assumption—are structural
while others can be addressed with adjustments to the CROM’s inputs. The following
section explains the process of adjusting the CROM inputs to account for some of these
differences.
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4.2.3 Calibration Process
To develop a Base Case scenario for comparison against stakeholder alternatives
and to check for errors in CROM rule logic, the model was calibrated to closely
approximate the results of the RMJOC Base Case. The calibration period extends from
WY 1930 to 1998. The goals of the calibration were to: (a) verify that all CROM rule logic
functioned properly; (b) ensure CROM’s Base Case rule logic was consistent with the
RMJOC Base Case by matching CROM outflows to the RMJOC outflow results; and, once
the modeled outflows agreed with the RMJOC results, (c) adjust the CROM generation
functions to better approximate the RMJOC generation results. The calibration process
involved four steps.
First, the CROM rule curve logic was modified to use the same rule curves as the
RMJOC model. This was done by extracting the time series of the upper and lower rule
curves from the RMJOC Base Case data and substituting them for the curves in CROM.
This ensures that both models have identical storage targets during the calibration
period. The RMJOC rule curves are included in the “Basedata.dss” file on the CD
attached to Appendix A.
Second, the RMJOC energy load data was converted into a time series and
included in CROM as the U.S. system’s energy target. This time series appears in the
“Basedata.dss” file on the CD attached to Appendix A. This change ensured that
secondary energy would be calculated using the same baseline. Secondary, or surplus,
energy is generation that exceeds the firm energy load on a given day. If load and flow
are both held constant between the two models, one would expect similar surplus
energy results. But, even with this adjustment, CROM still overestimates secondary
generation because it assumes an unlimited energy market and no transmission
constraints.
Third, the unregulated inflows in the RMJOC model were extracted and used to
correct the CROM inflows. For each point in the system, the difference between the
RMJOC inflows and the CROM inflows was calculated. Then, the time series of these
differences was added to the CROM inflows, resulting in corrected daily inflows that
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exactly match the RMJOC data on an average monthly basis. This was necessary to
ensure that the two models shared the same mass balance. Without the adjustment,
there would be times during the calibration period when the CROM could not match the
RMJOC results because, with the 2010 Level inflow data, different amounts of water
were available in the model domain. These adjusted inflow data appear in the
“Basedata.dss” file on the CD attached to Appendix A.
As a final step, it was necessary to account for differences in the operational
rules governing each model. The rule logic in a hydro-regulation model dictates the
outflow from each storage reservoir. But, because the rule logic underlying the RMJOC
Base Case was not available for review, it was not possible to directly compare the
models’ rule logic. Instead, the two models’ operational rules were harmonized through
the process of flow-matching.
Matching the RMJOC storage outflows serves as a proxy for matching its rule
logic. Flow-matching was accomplished by first converting the RMJOC storage outflows
into a daily time series. Then, for each storage project in CROM, a target was created
that imposed a very high penalty on deviations from the RMJOC outflow time series.
This effectively fixed the CROM reservoir operations to those of the RMJOC Base Case
for the majority of the calibration period. However, even with flow-matching targets
and corrected inflows, the difference between the two models’ timesteps meant that
there were times when CROM ’s daily flows differed significantly from the RMJOC
average monthly flows (Figure 4.12). These short-term variations would cause the
CROM storage reservoirs to fill faster and consequently release more water than they
would with the RMJOC average monthly flow. This effect was minor at the upper-basin
reservoirs because their inflows are relatively small compared to their storage capacity.
But the effect was significant at Grand Coulee—particularly during high water events—
as shown by the differences in the two lines in Figure 4.12. This is due in large part to
Grand Coulee’s downstream location and resultant larger inflows.
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Figure 4.12 – Grand Coulee 1948 Inflows
An artificial surge reservoir was added to correct this effect at Grand Coulee. The
surge reservoir is an artificial storage node that is linked to the Grand Coulee storage
node by an arc that permits water to flow between the two nodes. The purpose of this
artificial node is to take water out of Grand Coulee when the daily timestep inflows are
in excess of the RMJOC average monthly inflows. This excess water is then returned to
the Grand Coulee node on days when the daily timestep inflow is less than the RMJOC
average monthly inflow. In effect, the surge reservoir corrects for the inflow differences
shown in Figure 4.12 and allows CROM’s outflow from Grand Coulee to exactly match
the RMJOC result in every timestep.
The surge reservoir is only necessary for the calibration run. Alternative
simulation runs on a daily timestep do not need to match the monthly timestep RMJOC
results, and so in those runs there is no need to correct for the error that the surge
reservoir addresses. That is because the objective of the alternative runs is not to match
the RMJOC results but instead to demonstrate system performance under different
operating rules.
During short-term high water events, flow in excess of the RMJOC monthly
average was routed into the surge reservoir. Likewise, when the daily inflow was less
than the average monthly inflow, flow was routed out the surge reservoir and back into
the model domain. These exchanges effectively equalized short-term changes in storage
due to daily flow variations thus allowing the outflow to consistently match the RMJOC
average monthly flow. Without the surge reservoir large enough to capture or
supplement the largest short-term flow variations, deviations from the monthly average
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would cause the CROM outflow from Grand Coulee to be out sync with the RMJOC
outflow. With the surge reservoir, the lower-Basin outflows in two models synced
perfectly.
Once CROM storage outflows matched the RMJOC results, the generation
calculations could be verified. In a hydro-regulation model, generation depends on flow,
and, theoretically, models with equal flow should also have equal generation.
Accordingly, CROM generation output was compared to the RMJOC output during
periods with relatively steady streamflow. At projects where the CROM generation did
not closely approximate the RMJOC generation during these periods, the CROM
generation functions were adjusted with calibration factors so that the results matched
more closely. Nevertheless, during periods of rapidly changing streamflow or when the
RMJOC data indicated overgeneration spill, the generation results varied due to
structural differences between the models. No adjustments were made to account for
these structural sources of bias.
4.2.4 Calibration Results
This process resulted in a model run that was deemed to be an acceptable
approximation of the RMJOC Base Case and thus an acceptable basis for further
alternatives analysis. It is important to note, however, that calibration of a model like
CROM is an iterative process and not an end in and of itself. Close examination of CROM
by knowledgeable stakeholders will likely uncover assumptions and representations of
the system that can be improved. Until such an examination can occur, three statistical
metrics were used to quantify the CROM error relative to the RMJOC Base Case. To
facilitate a direct comparison with the monthly timestep RMJOC results, the daily CROM
results were converted into monthly averages. In general, the CROM results fit the
RMJOC results quite well. Much of the remaining disagreement between the two
models stems from their structural differences. The calibration metrics for each project
appear at the end of this section in Table 4.5.
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First, percent bias (PBIAS) was used to identify the CROM variables that differed
substantially from their RMJOC counterparts. The equation for PBIAS is:
∑
∑
Equation 4.8 – Percent Bias
where

is the CROM result for a given variable at a given timestep and

is the CROM result for the same variable at the same timestep. An initial goal of the
calibration process was to minimize bias. The flow-matching procedure resulted in zero
outflow bias across the model domain. Biases for the storage variables were generally
10% or less. This storage bias is an artifact of the two models’ different timesteps, as
discussed below. Generation bias was positive for all projects but generally less than
10%. Positive generation bias is attributable to the lack of overgeneration spill in CROM
and short-term deviations from the RMJOC average monthly streamflow due to daily
variations in CROM inflows.
The spill variables at several projects had substantial negative bias (up to -100%).
Unlike storage project outflow, spill was not matched to the RMJOC results. So, although
the total outflow from every project exactly matched the corresponding RMJOC
outflow, the calculated spill26 at each project could vary according to two key factors.
The critical factor is that CROM assumes an unlimited market for surplus power whereas
the RMJOC Base Case imposes a limit. Due to this limit, there are periods in the RMJOC
results when water that could have been used to generate power is instead counted as
overgeneration spill; there are no such periods in the CROM results. The other factor is
that the fish spill schedules in CROM and the RMJOC Base Case probably do not exactly

26

As discussed in Section 4.1.4, spill accounts for: (1) the inflow to the project, (2) the hydraulic capacity
of each project, (3) the amount of water that is required to be spilled for juvenile fish passage (“fish spill”),
and (4) the amount of water that otherwise does not flow through the turbines because of fish ladders,
navigation locks, or leakage (“other spill”). CROM assumes that, absent other spill or fish spill
requirements, all project outflow routes through the turbines and any outflow in excess of the turbine
capacity will be spilled (“forced spill”). Forced spill only occurs during high flow periods, but fish spill and
other spill schedules vary for each project. CROM does not calculate spill during periods for lack of energy
demand or transmission capacity (“overgeneration spill”).
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agree because fish spill operations have changed since the RMJOC study. Together,
these factors account for the observed negative spill PBIAS in the CROM results.
Second, percent root mean squared error (PRMSE) was then used to assess
goodness of fit. Percent root mean squared error is calculated using the following
equation:
[

∑

(

)

]

̅
Equation 4.9 – Percent Root Mean Squared Error
where

is the number of timesteps,

given timestep,

is the CROM result for a given variable at a

is the RMJOC result for the same variable at the same timestep, and

̅ is the mean of the RMJOC results for the entire calibration period. The resulting
PRMSE values facilitated goodness of fit comparisons across the model domain by
normalizing the root mean squared errors for each variable. The higher the PRMSE, the
poorer the fit.
Because of the flow-matching technique, CROM outflow values fit the RMJOC
results very well (2% or less PRMSE). On an average monthly basis, storage and
generation also fit reasonably well with PRMSE generally less than 20% or less. The
difference in model timestep accounts for much of the lack of fit for these variables.
Specifically, the CROM storage values typically match the RMJOC end-of-month
storage values. But, as shown in Figure 4.13, mid-month storage values differ between
the two models because the RMJOC results assume the same storage for each day of
the month while the CROM changes with daily variations in project inflow. Accordingly,
the calculated storage PRMSE is actually an artifact of the timestep difference. On an
end-of-month basis, there is very little storage error.
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Figure 4.13 – Storage Fit at Libby during WY 1948
Similarly, CROM generation output reflects short-term variations in daily flows
that do not show up in the average monthly RMJOC results. Figure 4.14 shows an
example of this from WY 1990. Notice that CROM generation is higher than RMJOC
generation during periods when flow deviates from the RMJOC average. And, in June
and July, CROM generation remains higher than the RMJOC figure due to
overgeneration spill. This timestep effect, combined with the lack of overgeneration spill
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in CROM, thus accounts for the lack of fit for the generation variables.
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Figure 4.14 – US System Generation Relative to Flow at The Dalles for WY 1990
The spill variables yielded the highest PRMSE of any variable in the model.
Values ranged from 36% at Bonneville to as much as 406% at Grand Coulee, where
CROM reports no spill at all yet the RMJOC results show substantial overgeneration spill.
Figure 4.15 illustrates a more moderate case, McNary Dam (PRMSE 48%) during WY
1953. McNary spills for fish passage during the spring and summer and has a small
amount of year-round spill to account for flow through navigation locks and fish ladders.
During most of the water year, the RMJOC and CROM spill values are reasonably close,
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but, in June and July, overgeneration spill causes the RMJOC spill value to be about 30
KCFS greater than the CROM spill. Similar results obtain at the other projects and
indicate that lack of overgeneration spill is the source of the poor fit for the spill
variables.
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Figure 4.15 – Spill Comparison at McNary WY 1952
Third, the Efficiency Index proposed by Nash and Sutcliffe ( 1970) (NSE) was also
used to assess goodness of fit. The index is calculated using the following equation:
∑
∑

(
(

)
̅)

Equation 4.10 – Nash-Sutcliffe Efficiency Index
where,

is the CROM result for a given variable at a given timestep,

is the RMJOC

result for the same variable at the same timestep, and ̅ is the mean of the RMJOC
results for the variable. The index ranges from -∞ to 1, and the closer the Index value is
to 1, the better the model’s accuracy, with 1 indicating a perfect match. Index values
between 0 and 1 indicate acceptable performance, though some suggest 0.50 as a more
rigorous acceptability standard (Moriasi et al., 2007). As with PBIAS and PRMSE, NSE
values were acceptable for outflow and storage. Values for generation and spill varied,
but only a few were less than zero. The low NSE values for these variables derive from
the same structural causes discussed above.
Table 4.5 summarizes the calibration statistics for each project. These results
indicate that CROM is well calibrated to the RMJOC storage results and almost perfectly
calibrated to the outflow results. The accuracy of the CROM generation and spill
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functions (relative to the RMJOC Base Case) could be improved by including a power
market limitation that forces overgeneration spill. For this project, however, it is
important to report the potential amount of energy that could be generated under a
given management regime. Therefore, the lack of fit in the generation and spill variables
due to CROM’s unlimited market assumption is acceptable.
Table 4.5 – Calibration Statistics for Calibration Period (WY 1930—1998)27
Project

Mica
Arrow
Duncan
Corra Linn

Libby

Grand Coulee

Chief Joseph
Wells
Rocky Reach
Rock Island
Wanapum

27

Variable
Outflow
Storage
Outflow
Storage
Outflow
Storage
Outflow
Storage
Outflow
Storage
Generation
Spill
Outflow
Storage
Generation
Spill
Outflow
Generation
Spill
Generation
Spill
Generation
Spill
Generation
Spill
Generation
Spill

PBIAS
Storage Projects
0%
-2%
0%
-3%
0%
-1%
0%
10%
0%
0%
6%
-57%
0%
4%
2%
-100%
Run of River Projects
0%
17%
-93%
4%
-50%
6%
-27%
2%
-14%
9%
-10%

PRMSE

NSE

2%
9%
0%
12%
2%
17%
0%
32%
1%
9%
9%
211%
0%
14%
12%
409%

1.0
0.92
1.00
0.92
1.0
0.93
1.00
0.49
1.00
0.91
0.98
0.50
1.00
0.836
0.86
-0.05

0%
45%
281%
10%
142%
14%
118%
9%
82%
15%
39%

1.00
-1.18
0.02
0.80
0.48
0.72
0.70
0.86
0.81
0.64
0.93

The RMJOC Base Case results include limited information about Canadian projects and some of the run
of river projects. Calibration statistics are only reported for the variables with RMJOC results.
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Table 4.5 (Continued)
Project
Priest Rapids

McNary

John Day

The Dalles

Bonneville

Variable
Outflow
Generation
Spill
Outflow
Generation
Spill
Outflow
Generation
Spill
Outflow
Generation
Spill
Outflow
Generation
Spill

Total Generation
Secondary Generation

PBIAS
PRMSE
0%
0%
5%
12%
3%
12%
0%
0%
10%
26%
-21%
49%
0%
0%
5%
22%
-17%
77%
0%
0%
12%
30%
-27%
66%
0%
0%
28%
39%
-24%
37%
US System Generation
8%
18%
18%

39%

NSE
1.00
0.75
0.80
1.00
0.09
0.84
1.00
0.37
0.75
1.00
-0.19
0.74
1.00
-0.71
0.87
0.41
0.34

4.3 CROM Limitations
This study developed and utilized CROM to evaluate the performance of three
alternatives derived from a stakeholder survey. Although the version of CROM
presented here represents a possible step towards a CMDS process for the CRB, the
reader must bear in mind two important points. First, the model—like all models—
incorporates assumptions about the system that simplify the complex reality of
Columbia River dam operations. Second, water resource systems modeling generally
and CMDS in particular are iterative processes. A model of this scale and complexity is
expected to trigger discussions regarding possible refinements. Indeed, the whole point
of CMDS is to improve the modeled representation of the system through stakeholder
participation, which can in turn improve stakeholder knowledge and decision making
ability through open access to information from the model. Thus, a CMDS process
utilizing CROM should start with a thorough evaluation of the model by dam operators,
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fishery managers, and local stakeholders would help to refine both the modeled
representation of the system and the performance measures used here.
The reader should also be aware of the following specific limitations associated
with this iteration of CROM. Perhaps the most important limitation is that the model
domain in the present version of CROM only includes the Kootenai and Columbia Rivers.
This means that dam operations on several important tributaries, such as the Yakima,
Snake, and the Pend Oreille/Flathead, were not explicitly modeled. It is likely that
modeling the major storage and run-of-river projects on these systems would change
the results presented here. It is also possible that operational changes at storage
facilities on these systems could yield better performance than was achieved by the
alternatives modeled here. This is because storage projects outside the current model
domain are operated to serve local and system flood control objectives as well as to
provide summer flow augmentation. These projects, all of which are in the United
States, may thus provide additional opportunities for operational alternatives that could
not be tested here.
In addition, the representation of the power system in this iteration of CROM is
limited in a few noteworthy ways. First, the model uses the same load pattern for each
year of the simulation period. In reality, load varies stochastically every year according
to economic and climatic conditions. Likewise, power markets, transmission limitations,
and power plant maintenance impose constraints on generation that were not modeled
here. The net effect of excluding these factors was that the generation calculated by
CROM was, on average, greater than the RMJOC results used to calibrate the model (see
Table 4.5). In addition, 2011 Mid-Columbia wholesale power price data that was used to
calculate the value of hydropower generation only reflect the particular economic and
climatic conditions of that year (see Figure 4. 4). Finally, the model does not presently
account for the value of ancillary services—that is, the ability to rapidly increase or
decrease hydro generation to accommodate sudden load increases or loss of generation
at intermittent sources such as wind facilities). Modeling these variables would
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constitute a significant research undertaking but would allow CROM to account for
another form of hydropower value.
CROM is also limited in its ability to estimate ecological benefits. The model
assumes that meeting the publicly documented flow and storage targets actually
provide ecological benefits. This point is open to debate, and different targets may be
more ecologically beneficial. Moreover, streamflow and reservoir levels are components
of a broader range of physical and biological variables that contribute to the survival and
propagation of individual species. Estimates of habitat connectivity, water quality
(including temperature and dissolved gas concentrations), fish passage success at each
dam, and travel time would all need to be incorporated into the model to provide a
fuller picture of the ecological costs and benefits of a particular operating regime.
Nevertheless, flow and adequate reservoir levels are essential prerequisites for aquatic
ecosystems, and the results of the current model provide a basis for further work that
might incorporate these other parameters.
A final limitation of CROM is that it uses fixed rule curve patterns to determine
the URC and LRC for a given timestep at each storage project. This configuration is
acceptable for modeling the historical hydrological conditions of simulation period
because curves for these conditions already exist. However, the model is not currently
suitable for studies that might examine hypothetical water conditions (such as various
climate change scenarios) where the appropriate curve is not known ahead of time. To
handle hypothetical water conditions, the rule logic that calculates URCs and LRCs for
each timestep would need to be added to the model. Significant additional research and
interviews with storage facility operators would be necessary to design this logic.
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Chapter 5 – Columbia Basin Stakeholder Survey Methodology and Results
Stakeholder priorities have a profound impact on the feasible range of natural
resource management alternatives (Bourget, 2011; Stanghellini & Collentine, 2007;
Tidwell et al. , 2004; Lund & Palmer, 1997). Technically feasible or even desirable
alternatives may conflict with the priorities of key groups, resulting in political and legal
challenges. In the Columbia context, the dramatic change in dam operations wrought by
stakeholder-initiated ESA litigation is a particularly poignant example. This litigation
started, in large part, because tribes and other stakeholders felt that the then-existing
river management regime jeopardized anadromous and resident fish by giving higher
priority to hydropower operations (Thomas Morse, 2012). Similar but less dramatic
management changes occurred when British Columbia’s water use planning process was
applied to the CRT projects, particularly at Hugh Keenleyside Dam and its Arrow Lakes
reservoir (BC Hydro, 2007a). Accordingly, robust water resource planning processes
must understand and integrate stakeholder sentiment before proceeding with
alternative analysis.
Survey research has long been recognized as a useful method for gathering
primary data on stakeholder preferences (Rea & Parker, 2005). This Chapter describes
the methods and results of a survey designed to identify CRB stakeholder priorities for
river management. It also describes the management alternatives derived from the
survey results.

5.1 Survey Methodology
A survey was used to give stakeholders an opportunity to participate in
developing the alternatives that would be analyzed in CROM. Prior to distribution, the
survey was reviewed by the University of Idaho Institutional Review Board and certified
as exempt under 45 C.F.R. 46.101(b)(2) (the exemption appears in Appendix C). The
specific objectives for the survey were to: (1) solicit input from stakeholders on both
sides of the border, (2) discover a range of desired management priorities, and (3)
determine whether the responses formed identifiable interest groups, as suggested by
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previous CRB stakeholder studies by Cosens et al. (2011) and McKinney et al. (2010).
Importantly, the survey was not intended to identify a management regime preferred by
a majority of CRB stakeholders. In other words, no attempt was made to craft a survey
that would permit statistically valid generalizations about the broader population of CRB
stakeholders—the results presented here only reflect priorities of the stakeholder
cohort that responded to the survey.
The first step in the survey design was to develop a questionnaire that would
allow respondents to identify their river management priorities. As discussed in Section
4.1, priorities are important because they provide a basis for choosing among conflicting
objectives. To encourage consideration of management tradeoffs, the survey asked
respondents to allocate a limited number of points to a suite of 10 management
objectives.
The ten objectives were selected based on major system management objectives
discussed in stakeholder interviews by Cosens et al. (2011), a review of river
management documents (BC Hydro, 2007a; BPA et al., 1992, 2011), and previous
modeling studies of the basin (Hamlet & Lettenmaier, 1999; Payne et al., 2004). These
objectives include flood control, hydropower, ecological enhancement, recreation,
navigation, and water supply. Of course the real system has dozens of local objectives,
but the decision to use 10 primary objectives was intended to make the survey more
accessible to a broad audience. The limited number of objectives is also consistent with
the Rea and Parker’s (2005) recommendation that alternative responses be limited to
fifteen or less.
The three major operational objectives for the system—flood control, hydropower,
and ecological enhancement—were divided into sub-objectives to better differentiate
operational priorities. For instance, hydro operations to meet firm energy load are
distinct from operations to maximize the value of generation (i.e., increasing generation
when prices are high) or maximizing hydropower generation in general. These finer
distinctions were intended to allow respondents to more precisely articulate their
priorities. Likewise, the survey also allowed respondents to identify and award points to
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two optional objectives. The intent here was to allow respondents to include additional
objectives not captured by the standard categories. The following list sets out the 10
major objectives in the survey
A. Reduce the overall number of
floods
B. Control large floods to minimize
damage
C. Mimic the river’s natural flow
pattern
D. Target water releases and
reservoir levels to help
endangered fish
E. Generate enough hydropower to
meet firm power demand

F. Maximize hydropower
generation
G. Maximize the economic value of
hydropower
H. Provide enough water to support
present schedules and levels of
barge traffic
I. Maintain enough water in
reservoirs to support recreation
like boating and fishing; and
J. Provide water for off-river
purposes

The survey asked respondents to distribute 50 “priority points” among the ten major
and two optional objectives. The more points assigned to an objective, the greater its
priority in the event of a conflict. Additionally, respondents were required to allocate all
50 points. The number of available priority points was somewhat arbitrarily selected but
was intended to permit point allocations for every objective while also forcing tradeoffs.
To illustrate, consider that a response treating all 10 objectives equally would assign 5
points to each. In order to prioritize one objective above all the others, a respondent
would assign 14 points to the high-priority and 9 to the others. Multi-tiered point
allocations necessitate further tradeoffs, implicitly forcing the respondents to consider
the implications of preferring certain objectives over others.
The survey asked respondents to assign points in light of two distinct questions.
The first asked “How is the system currently managed?” and the second asked “How
should the system be managed?” While only responses to the second question were
used to formulate alternatives, the first question was included to test whether the
survey respondents had a consistent view of the current management regime. The
results for each question are discussed below in Section 5.2.
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Another step in the survey development process was determining whether to
solicit personally identifying information. On one hand, information like location and
institutional affiliation would be useful for understanding the “representativeness” of
the results and identifying potential biases, in terms of both ideology and geography. In
addition, this information would help determine whether a limited group of
stakeholders was “stuffing the ballot box” with their preferred priority scheme. On the
other hand, collection of such information is subject to strict privacy standards and may
also deter stakeholders in official positions from completing the survey. Because the
survey was intended to elicit a broad array of responses from as many people as
possible, personally identifying information was not collected. The “ballot box” concern
was addressed through the cluster analysis procedure explained in the following
section.
A web-based survey method was used in order to promote broad access, provide
convenience, and assure that no personally identifying information would be collected.
The Surveymonkey.com website was used because it offers security, the option to
prevent multiple responses from the same IP address (i.e., the same respondent), and
the ability to strip personally identifying information such as IP addresses from the
responses before collection and analysis. Links to the web survey were distributed to
over 500 people via the Universities Consortium on Columbia River email list. In
addition, paper surveys were distributed at the Fourth Annual Symposium on Columbia
River Governance, a key gathering for stakeholders interested in improving
management of the system. Both the web-based and paper surveys included a brief
introduction on the system, the purpose of this project, and instructions. A copy of the
survey appears in Appendix D.

5.2 Survey Results
A total of 23 full survey responses were received. Two additional, partial
responses only answered Question 1. Of the responses to Question 1, two assigned
points to optional categories. For Question 2, four respondents assigned points to
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optional categories. Appendix D lists all the survey responses and the text provided for
the optional response categories.
One issue raised by the survey results was how to treat the responses that
allocated points to the optional categories. The ultimate resolution was to exclude these
responses, as explained below. Table 5.1 shows that the text in optional responses
ranged from straightforward descriptions of the optional objectives to suggestions for
further research or comments on the survey. Both the suggestions and the critiques
presented the problem of interpreting the meaning of the corresponding point
allocations. For instance, for both survey questions, Response 16 assigned 15 points to
each optional category, but the accompanying text amounts to a critique of the survey
rather than a description of the objective the respondent intended to weight. Likewise,
Response 22 to Question 2 allocated 15 points to an optional category accompanied by
the instruction to “address cultural and social values.” By contrast, in answering
Question 1, Response 2 assigned 10 points to specific flood control objectives that were
then clearly defined in the accompanying text.
The responses stating clear objectives (Response 2 for Question 1 and Response
19 for Question 2) could be treated in one of two ways. The optional categories could be
treated as stand-alone objectives. Or, alternatively, the optional categories could be
interpreted as providing additional recommendation for meeting on one of the
predefined categories.
Neither of these approaches proved satisfactory in the cluster analysis described
below. If treated as standalone objectives, the responses stating optional objectives
would not group with any of other responses because no other responses weight the
optional objective. If treated as an elaboration on one of the predefined categories,
then these responses effectively skew the cluster analysis. For example, Response 2 to
Question 1 specifically recommends “[n]ot rais[ing] water levels above the 100 year
flood elevation” and “[a]ddress[ing] risk to economic factors if water levels are raised
above 100 yr events.” These specific recommendations generally speak to the objective
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of controlling large floods to minimize damage, which is captured in response category
B.
Table 5.1 – Optional Response Point Allocations and Text
Response Number and Optional
Response Text
Category
Question 1 – How is the Columbia River system currently managed?
2K
Not raise water levels to above the 100 flood elevation in the
Points: 10
lower Columbia most populated areas.
2L
Address risk to economic factors if water level are raised above
Points: 10
100 yr events
6K
Carry out studies to examine how indigenous communities
Points: 0
have been weakened by the powerful long arm of oppression.
16 K
J above has to provide for all state water rights D is close but
Points: 15
river/reservoir operations must include satisfying three
Biological Opinions and must include resident fish and other
aquatic species.
16 L
E, F, &G doesn't reflect current operations. Hydropower has to
Points: 15
generate capacity as well as energy (you call it power), provide
reliability, energy balance for control area or region, and now
integration and balance of wind energy. Questions are
generally ok but just a little lacking in comparisons of current
operations versus other options that may tease out what folks
may want in place of current opts.
Question 2 – How should the system be managed?
2K
No text entered.
Points: 10
2L
No text entered.
Points: 10
16 K
J should include all state water rights D is close but must also
Points: 15
satisfy three Biological Opinions and must include resident fish
and other aquatic species.
16 L
E F G doesn't represent current operations. Hydropower has
Points: 15
to generate capacity as well as energy (you call it power),
provide reliability, balance control areas or the entire
Northwest region, and now integrate and balance wind energy.
Questions are pretty good, lack a little in current operations to
do a comparison of different operations that folks may want to
select. I do think the questions will provide general
operational changes supported by their interests. I just don't
know how "real" they will be.
19 K
Provide for Regional Electric System Stability. Specifically
Points: 10
retaining sufficient dynamic capacity (ability for hydro
generation to move within the hour) to support variable
resources (wind) in the Region. The region includes Canada
and the US.
22 K
Address cultural and social values
Points: 10
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Likewise in Question 2, Response 19 recommends “[p]rovid[ing] for Regional Electric
System Stability,” an objective that was intended to be covered by response category E
– “Generate enough hydropower to meet firm power demand.” But assigning the points
allocated to these optional responses to the corresponding general objectives does two
undesirable things: (1) it creates a priority scheme the respondent may not have
intended and (2) the resulting point allocations skew the cluster analysis by allocating a
very large amount of points to a single category. Because there was no principled way to
deal with these specific recommendations in the cluster analysis, they were excluded.
The optional responses that provided survey critiques, study recommendations,
or were too vague for analysis were not susceptible to this kind of reclassification (see
Table 5.1). Response 22 to Question 2, for example, assigned 10 points to the optional
objective of “[a]ddress[ing] cultural and social values.” This recommendation, without
more specificity, is not amenable to analysis with CROM. Similarly, Response 16 to both
questions includes several dissimilar objectives within its point allocations for optional
objective K – i.e., including state water rights and meeting biological opinions. Without a
basis for reclassifying the optional points, these responses could either be excluded or
their point allocations in the 10 predefined response categories could be scaled to equal
50. However, rescaling the predefined categories would impose a point allocation that
the respondents did not intend. These responses were therefore excluded from the
cluster analysis.
This exclusion process resulted in the inclusion of 23 responses to Question 1
and 19 responses to Question 2 in the cluster analysis. However, the excluded responses
are compared to the response clusters in Section 5.2.4.
5.2.1 Cluster Analysis Procedure
Based on studies that interviewed CRB stakeholders, responses to the desired
management question were expected to group together according to management
priorities (Cosens et al., 2011; McKinney et al., 2010). These interviews suggested a split
between stakeholders prioritizing a more natural flow regime and those who prioritize
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hydropower generation. The interviews also suggested that most stakeholders assigned
high value to flood control. Thus, a key question regarding the survey results was
whether the responses were grouped in a way that suggested different operational
alternatives. In addition, a mechanism was needed to group similar responses so that a
large number of similar responses would not distort the alternative analysis. Because
the goal here is to identify a range of responses not a majority preference, it was
necessary to group similar responses.
To examine whether such groups were apparent in the survey responses, the
analysis employed an exploratory multivariate statistical technique called hierarchical
cluster analysis. Hierarchical cluster analysis is one of a family of cluster analysis
techniques that attempt to organize a data set into relatively homogenous groups
(Aldenderfer & Blashfield, 1984). This technique is based on the premise that nearby
objects are more closely related than distant objects. The term “hierarchical” refers to
the agglomerative nature of method whereby data points start in their own cluster and
are combined, on the basis of distance, through a series of steps until all data points are
combined into a single cluster (Aldenderfer & Blashfield, 1984). Hierarchical cluster
analysis has been used to group survey responses in a wide variety of disciplines,
including business management (Buysee & Verbeke, 2003), psychology (Blashfield,
1976), genetics (Yang Chun-Mei et al., 2003), hydrogeology (Steinhorst & Williams,
2001), and recreation management (Chipman & Helfrich, 1988; Connelly et al., 2001).
The cluster analysis conducted here utilized the non-excluded survey responses and
all ten survey categories. The response values for each category were not standardized;
i.e., clusters were calculated using the actual response values and the response values
were not recalculated to a unit variance and mean of zero.28 Ward’s method was used

28

Aldenderfer and Blashfield (1984) caution that data standardization should not be treated as routine
step in a cluster analysis. When data is standardized, each variable has equal bearing on the distance
calculation and, hence, the resulting cluster solution. When data is not standardized, variables with high
values contribute to the calculated distance more than variables with low values. Here, the survey was
designed to assess the relative priority of the ten response categories on a fifty point scale. Thus,
standardization is not appropriate because it would effectively remove the relative differences from the
response data.
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to cluster the survey responses (Ward, 1963). This method has been found to be more
accurate than other hierarchical clustering algorithms although the accuracy of any
clustering method negatively correlates with overlap among the clusters and the
ellipicity (degree of deviation from the mean) of the clusters (Kuiper & Fisher, 1975;
Blashfield, 1976; Mojena, 1977).
According to Ward’s method, responses are grouped so as to minimize the withingroup sum of squares (WSS) for the response category scores of response in the cluster.
Ward’s Method starts with each response in its own cluster. It joins responses by
considering all possible pairings and selecting the pairing that produces the smallest
increase in WSS. In subsequent steps, previously-formed clusters are treated as a single
response for WSS calculation. The algorithm proceeds in this fashion until all responses
are joined into a single cluster. The result can be graphically depicted as a tree-like
structure or dendrogram with a single “trunk,” “branches” representing the clusters,
and “leaves” representing the individual responses. Dendrograms for the response
clusters discussed below appear in Appendix E. (Aldenderfer & Blashfield, 1984)
The cluster analysis presented here was performed using the JMP statistical
software package (SAS Institute, Inc., 2012).
5.2.2 Response Clusters
In social science applications such as this, cluster analysis is useful for identifying
natural groups in a data set (Lorr, 1983). However, at the lowest level of the hierarchy
every survey response is its own cluster while at the highest level of the hierarchy all
responses are grouped in a single cluster. Selection of an intermediate set of clusters
may under- or overestimate the actual number. The question, then, is which level of the
hierarchy best reproduces the underlying data structure. Thus, a critical step in any
cluster analysis is selecting an appropriate number of clusters (Aldenderfer & Blashfield,
1984; Lorr, 1983).
Various methods for determining the optimal number of clusters have been
proposed, yet there is no single best method in part because cluster analysis is a
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context-dependent, exploratory method (Aldenderfer & Blashfield, 1984). A detailed
analysis of the various approaches is beyond the scope of this project. At bottom, a
“good” cluster solution produces clusters high intra-class similarity and low inter-class
similarity. The goal here is to group similar survey responses while identifying distinct
outliers.
One measure of cluster solution significance is the cubic clustering criterion
(CCC). This measure was developed and mathematically described by the SAS Institute,
Inc. (Sarle, 1983). Positive CCC values indicate the WSS for the clusters in a given
solution is greater than would be expected from a uniform distribution. Generally, CCC
greater than 2 or 3 indicates good clusterings, CCC between 0 and 2 indicate possible
clustering, and negative values indicate lack of clustering. The highest CCC value may
not necessarily indicate the optimal number of clusters, and local maxima should be
evaluated against other criteria (Sarle, 1983). In a review of 30 procedures for
determining the number clusters, Milligan and Cooper (1985) found that CCC was
among the three best-performing criteria for selecting the number of clusters.
After conducting cluster analyses on the Question 1 and 2 survey results using
Ward’s method, the CCC scores for the clusters were analyzed. Figure 5.1 presents the
positive CCC values for each analysis. For Question 1, the highest CCC value (1.83)
corresponds to two clusters and there is a local maximum (1.53) at four clusters. The
Question 2 results are less distinct with several CCC values greater than 2 for solutions
between two and nine clusters. There are, however, two local maxima in this range:
2.541 at two clusters and 2.348 at eight clusters. The rationale for selecting among
these local maxima appears below.

Figure 5.1 – CCC Values for Survey Questions
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For Question 1, the highest CCC values suggest either a two-cluster or four-cluster
solution. Comparison of the clusters in these solutions suggests that the four-cluster
solution is the better choice. Figures 5.2 and 5.3 show the differences in these two
solutions – the x-axis is the response category and the y-axis is the point allocation for
each response category.
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Figure 5.2 – Response Variability within Question 1 Two-Cluster Solution
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Clearly, the two-cluster solution combines many dissimilar survey responses into a
single cluster (labeled 1). Indeed, the only clear differences between the two clusters
are the weight on categories A and C. The four-cluster solution, on the other hand,
preserves the smaller cluster from the two-cluster solution and better differentiates the
responses from the larger cluster. In the four-cluster solution, Cluster 2 isolates a single
response with high values for categories A and D, a low value for category E, and no
value for the remaining category. Likewise, the responses in clusters 3 tend to place
high priority on categories B, D, and G, which makes these responses distinct from the
others. This four cluster solution was therefore retained for further analysis.
Figures 5.4 and 5.5 show the response variability in the two- and eight-cluster
solutions for the Question 2 responses. This two-cluster solution also combines
dissimilar responses, particularly in the second cluster. By contrast, the eight-cluster
solution groups several similar responses in clusters 1, 2, and 4 while separating single
or paired outliers into distinct clusters 3, 5, 6, 7, and 8. Because the purpose of
Question 2 was to elicit a wide range of stakeholder recommendations for Columbia
River management, the eight-cluster solution was retained for further analysis.
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5.2.3 Cluster Analysis Validation
Two methods were used to validate the clusters obtained above. The methods used
here follow those applied by Buysee and Verbeke (2003) in their study of stakeholder
surveys on manufacturing companies’ environmental management strategies. First, an
oneway analysis of variance (ANOVA) test was applied to the mean response values of
each cluster. Second, the clustering algorithm was rerun on a randomly selected subset
of responses to each question.
The ANOVA test was used to examine the degree to which survey categories
contributed to the cluster solution. The result of the test is the ANOVA F statistic—the
ratio of (a) the variability between each cluster mean and the overall survey mean to (b)
the variability within each cluster about the cluster mean. Tables 5.2 and 5.3 show the
cluster means along with the ANOVA F-statistics and significance level for each survey
category in Questions 1 and 2, respectively. It is critical to understand that in this
application ANOVA is not a test of cluster significance—that is accomplished by
assessing CCC. Rather, higher F statistic values simply indicate that there is more
variability between the clusters than within the clusters. The higher the significance
value, the less the survey category contributes to the separation of the clusters;
categories with starred significance levels contribute to the solution more than the
unstarred categories.29
The second validation method was to randomly select five subsets of ten survey
responses and rerun the clustering algorithm (Buysee & Verbeke, 2003; Henriques &
Sadorsky, 1999). The purpose of this test was to check whether the cluster results can
be considered independent of the samples used to create the clusters. The result was
that, on average, 88% of the Question 1 and 92% of the Question 2 responses clustered
as they had with the full set of survey responses. Buysee and Verbeke (2003) concluded,
based on a 90% result, that their clusters were independent of sample characteristics.
29

As used here, significance is a descriptive measure of a survey category’s contribution to the cluster
solution. Because the purpose of cluster analysis is to group the responses in a way that maximizes the
differences among responses in different clusters, one would expect to see this reflected in the F-statistic
(Aldenderfer & Blashfield, 1984).
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Thus, it appears that responses to Questions 1 and 2 are distinct enough to form robust
clusters independent of the sample used for the cluster analysis.
Table 5.2 – Question 1 (Current Management) Cluster Means
Survey Category
A. Reduce overall
number of floods
B. Control large floods
to minimize damage
C. Mimic the river’s
natural flow pattern
D. Target water
releases and reservoir
levels to help
endangered fish
E. Generate enough
hydropower to meet
firm energy demand
F. Maximize
hydropower
production
G. Maximize the
economic value of
hydropower
H. Provide enough
water to support
present levels of barge
traffic
I. Maintain enough
water in reservoirs to
support recreation.
J. Provide water for offriver purposes
Number of Responses
in cluster**

Average Response Value by Cluster
1
2
3
4

ANOVA
F/Significance

7

25

5

0

8.234/0.001*

9

0

14

7

9.654/0.0004*

2

0

0

18

30.616/<0.0001*

8

20

7

13

3.405/0.0388*

5

5

3

6

2.11/0.1328

4

0

0

0

5.328/0.0078*

4

0

13

0

22.734/<0.0001*

4

0

3

2

0.824/0.497

3

0

1

3

4.583/0.0141*

4

0

4

2

1.392/0.2758

13

1

6

3

--

* Denotes 5% or better F-value significance
**Two respondents completed the Question 1 but not Question 2. The desired management clusters do not
include these additional responses. N = 23
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Table 5.3 –Question 2 (Desired Management) Cluster Means
Survey
Category

Average Response Value by Cluster

ANOVA
F/Significance

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
A. Reduce
0
1
0
4
0
6
11
0
17.433/<0.0001*
overall number
of floods
B. Control large
floods to
8
8
10
6
10
15
6
20
5.861/0.005*
minimize
damage
C. Mimic the
20
16
8
9
8
0
3
0
23.287/<0.0001*
river’s natural
flow pattern
D. Target water
releases and
5
14
10
8
10
8
1
5
8.9493/0.0009*
reservoir levels
to help
endangered fish
E. Generate
enough
7
2
10
4
3
0
6
5
3.282/0.0386*
hydropower to
meet firm
energy demand
F. Maximize
0
2
3
4
0
0
11
20
7.9813/0.0014*
hydropower
production
G. Maximize
the economic
0
0
0
6
8
8
6
0
6.1699/0.0041*
value of
hydropower
H. Provide
enough water
2
1
0
3
0
0
4
0
1.5981/0.2337
to support
present levels
of barge traffic
I. Maintain
enough water
3
2
6
3
5
0
4
0
1.518/0.2572
in reservoirs to
support
recreation.
J. Provide water
4
3
4
3
8
8
5
0
3.1913/0.042*
for off-river
purposes
Number of
3
3
2
5
2
2
1
1
-Responses in
cluster**
* Denotes statistical significance at the 5% level
**Two respondents completed the Question 1 but not Question 2. The desired management clusters
do not include these additional responses. N = 19
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5.2.4 Cluster Analysis Interpretation
The cluster analysis generated four clusters for Question 1 and eight clusters for
Question 2, and the validation procedures above show that these grouping are relatively
robust. However, cluster analysis is simply a way to quantify the relationships between
the responses. Further analysis is necessary to understand what the response clusters
say about river management priorities. This is in part because the cluster analysis
algorithm does not account for the fact that some of the response categories30 are
subsets of broader management objective (e.g., there are three categories related to
hydropower generation). Thus, the scores in each cluster must be interpreted based on
the meaning of the response categories.
One notable characteristic of the Question 1 clusters is that they exhibit
substantial differences in the relative priority for the flood control, hydropower, and
ecological objectives (Figure 5.3 and Table 5.2). For instance, respondents in Cluster 4
thought current operations place the highest priority on mimicking the river’s natural
flow pattern and targeting releases for fish (categories C and D) whereas the other three
clusters all placed the highest priority on one of the flood control objectives. There were
also marked differences in the relative priority of hydropower generally and, more
specifically, the particular emphasis placed on the three hydropower objectives
(categories E, F, and G). This suggests that the survey respondents did not have a
consistent view on how the river is currently managed for these objectives. However,
the Question 1 clusters all assigned generally low priority (less than 5 points) to

30

For reference, the ten response categories considered in the cluster analysis are as follows:
(A) reduce the overall number of floods;
(B) control large floods to minimize damage;
(C) mimic the river’s natural flow pattern;
(D) target water releases and reservoir levels to help endangered fish;
(E) generate enough hydropower to meet firm power demand;
(F) maximize hydropower generation;
(G) maximize the economic value of hydropower;
(H) provide enough water to support present schedules and levels of barge traffic;
(I) maintain enough water in reservoir to support recreation like boating and fishing; and
(J) provide water for off-river purposes like irrigation and municipal water supplies.
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navigation, reservoir recreation, and off-river water supply (categories H, I, and J
respectively).
The clear differences between the Question 1 clusters are somewhat surprising.
Despite the fact that there are several legal frameworks that influence management
(e.g., the CRT at the international level, the ESA in the US, and water license conditions
in Canada), these frameworks combine into a single current management regime. On
any given day, the myriad legal, social, and economic requirements acting on the system
implicitly form a set of operational priorities, which in turn dictate the amount of flow in
the river, storage in the reservoirs, hydroelectric generation, and spill. Yet the survey
responses show great difference in opinion on what the current priorities are. There are
many possible explanations for this variability: It may reflect individual respondent’s
personal biases; it may indicate a general lack of information on system management
priorities; it may reflect misunderstanding of the survey; or it may suggest that one’s
perception of management priorities in a system as large as the Columbia depends on
where that person lives.
Surprisingly, the responses to Question 2—how should the system be
operated?—were somewhat less varied (Figure 5.5 and Table 5.3). Most of the Question
2 clusters assigned relatively low priorities to navigation, recreation, and off-river water
supply. But, among these lower priority objectives, off-river water supply generally had
the highest priority, followed by reservoir recreation, and then navigation. This shows
that navigation was generally the lowest priority objective for these stakeholders.
The primary differences among the Question 2 clusters were in the relative
priority of the flood control, ecological, and hydropower objectives. On the whole, flood
damage minimization and mimicking the natural hydrograph had the highest median
point allocations (10 each). Most of the Question 2 clusters ranked one of these
objectives as the top priority for the system. Only the four responses comprising
Clusters 6, 7, and 8 deviate from this general pattern.
The three Question 2 responses that utilized the optional response categories
(i.e. the responses excluded from the cluster analysis) would have formed their own
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clusters if included in the foregoing analysis. This is because the optional response
categories were so heavily weighted that only a few points remained for allocation
among the other ten categories. For example, one excluded response assigned 15 points
to the optional objective of “address cultural and social values” and the remaining 35
points to the two ecological response categories. Consequently, this response does not
explain the respondent’s priorities for operating a multi-objective system but rather
states the respondent’s top priority. Another optional response assigned 10 points to
“provide for Regional Electric System Stability,” which is a more nuanced way of stating
the objective in Category E “generate enough hydropower to meet firm power demand”
or, more broadly, advocating for consideration of hydropower impacts in river
management decision making. Even if those 10 optional points were reassigned to one
of the hydropower categories, the response would not provide a priority scheme
because 10 points were also assigned to categories A, B, D, and J, respectively. The best
that could be said from such a distribution is that flood control should be the highest
priority and that hydropower, targeted ecological flow, and off-river supply should be
equal secondary priorities. Thus, the excluded responses do not shed much light on
operational priorities, especially when compared to the responses included in the
cluster analysis.
The majority of the Question 2 responses fall into Clusters 2, 3, 4, and 5. These
clusters share the same general pattern. Responses in these clusters place relatively
high priority on categories B, C, and D, suggesting that these stakeholders desire
operations that control large floods while also prioritizing a more natural flow regime
and targeted releases for fish. The major differences among them occur in the
hydropower categories. Responses in Cluster 3 assign high priority to meeting firm load
whereas Clusters 4 and 5 place higher priority on maximizing the economic value of
hydropower. Cluster 2 is the outlier in this regard, as it places little emphasis on
hydropower and instead assigns the majority of its points to categories B, C, D. Thus,
these clusters form a relatively coherent group that values flood control and ecological
objectives above all others. This general response pattern is consistent with findings of
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the stakeholder interviews conducted by Cosens et al. (2011). The majority of
stakeholders interviewed in that study stated that flood control was an important
benefit from the Columbia River Treaty and that ecological considerations should
receive greater attention, but they differed on the relative value of hydropower.
Cluster 1 is similar to the majority group except that respondents in this cluster
consistently assigned many more points to mimicking the river’s natural flow regime
than to any other objective. This cluster prioritized flood damage minimization and
meeting firm load as secondary objectives. Targeted releases for fish, reservoir
recreation, and off-river water supply were tertiary objectives for this group.
Cluster 6 differed from the others in that its constituent responses favored
hydropower as the highest priority for the system. Although the two responses in this
cluster gave all of the hydropower objectives relatively high priorities, maximizing
generation received the most points on average. The Cluster 6 respondents viewed
flood control as the second most important objective, giving relatively equal priority to
reducing the overall number of floods and controlling large floods to minimize damage.
This is notable because the other clusters tended to favor the latter objective. The
remaining points allocated in Cluster 6 went to navigation, recreation, and off-river
supply. The cluster 6 responses were also notable in that they assigned few if any points
to the ecological objectives. Hence, the stakeholders in Cluster 6 favor operations for
hydropower and, to a somewhat lesser extent, flood control with little or no regard for
targeted ecological flows or a return to a more natural flow regime.
Clusters 7 and 8 each contained only a single response. The response in the
Cluster 7 prioritized flood control well above all other objectives, giving greatest weight
to damage minimization while also assigning more points than any other response to
reducing the overall number of floods. The remaining points in Cluster 7 are distributed
equally among categories targeted ecological flows, maximizing hydropower value, and
off-river supply. Cluster 8 allocated 20 points to both categories B and F and split the
remaining 10 points equally among categories D and E. In other words, Cluster 8 gave
foremost priority to maximizing hydropower generation, followed closely by flood
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control aimed at reducing damage from large floods, and with limited attention to
meeting power load and targeting releases for fish.
Clusters 6 and 8 are similar in that they assign a high priority to maximizing
hydropower generation. Moreover, both clusters allocate the majority of their points to
hydropower objectives. They differ in that Cluster 8 gives more weight to flood control
while Cluster 6 gives some weight to navigation, recreation, and off-river supply.
Based on this additional analysis of the Question 2 response clusters, there
appears to be four general priority sets. The goal of the survey was to uncover the range
of stakeholder priorities for river management rather than the most popular priority
scheme. Indeed, the majority of the surveyed stakeholders fit into a single set (Set I)
while the other sets contain three or fewer stakeholders. Figure 5.6 displays the average
point allocations for each of the four sets.
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E. Meet Firm Load
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C. Natural Hydrograph
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I. Reservoir Rec.

Figure 5.6 – Management Priority Sets Derived from Question 2 Cluster Analysis
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Set I encompasses Clusters 2, 3, 4, and 5, and gives foremost priority to the two
ecological objectives, secondary priority to minimizing damage from large floods,
tertiary priority to meeting firm load, and no clear preference to any of the remaining
objectives. Cluster 1 comprises Set II. It makes mimicking the natural flow regime top
priority and then emphasizes flood damage minimization, firm load, and targeting flow
and reservoir levels for ecological purposes, but it does not assign any priority to the
other hydropower objectives. Set III is defined by Cluster 7 with its controlling emphasis
on both reducing flood magnitude and frequency with tertiary but equal attention to
targeted ecological flows, maximizing hydropower value, and off-river water supply.
Lastly, Set IV includes Clusters 6 and 8, which primarily favor maximizing hydropower
generation followed by flood control. Table 5.4 summarizes the results of this cluster
interpretation.
Table 5.4 – Priority Sets Derived from Survey Results
Priority Set &
Number of
Responses in
Set
I
(n=12)

II
(n=3)

First Priority

Second Priority

More natural flow
regime and target
flow reservoir levels
for sensitive species
More natural flow
regime

Control large
floods to minimize
damage

Meet firm load

Low priority for
all other
objectives

Control large
floods to minimize
damage

Control large floods
to minimize damage

Reduce overall
number of floods

Low priority on
off-river supply,
recreation, and
navigation
No priority for
any other
objectives

Maximize
hydropower
generation

Control large
floods to minimize
damage

Meet firm load and
target flow reservoir
levels for sensitive
species
Maximize economic
value of hydropower,
off-river water
supply, and target
flow reservoir levels
for sensitive species
Meet firm load

III
(n=1)

IV
(n=3)

Third Priority

Little/No
Priority

Low priority on
for all other
objectives
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5.3 Survey Limitations
The reader should note the following limitations with the survey approach
presented above. As a general matter, a larger survey sample could allow more general
conclusions about basin stakeholder sentiment to be drawn from the results. Because
the decision was made to encourage candor by not collecting personally identifiable
information, there was no way to determine the spatial distribution of the survey
respondents. Such information could be useful for understanding how local conditions
affect responses and would also provide a way to conduct follow-up interviews. This
could in turn permit an analysis of the relative priority of management objectives in
various parts of the Basin, which could be useful for better understanding the
opportunities for integrative—as opposed to distributive—water management
solutions.
The optional survey responses proved difficult to interpret and integrate with
responses that only used the 10 pre-defined system objectives. A better approach might
have been to omit the optional categories and instead to provide room for additional
comments. This change could have permitted consideration of the four responses that
were excluded from the cluster analysis due to the large number of points that they
assigned to one or both of the optional categories.
It may have also been advisable to provide separate response categories for
targeted ecological flows and targeted reservoir levels for ecological purposes because,
as shown by the performance measures and results in Chapter 6, these are really
distinct objectives. The survey conflated these two objectives into response category D
(i.e. “Target water releases and reservoir levels to help endangered fish”). Separating
these objectives would provide more specific information on the extent to which a
stakeholder is willing to trade reservoir performance for instream flows and vice versa.
Lastly, the cohort of survey respondents was self-selecting and drawn from a
limited cross-section of CRB stakeholders.31 This cohort may be biased toward particular
31

A link to the survey was provided to the Universities Consortium on Columbia River Governance email
list, which includes approximately 500 people.
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operational changes (e.g., a more natural flow regime). This potential bias was
addressed through the cluster analysis, which resulted in similar responses being
grouped together for the purpose of defining the modeled alternatives. However, a
larger sample of stakeholders may have produced different cluster results and thus
additional alternatives. Despite these limitations, the results presented in Chapters 5
and 6 suggest some potentially useful conclusions about the kind of operational
alternatives that interest the survey respondents and the costs and benefits of those
alternatives.

5.4 Adaptation of Survey Results into Operational Alternatives
The survey results were used to create three operational alternatives.
These alternatives correspond to the priorities identified in Sets I through III in Table 5.4
above. The alternatives were designed to serve objectives according to the priorities of
each response set. These priority sets provided a basis for changes to CROM’s default
settings, including the weights on various targets and rule logic. Several iterations of
each alternative were created to test various approaches. This testing was stopped
when the alternative was observed to improve on the Base Case’s performance for the
highest priority objective. In this sense, the alternatives accord with the
recommendations of the stakeholders who responded to the survey. However,
stakeholder input would be needed to understand whether the performance of these
alternatives is satisfactory. It is likely that further iterations of these alternatives could
improve on the results presented here, but time limitations precluded additional
refinements.
An alternative was not developed for Set IV in Table 5.4. This priority set sought
to maximize hydropower generation while also controlling large floods. Many attempts
were made to develop an alternative that had better hydropower performance than the
Base Case. For example, model runs with no weight on ecological flow targets, reduced
lower rule curves, and high incentives for secondary generation were all attempted,
both individually and in combination. Yet superior performance relative to the Base
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Case could not be achieved within the time available for this project. This is noteworthy
because it suggests that the operating rules reflected in the Base Case scenario already
optimize hydropower generation.
As shown by the results in Chapter 6, these alternatives provide superior
performance for their highest priority objectives while seeking to prevent or minimize
impact on other objectives. The following generally describes each alternative,
highlighting important changes to target weights and rule logic. The number for each
alternative corresponds with the priority set numbers in Table 5.4. Appendix F provides
specific descriptions of the rule logic and weights used to implement the alternatives.
The model files for the alternatives are included on the CD attached to Appendix A. Note
that all alternatives utilized the same rule curves (unless specifically modified), inflow
data, and U.S. load targets as the Base Case. This was done to facilitate a direct
comparison between the each alternative and the Base Case.
5.4.1 Alternative I
Alternative I places highest priority on both a more natural flow regime and
meeting existing ecological flow targets. Control of large floods is the secondary priority
and meeting firm energy load is the tertiary priority. This set of priorities is taken to
mean that a more natural spring peak should not come at the expense of severe
flooding (i.e. flows greater than 600 kcfs at The Dalles). Likewise, improved performance
on ecological goals should not come at the expense of firm hydropower, but secondary
hydropower can be sacrificed if necessary.
The settings for this alternative favored releases of water to meet instream flow
requirements over power generation. However, the weights were configured so that
water to meet US instream targets would be released from Libby and Grand Coulee and
that water to meet Canadian instream flow targets would be released from all upstream
storage projects, including Libby. Consequently, the water released from Canadian
storage to meet the Canadian targets would continue downstream and potentially
contribute to meeting US targets as well.
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The relative weights on releasing water to meet firm load or storing water to
prevent flooding were set much higher than the instream flow weights, however. This
was necessary to ensure that improved ecological performance did not come at the cost
of firm load or flood control in extremely high water years. By contrast, secondary
power generation had the lowest relative weight so as not to incentivize releases. But
the overall flood control goal was increased relative to the Base Case. No changes were
made to the rule logic described in Section 4.1. In effect, this alternative places a very
high priority on meeting the existing instream flow targets while allowing for a higher
spring peak flow.
5.4.2 Alternative II
Alternative II places highest priority on releasing water to produce a more
natural flow regime. Control of large floods has second priority. Meeting firm
hydropower load, instream flow, and ecological reservoir targets are the tertiary
priorities. Thus, this alternative should generally result in lower summer through winter
flows and higher spring flows relative to the Base Case. However, the higher spring flows
should not cause severe flooding. And flows should not drop to the point where they
endanger firm hydropower generation or compliance with instream flow requirements.
The key feature of this alternative is a new flow target for The Dalles that creates
an incentive for avoiding major deviations from an unregulated flow data set. The
unregulated flow data were sourced from the 2010 Level Modified Streamflows flow
data prepared by the BPA (BPA, 2011). The new targets consist of a maximum and a
minimum flow limit with a high penalty for violating either limit. The maximum limit is
150% of the flow that would have passed each point on a given day, assuming no
regulation by dams. The minimum limit varies throughout the year. From July to
September, a high weight was placed on maintaining the flow at 80% of the unregulated
flow or an upper limit,32 whichever is less. From November to May, the model has an
equally strong incentive to maintain flow at either 60% of the unregulated flow or an
32

The upper limits on these targets prevent the target for incentivizing high flows, which would conflict
with the objective of controlling large floods.
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upper limit, again whichever is less. In June, the target ramps up from 60% to 80% of the
unregulated flow, and in October it ramps back down. This target thus creates a strong
incentive for the model to regulate flow The Dalles so that it is closer to the unregulated
flow condition than it would be under the Base Case.
However, using the relative weights for various goals, the model is given an even
stronger incentive to release water to meet firm load and to meet applicable flood
control targets. Some weight was placed on meeting instream flow requirements, but
not as much as in Alternative I. Consequently, the model has less incentive to meet the
instream flows relative to being within the unregulated flow tolerance described above.
5.4.3 Alternative III
Alternative III prioritizes control of flood magnitude and frequency over all other
objectives and places tertiary priority on hydropower generation and fisheries targets.
In other words, generation and instream flows can be restricted if better flood control
can be achieved. But no amount of other benefits would justify an increase in the
frequency or magnitude of flood events.
To effectuate these priorities, flood control rules were added to the model and
the upper rule curve logic was changed. First, to reduce the magnitude of large floods,
all upper rule curves in the model were modified to delay refill for an additional month.
Under the default upper rule curves, refill commences in April, but, with the modified
rule curves, refill commences in May. As a result, the storage reservoirs have more
space available for flood control later in the spring and are thus more often able to
capture the entire volume of the spring peak.
Second, a new flood control rule was added to reduce the overall number of
floods by conservatively adjusting the flood control target at The Dalles. The goal for this
new rule was to give the model a great incentive to maintain flow at The Dalles below
450 kcfs in all but the highest runoff years. Even in very high runoff years, such as 1972,
the target at The Dalles is only allowed to rise when reservoir storage goes above the
original upper rule curves. The reason for using the original upper rule is to permit use
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of the additional space created by the modified rule curve described above. The
difference between the original and modified rules is the additional flood control space
in each reservoir. Thus, this new flood control target requires that all the additional
space provided by the modified rule curves be used up before flows above 450 kcfs will
be allowed.
In addition to these rule logic changes, the flood control weight was set so that it
had the highest relative weight of all the goals in the model. The weights for power
targets were structured as described in Section 4.1.4. There was a very strong incentive
to release enough water to meet firm load and a small but significant incentive to
release water for secondary generation. And little or no weight was given to the various
instream flow targets in this alternative.
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Chapter 6 – Comparison of Stakeholder-derived Alternatives
Each alternative reflects a different set of priorities for operating the system. As
noted above, Alternative I generally favors better ecological flow and reservoir
performance as well as a more natural flow regime. Alternative II prioritizes a more
natural flow regime above all other objectives but only to the extent that the new
regime does not result in large, damaging floods. Alternative III primarily seeks to
reduce flood magnitude and frequency. The Base Case is an approximation of status
quo operations, as reported in the RMJOC results. To facilitate comparison of the
alternatives to the Base Case, a variety of performance measures were developed.
These measures are explained below and used to analyze the relative performance of
the alternatives.

6.1 Performance Measures
Performance measures synthesize raw model output (data) into information that
can be used by stakeholders to evaluate how well a set of operational rules serve the
various operational goals. CMDS practitioners emphasize the importance of
performance measures because they make highly technical models accessible to nontechnical stakeholders and in turn promote broader participation in the process (Dehoff
& Beauduy, 2011; McCrodden, 2011; Sheer et al., 1989). But, because they are derived
from model output, these metrics are inherently quantitative and are not appropriate
for evaluating more qualitative matters like spiritual value or political feasibility.
Nevertheless, the suite of performance measures developed for this project speaks to a
wide variety of stakeholder interests in both the U.S. and Canadian portions of the CRB.
Access to this kind of information could improve stakeholders’ understanding of the
consequences—both positive and negative—of their chosen priorities.
Six categories of performance measures were developed for this study. Because
the simulation period covers 69 years (October 1, 1929 – September 30, 1998) and
25,202 individual days, it was necessary to reduce the huge volume of CROM output to
useful information. For the purposes of this study, a measure was considered useful if it
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met three criteria. 33 A useful measure: (a) permits a distinction between “better” and
“worse” performance on a particular goal, (b) presents model output in an
understandable fashion, and (c) processes the model output in a credible way. The
measures shown below in Table 6.1 were chosen for their usefulness in gauging the
relative impact of each alternative on the operational goals discussed in Section 3.2.2.
This group of measures could likely be refined and expanded with additional
stakeholder input, but it is broad enough to provide a sense of the costs and benefits
associated with the alternatives developed from the survey.
This suite of performance measures involves minimal data manipulation beyond
compiling and basic statistics. Most of the metric are simple tallies of the number of
days or years that a certain model output is above or below a certain flow or storage
threshold. Because the thresholds used to define the various goals in CROM are taken
directly from publicly available river management documentation (see Section 3.2),
these measures are reasonably credible. Thus, measures related to flood control,
instream flow, and reservoir levels should fairly represent the effects of the new rule
logic incorporated into each alternative.
As noted in section 4.2, however, the hydropower metrics should be interpreted
carefully. Specifically, the total U.S. generation output has a positive bias of 8% and the
secondary generation output has a positive bias of 18%, largely because generation in
CROM is not limited by power market and transmission constraints. The uncertainty of
the Canadian generation values could not be quantified because the RMJOC study did
not report generation at the Canadian projects. Hence, the U.S. power metrics probably
report more generation than would actually occur under real-world constraints, and
should be thus understood as potential generation according to the flow and spill
constraints included in the model. But, given that these constraints are the same for
each alternative, these measures still provide a way to gauge each alternative’s
hydropower performance.
33

These criteria were based on interviews with Daniel P. Sheer of Hydrologics, Inc., who is responsible for
pioneering research and applied work in the CMDS field (D. Sheer, 2013).
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It should also be noted that two assumptions are implicit in the energy value metric.
First, as described in Section 4.1.2, CROM assumes that the same annual energy load
pattern reoccurs in every year of the simulation. Second, CROM assumes that the value
of energy is equal to the daily energy prices prevailing in 2011. Energy markets can be
volatile and hydropower’s share of the regional energy load varies, so the hydropower
metrics should be interpreted with these assumptions in mind.
Table 6.1 – Performance Measures by Category
Performance
Measure
Category and
Title
1. Flood Control

Description

Total Flood
Days

Bar graph of the number of days in the simulation period with flow above the flood
control threshold at Kootenay Lake, Trail, Bonners Ferry, below Priest Rapids Dam, and
The Dalles.

Flood Days at
The Dalles by
Magnitude

Stacked bar graph of the number of days in the simulation period with flooding at The
Dalles with 25 kcfs increments from 450 kcfs to 600 kcfs.

2. Normative Hydrograph
Cumulative
Distribution
Functions of
Flow at
Various Points

Line plot of modeled flow distribution to the unregulated condition below Arrow,
Libby, Priest Rapids, and Bonneville

3. Flows and Reservoir Levels to Support Ecosystem Function
Percent Days
Minimum Flow
Target Met

Bar graph of the percentage of days in the simulation period when minimum flow
targets at Bonneville, McNary, Priest Rapids, Libby, and Arrow are met.

Percent Days
Maximum
Flow Target
Met

Bar graph of the percentage of days in the simulation period when maximum flow
targets at Bonneville and Arrow are met.

Percent Days
when
Reservoir
Ecological
Goals Met

Bar graph of the percentage of days at Arrow and Grand Coulee when (a) an ecological
target applies and (b) that target is met.
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Table 6.1 (Continued)
Performance Measure
Category and Title
4. Hydropower

Description

Percent Days Firm Load
Not Met

Bar graph of the percentage of days in the simulation period when the 2011
firm load served by the model domain projects was not met. Includes separate
graphs for the U.S. and Canada.

Percent Days with
Secondary Generation

Bar graph of the percentage of days in the simulation period when there was
generation in excess of the 2011 firm load served by the model domain
projects was not met. Includes separate graphs for the U.S. and Canada.

Average Annual U.S.
Power Value

Bar graph of average value of energy generated during the entire simulation
period. Value is based on the 2011 Mid-Columbia Hub energy prices.

Average Annual
Generation

Bar graph of the average power generation during the simulation period in
both the United States and Canada.

5. Navigation
Percent of Days with
Lower Columbia
Navigation Impacts

Bar graphs of the percentage of days in the simulation period with low,
moderate, or high navigation impacts based on streamflow at The Dalles.

6. Reservoir Recreation, Wildlife, and Cultural Resources
Percent Days when
Canadian Reservoir Goals
Met

Bar graphs of the number of the percentage of days in the simulation period
when reservoir elevation goals for recreation and cultural resources at Duncan
and Arrow apply are met.

Lake Koocanusa Canadian
Boat Ramp Availability

Percentage of days in the simulation period with full, high, moderate, low, and
zero boat ramp availability on the Canadian portion of Lake Koocanusa (Libby
reservoir)

Lake Koocanusa U.S. Boat
Ramp Availability

Percentage of days in the simulation period with full, high, moderate, low, and
zero boat ramp availability on the U.S. portion of Lake Koocanusa (Libby
reservoir)

Lake Roosevelt Boat Ramp Percentage of days in the simulation period with full, high, moderate, low, and
Availability
zero boat ramp availability at Lake Roosevelt (Grand Coulee reservoir)

6.2 Alternative Comparison
Each category of performance measure provides a different way to characterize
the relative costs and benefits of the alternatives. By extension, these metrics also
provide a way of evaluating how changes in operational priorities affect the mix of
benefits that can be realized from the transboundary Columbia River system.
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Importantly, there are tradeoffs inherent in every alternative—no alternative performs
best in every category nor do the alternatives always perform better than the Base Case.
It will therefore be up to Columbia River stakeholders to determine which tradeoffs are
acceptable before advocating for a particular change in operations. Accordingly, the
following discussion simply presents the modeling results and describes the relative
performance of each alternative for each measure identified in Table 6.2. Digital copies
of these results are included on the CD attached to Appendix A.
6.2.1 Flood Control
Figures 6.1 and 6.2 display flood control metrics for the model domain. These
metrics are based on the flood control goals shown in Table 3.1. Figure 6.1 addresses
the frequency of flooding at various points in the system. Bonners Ferry is the only point
upstream of The Dalles that experiences any flooding under any of the alternatives.
There, Alternatives I and II both result in significantly less flooding than the Base Case.
The picture is different at The Dalles. Both Alternatives I and II, which to a greater or
lesser degree encourage a more natural flow regime, increase the number of flood days
on the Lower Columbia relative to the Base Case. However, Alternative II causes a
substantial increase in Lower Columbia flood frequency, an obvious consequence of
rules that encourage a more natural spring peak. Alternative III, on the other hand,
dramatically reduces the number of flood days at The Dalles relative to the Base Case
and thus serves its primary objective of reducing flood frequency.
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Figure 6.2 provides a basis for comparing flood magnitude under each
alternative. All of the alternatives put a high priority on operations to control large
floods, so this is a key performance measure. Because Figure 6.1 shows that flooding is
not a significant problem at upstream points, only The Dalles is considered here. Recall
that the onset of flooding at The Dalles is 450 kcfs and that major flood damage
downstream of The Dalles (e.g. near Portland, OR and Vancouver, WA) commences at
600 kcfs. The flood magnitude performance measure tallies the number of days in the
simulation period with flows above 450 kcfs and groups these days in 25 kcfs
increments.
First, note that all alternatives prevent flows above the 550 kcfs threshold. Also
note that there are a total of 29 days above 550 kcfs in the Base Case, but no such days
under any of the alternatives. Alternative III clearly performs best on this metric. Not
only does Alternative III successfully reduce flood frequency, it also dramatically reduces
flood magnitude on the limited number of days when any flooding occurs. Alternatives I
and II produce more 525—550 kcfs flood days because they prioritize a more natural
flow regime. But, despite the greater number of flood days between 450 and 550 kcfs
under these alternatives, they still perform better than the Base Case in terms of the
number of days with very high flows.
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6.2.2 Natural Flow Regime
Many survey respondents put a high priority on operations that produce a more
natural flow regime. Indeed, both Alternatives I and II prioritize this objective above all
others except that Alternative I also prioritizes reservoir levels and instream flow that
support ecological functions. There are many possible ways to measure the degree of
deviation from the natural hydrograph (Richter et al., 1996). The method selected for
this study is a cumulative distribution function of the flow at four ecologically important
points in the model domain.34 In essence, these functions show how the CROM
streamflow output compares to the unregulated condition for the simulation period.35
The closer a particular alternative’s function is to the unregulated condition, the more
natural the flow pattern.
But note that an entirely natural flow regime—particularly at the extreme ends
of the distribution—may not be acceptable to some stakeholders because of impacts on
other important objectives. Moreover, the presence of dams and reservoirs along
anadromous fish migration routes may make higher-than-natural flows desirable at the
lower flows because higher summer and fall flow both cools and speeds the water
moving through the reservoirs. A final caveat is that cumulative distribution functions
for the entire simulation period are relatively coarse measures of “naturalness.” Input
from fisheries experts would be necessary to select more targeted measures. Figures
6.3, 6.4, 6.5, and 6.6 present the cumulative distribution functions for the river
segments below Keenleyside, Libby, Hanford Reach, and Bonneville Dams, respectively.

34

The river segment below Keenleyside Dam was selected because of its importance for Mountain
Whitefish and rainbow trout spawning. The segment below Libby Dam was selected because of its
importance for white sturgeon, burbot, and bull trout. The Hanford Reach was selected because it
approximates flow conditions at a critically important Fall Chinook spawning area. And the segment below
Bonneville Dam was selected because it provides a sense of the conditions for Chum salmon spawning.
35
The 2010-level modified flows for these four points were used as an approximation of the unregulated
condition. Note that these flow data reflect 2010-level water withdrawals for irrigation and municipal use.
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Figure 6.4 – Flow Distribution below Libby Dam
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Figure 6.5 – Flow Distribution for Hanford Reach, WA
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Figure 6.6 – Flow Distribution below Bonneville Dam
Alternative II generally comes closest to approximating the unregulated condition,
particularly near the middle of the distribution. Alternatives I and III both perform better
than the Base Case, but Alternative I does somewhat better overall than III. All
alternatives (and the Base Case) perform poorly when it comes to replicating the high
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end of the flow distribution at these points—for an obvious reason: flood control is a
superseding objective when flows rise to these levels. Likewise, there also tends to be
poor fit at the low end of the distribution because current minimum flow goals tend to
be higher than the lowest flows that would occur at these points without regulation by
dams. Higher-than-normal flows are also desirable for hydropower generation.
6.2.3 Flows and Reservoir Levels for Ecosystem Support
Three performance measures were used to assess each alternative’s ability to
meet the instream flow and reservoir elevation goals shown in Tables 3.2 and 3.3. Each
metric reports the percent of days in the 25,202-day simulation period when two
conditions are satisfied: (a) the goal applies and (b) the goal was satisfied. As shown in
Figure 6.7, the difference in minimum flow performance between the best and worst
alternative is 11% or less. But Alternative I performs best considering all minimum flow
goals together. Alternatives II and III do not necessarily perform better than the Base
Case on the minimum flows.
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Figure 6.7 – Minimum Flows
Figure 6.8 displays the performance on maximum flow goals for Chum Salmon
below Bonneville and Mountain Whitefish below Arrow. Both Alternatives I and II
perform better than the Base Case. However, Alternative II fares slightly better than
Alternative I. Alternative III only performs slightly worse than the Base Case.

% Simulated Days
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Figure 6.8 – Maximum Flows
Figure 6.9 displays each alternative’s performance on reservoir elevation targets
related to ecosystem function at Grand Coulee and Arrow. Recall that CROM does not
include rule logic for the Arrow targets because they are considered “soft constraints” in
actual operations. Consequently, none of the alternatives attempted to optimize for
these targets. Thus, the metrics for Arrow should be interpreted as the local impact of
optimizing for high priority objectives downstream of Arrow Lakes. On the other hand,
the resident fish goal for Grand Coulee is built into its lower rule curve and so there is
generally a large incentive for this goal to be met.
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Figure 6.9 – Reservoir Ecological Goals
Alternative III exhibits superior performance for all reservoir elevation goals
except for resident fish. This is because Alternative III, with its delayed refill rule tends to
cause lower summer and fall reservoir levels at Arrow, which benefit shoreline habitat
but disadvatnage resident fish. Alternatives I and II perform worse than the Base Case
on the vegetation, nesting bird, and migratory bird goals at Arrow. These Alternatives
generally result in high summer and fall reservoir levels at Arrow, which in turn floods
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the nesting areas and vegetation along the shorleine. Conversely, Alternatives I and II do
better than the Base Case when it comes to resident fish at Arrow because the high Fall
levels provide better access to Kokanee spawning areas on streams tributary to the
reservoir. Performance on the Grand Coulee resident fish goal was generally quite good
although Alternative II performs slightly worse than the Base Case due to somewhat
lower late-summer water levels.
6.2.4 Hydropower
Three performance measures were used to evaluate the effectiveness of each
alternative in terms of hydropower generation. A fourth measure—the percent of
simulated days firm load was met—was checked but is not shown below because all
alternatives met firm load 100% of the time. Thus, firm load performance is not a useful
basis for comparing this set of alternatives, as none of them endanger the system’s
ability to meet the modeled firm load under any of the simulated water conditions.
On the other hand, useful comparisons could be drawn from the percentage of
days with secondary generation (Figure 6.10), the average system generation over the
simulation period (Figure 6.11), and average annual hydropower value (Figure 6.12).
One notable result is that none of the alternatives achieve better hydropower
performance than the Base Case. This is because the Base Case represents something
close to a power-optimized system under the modeled spill constraints, fisheries goals,
and flood control goals. Given that the alternatives all place highest priority on
something other than hydropower, it is not surprising that the result is less hydropower
generation.
A second notable feature of all these metrics is that the difference between the
alternatives and the Base Case is not large in percentage terms. Indeed, even
Alternative II, which has the poorest U.S. hydropower performance, shows a 286 aMW
reduction (~3%) in average generation and a $90 million reduction (~4%) in average
hydropower value for the modeled U.S. system relative to the Base Case. The
differences in Canada are similarly small, with a 5% average generation difference
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between the Base Case and the worst performing alternatives and about a 4%
difference in value. The one exception to this is secondary generation in the Canadian
system, where the Base Case results in almost 50% more days than the alternatives.36
Further research would be needed to understand, for example, how these differences
impact the system’s ability to balance intermittent wind generation or the costs
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Figure 6.10 – Secondary Generation
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Figure 6.12 – Average Annual Hydropower Value

36

This difference may actually not be as large as it appears when one recalls that the Base Case replicates
the monthly flows reported in the RMJOC results and thus does not have the same daily flow fluctuations
as the alternatives.
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6.2.5 Navigation
As shown in Table 3.4, navigation impacts typically occur on the Lower Columbia
when the flow exceeds 350 kcfs (Fletcher, 2012). These impacts are associated with
higher fuel costs per unit of freight and, at higher flows, a reduction in the amount of
freight that can be safely shipped by barge. Figure 6.13 shows that, under the Base Case,
some degree of navigation impact occurred in about 5% of the simulated days.
Alternative I performs about as well as the Base Case but causes a slight increase in the
number of high impact days. Alternative III produces an increase in the number of
moderate impact days while decreasing the number of high impact days. Unsurprisingly,
the more natural flow regime produced by Alternative II causes more days above 450
kcfs and thus substantially more high impact days than any other alternative.
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Figure 6.13 – Lower Columbia Navigation
6.2.6 Miscellaneous Reservoir Elevation Goals
Table 3.4 lists a variety of reservoir elevation goals related to recreation and, at
Arrow, cultural resource preservation. Recreationists generally favor high, stable
summer reservoir levels because of improved boat ramp access and aesthetics–lower
reservoir levels expose a denuded “bathtub ring” on the reservoir shore. In contrast, the
goal of preserving cultural resources in archeological sites along the reservoir margins
tends to favor lower reservoir levels so that the sites are not inundated or exposed to
wave action.
Figure 6.14 displays the performance of each alternative for the cultural
resource and recreation goals applicable to Arrow and Duncan reservoirs. None of the
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Alternatives matched the Base Case performance on recreation at Arrow. However,
Alternative III resulted in better performance on Arrow cultural resource goals. This is
because the altered flood control rule logic for Alternative III tends to result in lower
summer reservoir levels at Arrow than the other alternatives. But, at Duncan, a
significantly smaller reservoir, delayed refill under Alternative III does not appear to
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negatively impact summer recreation levels.
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Figure 6.14 – Canadian Reservoir Goals
The boat ramp elevation data described in Table 3.4 and shown in Appendix B
were used to create recreation metrics for both Lake Koocanusa (Libby) and Lake
Roosevelt (Grand Coulee). Note that unlike the Arrow and Duncan recreation measures,
which only account for days in the summer boating season (as defined by the projects’
Water Use Plans), these measures track boat ramp availability year-round. Figure 6.15
shows the boat ramp availability for the Canadian portion of Lake Koocanusa, and Figure
6.16 displays the same metric for the U.S. ramps. Notably, there are significantly more
days when Canadian boat ramps on Lake Koocanusa are either entirely unavailable or
less than 25% available than is the case for the U.S. ramps. Overall, none of the
alternatives improve ramp availability compared to the Base Case, but Alternatives I and
II do provide more days with 100% boat ramp availability in the both the United States
and Canada.
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Figure 6.17 compares boat ramp availability at Lake Roosevelt under each
alternative. Here, Alternatives I and II perform about as well and Alternative III performs
somewhat better than the Base Case. Overall recreation opportunities on Lake
Roosevelt, as measured by boat ramp availability, are not significantly different from
one alternative to the next.
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Figure 6.17 – Boat Ramp Availability at Lake Roosevelt
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Chapter 7 – Conclusions and Recommendations
The results presented above suggest that CROM could be a useful tool for
evaluating how the dams in the transboundary portion of the Columbia Basin can be
operated to provide acceptable levels of flood control, hydropower, ecological
enhancement, and other benefits in both the United States and Canada. CROM provides
information that can be used to test possible solutions to water management disputes
between CRB stakeholders. To be sure, similar modeling capabilities exist within the
various entities responsible for operating the Columbia River hydro system, and the
methodology used here has limitations (as noted in Sections 4.3 and 5.3). Yet the
proprietary nature of models like HydSim and the mission- or business-focused ways in
which these models are used precludes the meaningful collaborative process CROM was
designed to support. Accordingly, this chapter synthesizes the results of the first
iteration of CRB operational alternatives and looks ahead to possible future applications
of CROM.

7.1 Conclusions
The survey responses evinced significant differences of opinion concerning the
operational priorities for the Columbia River system (Figure 5.6). A majority of
respondents gave top priority to ecological objectives, but there was variation in terms
of whether operations should produce a more natural hydrograph or instead target
flows and reservoir levels to produce ecological benefits. Significantly fewer responses
assigned top priority to maximizing hydropower generation and only one response
favored flood control over all other objectives. Nevertheless, flood control was an
important objective for most respondents, and suggests a general unwillingness among
the respondents to sacrifice the flood control benefits that result from coordinated
operation of the dam system. The responses also suggest that future operations should
preserve the hydro system’s ability to meet its share of the regional firm energy load,
but there was generally less emphasis placed on maximizing hydro generation or the
economic value thereof. Notably, the survey respondents generally gave relatively little
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weight to objectives other than ecology, flood control, and hydropower. In sum, the
survey results are consistent with other analyses of CRB stakeholder sentiment (e.g.,
Cosens et al., 2011) and show that some combination of flood control, ecological
enhancement, and hydropower are the major driving management objectives for the
Columbia River system as a whole.
But, as is often the case in water resources systems, it is not possible to
simultaneously optimize performance for all objectives at all points in the CRB. Each
alternative improves system performance in certain areas but, relative to the Base Case
and the other alternatives, also sacrifices performance in other respects. Therefore, the
operational priorities for the dams in the model domain are essential determinants of
system performance. The following discussion provides specific observations on the
performance of each alternative. General observations about the tradeoffs and
synergies associated with certain operational priorities are also provided. When
considering these conclusions, the reader should bear in mind the model limitations
discussed in Section 4.3.
Alternative I was based on survey responses that gave highest priority to a more
natural flow regime and better performance on flow and reservoir goals for ecological
support. This alternative was implemented by imposing high penalties for violations of
instream flow targets and raising some of the flood control targets to permit a more
natural peak flow. The results in Section 6.2 show that Alternative I performed better
than the Base Case on most of the instream flow metrics, particularly at McNary, the
Hanford Reach, and Arrow (see Figures 6.7 and 6.8). In addition, Alternative I performed
better than the Base Case on reservoir elevation goals for resident fish at both Arrow
and Grand Coulee. Finally, Alternative I achieved marginally higher peak flows than the
Base Case, which means it was somewhat closer to the high end of the natural flow
distribution. Thus, based on these metrics, Alternative I provides improved instream
flow performance in both the U.S. and Canada.
By meeting those high priority objectives, however, Alternative I did not perform
as well as the Base Case in other areas. Most notably, improved performance on
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instream flows came at the cost of performance on several goals at the Canadian
reservoirs. Under Alternative I, the results for the cultural resource, migratory and
nesting birds, recreation, and vegetation targets at Arrow all suffered due to changes in
the timing and duration of high storage levels. Likewise, Alternative I performed slightly
worse on recreation metrics for Lake Koocanusa (Libby). Interestingly, the impacts on
hydroelectric generation were relatively modest in both U.S. and Canada. Compared to
the Base Case, average generation in both countries was down less than 100 aMW with
a resulting average annual wholesale power value loss of about $30 million in both
countries. Finally, Alternative I caused about 60 more days of lower Columbia flooding,
but none of none of those days saw flows rise above 550 kcfs. By contrast, the Base Case
produces 29 days with flows greater than 550 kcfs at The Dalles. Hence, the tradeoffs
associated with this alternative’s improved ecological performance are a modest
reduction in hydropower generation, an increase in the number of floods days but not
necessarily flood magnitude, much less success on shoreline goals at Arrow, and
somewhat poorer reservoir recreation performance.
Alternative II placed highest priority on achieving a more natural flow regime and
gave lesser priority to preventing large floods, meeting ecological flow and reservoir
goals, and meeting firm load. This priority scheme was implemented through rule logic
that gave CROM an incentive to approximate the river’s unregulated condition within a
specified tolerance. The results show that this alternative had the overall best
performance on the normative hydrograph metrics (although other alternatives may
have performed better on specific parts of the flow distributions). This was particularly
true at Bonneville and the Hanford Reach, where Alternative II more closely matched
the unregulated condition across all parts of the flow distribution. Alternative II also
performed as well or better than the Base Case on the various minimum and maximum
flow targets with the exception of the assumed minimum flow for chum salmon below
Bonneville Dam.
Achieving the instream ecological benefits associated with a more natural flow
regime entails some costs, however. This alternative performed worse than the Base
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Case on the shoreline goals at Arrow Lakes reservoir (i.e., nesting birds, migratory birds,
vegetation, and cultural resources). Alternative II was also the poorest performer on the
flood control, hydropower, and navigation measures. In terms of hydropower revenue,
Alternative II causes a $90 million (~4%) average annual loss of U.S. generation value
relative to the Base Case. The cause of these impacts is fairly obvious—concentrating
more of the system’s annual runoff around the spring peak causes more high water days
and more forced spill, leaving less water in storage for other purposes. This also means
that some of the reservoirs may be less likely to refill, which not only impacts
recreational opportunities and some local ecological goals in the short term but may
also endanger the system’s long-term hydropower performance in a multi-year drought
scenario.
Alternative III gave foremost priority to flood control objectives. This priority
scheme was implemented through conservative flood control rule logic that delayed
refill at all storage projects for one month. The most notable result of this alternative is
that all floods in the simulation period (WY 1930—1998) could be controlled such that
only 27 days of flooding occurred on the Lower Columbia and that flow at The Dalles
never exceeded 550 kcfs. This is a substantial improvement over the Base Case flood
control results in terms of both flood frequency and magnitude. Alternative III also
produced changes in reservoir storage levels that provided better performance on the
cultural resources, vegetation, nesting bird, and migratory bird metrics at Arrow; the
recreation metric at Duncan; and boat ramp availability on Lake Roosevelt.
Alternative III’s ecological flow performance was generally poorer than the Base
Case. But the relative difference between Alternative III and the Base Case were
generally less than 5%. Likewise, although the hydropower generation metrics for
Alternative III were lower than the Base Case (as were all the alternatives), the
differences were not large in relative terms. However, Alternative III performed poorly
on the resident fish and recreation metrics at Arrow and caused a marked increase in
the number of days with moderate navigation impacts.
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Together, these results suggest several noteworthy conclusions. First, there is a
clear tradeoff between operations that control flooding and operations that promote a
more natural spring peak. Alternative II shows that increased flood frequency—but not
necessarily magnitude—is a consequence of prioritizing a more natural flow regime.
Nevertheless, the results from Alternative I suggest that there may be a compromise
operational regime that prevents high magnitude flooding (i.e. flows greater than 550
kcfs) while also providing a better approximation of the natural hydrograph and
improving performance on instream flow objectives. Conversely, Alternative III suggests
that much better flood control results can be achieved without major performance
losses for ecological goals.37
Second, results from Alternative I suggest that improved performance on
instream flow objectives in both countries do not necessarily translate to large impacts
on other objectives. Although Alternative I resulted in 8% less U.S. secondary generation
than the Base Case, that translated to an average capacity loss of only about 100 aMW
or about $30 million in wholesale energy value (a 1% decrease from the Base Case).
Likewise, there is little change from the Base Case when it comes to boat ramp
availability, resident fish, or navigation goals. Indeed, the only significant relative
decreases in performance occur at Arrow and Duncan, where several of the shoreline
goals are compromised by releases to serve other objectives.
On the other hand, the rules used to promote a more natural flow regime under
Alternative II appear to cause greater hydropower generation impacts than either the
conservative flood control rules in Alternative III or the rules to promote better instream
flow performance in Alternative I. This along with the flood control results suggests a
need to for a more precise definition of “natural flow regime.” In other words: Which
parts of the natural flow regime are most important and to what extent? Alternative II
assumed—based on the survey results—that spring peak flows above 600 kcfs should
37

Given the contentious legal atmosphere surrounding ecological performance on the U.S. portion of the
Columbia, it is far from certain that the U.S. federal government would be permitted to voluntarily change
operations in a way that actually decreases ecological performance. Of course, ecological performance in
the real system is determined by more than just the dam system’s ability to meet instream flow goals.
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still be avoided because controlling large floods was an important objective in almost
every survey response. Likewise, because generation sufficient to meet firm load was
also a high priority for most survey respondents, it was also assumed that “more
natural” did not include operations that matched the extreme low end of the flow
distribution and thus jeopardized firm hydro generation. A more precise definition of
the desired performance on this objective would assist the creation of operating rules
that improve the results of Alternative II.
Third, all of the alternatives met the model’s firm load target on every day of the
simulation period. Any differences in generation between the alternatives were
differences in the amount of secondary energy generated by the system. Thus, although
most survey respondents gave some weight to meeting firm load, performance on this
objective did not distinguish the alternatives. Rather, the alternatives could be
distinguished by the extent to which they diminished secondary generation, average
annual generation, and average annual generation value relative to the Base Case.38 In
absolute terms the differences between the alternatives and the Base Case may appear
significant—Alternative II, the worst hydropower performer, produced on average 286
aMW (about $90 million at 2011 prices) less than the Base Case did in the U.S. system.
But in relative terms, that is only about a 4% reduction in potential capacity and a 3%
loss in potential value for the worst performing alternative.39 In fact, the capacity lost
under Alternative II could be made up with a single, modestly-sized natural gas plant.
Therefore, the operational changes made in the alternatives do not result in
hydropower impacts so severe as to render them infeasible. These alternatives highlight
that operations to better serve ecological objectives entail some lost generating
capacity and thus likely increased electricity rates. But the loss is small enough that it

38

Recall that the Base Case produced the best hydropower performance of all the alternatives that could
be tested in the time available for this project.
39
The reader should bear in mind that reported generation results reflect potential generation and likely
overstate the generation that would be possible under actual operating conditions where unit outages,
transmission limitations, and power market conditions place additional constraints on generation that
were not replicated in the model. Indeed, the differences reported here are well within the 18% positive
bias calculated for the secondary generation results (Table 4.5).
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could be offset by a combination of increased efficiency and some additional generating
resources. The one caveat is that any new resources would need to be effective
substitutes for hydropower—intermittent renewables like wind and solar would
probably not be suitable because they cannot supply the same base load and ancillary
services as hydropower.
Finally, utilizing Canadian storage to help meet flow targets in the U.S.—whether
for flood control, hydropower, or ecological purposes—reduces the performance on
certain reservoir goals in Canada. However, the type and degree of these impacts vary.
For instance, under Alternative I, performance on the instream flow metrics in both the
U.S. and Canada was generally improved compared to the Base Case. Yet Alternative I
underperformed the Base Case on shoreline ecology and cultural resource goals at
Arrow. Conversely, Alternative III provided better results on most reservoir metrics but
generally underperformed on the instream flow goals. In between these two extremes is
the Base Case, which best serves hydropower objectives. These conflicting results are in
part due to the fact that the reservoir goals for Arrow Lakes are themselves conflicting—
higher levels are preferred for resident fish and recreation but lower levels provide
better protection for riparian vegetation, cultural resources, and birds. Thus, this
tradeoff between downstream objectives and upstream reservoir conditions is a likely
source of future conflicts over transboundary river management.

7.2 Recommendations
The CRT’s Canadian Entitlement could be a model for a distributive mechanism
for mitigating the local effects of operations that provide downstream ecological
benefits. The current Entitlement essentially provides power and capacity as
compensation for dam operations that improve generating conditions in the U.S. but do
not necessarily serve local objectives in British Columbia. In exchange for giving up some
operational flexibility, BC gains half of the calculated downstream power benefits.
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Likewise, in exchange for agreed upon amount of flow out of Arrow at
ecologically beneficial times, the U.S. could provide funds40 to support restoration,
habitat improvement, and monitoring activities in affected areas. Not only would this
allow for coordinated operation of the Treaty reservoirs to better achieve critical U.S.
fishery goals (as well as fishery flows below Arrow), it would also directly compensate
for the local impacts of the new operational regime. Unlike the Canadian Entitlement,
which returns power benefits to the province as whole, this ecological compensation
mechanism could be designed to direct funds or other mitigation measures to the
specific areas where impacts occur.
A more integrative solution is suggested by the distribution of operational goals
in the Canadian system and the results of Alternatives I and II. This would entail an
agreement to coordinate releases from Duncan Dam to support U.S. instream flow
objectives. Although Duncan’s 1.4 MAF of active storage would provide considerably
less flow augmentation water than the other Treaty projects, there are far fewer
conflicting operational goals at this facility compared to Arrow (BC Hydro, 2007b). There
is also no hydropower plant at Duncan and thus no generation obligations to disrupt. On
the other hand, the run-of-river hydro facilities on the Lower Kootenai River could
potentially benefit from the increased flows.
In exchange for flow augmentation operations at Duncan, BC could negotiate for
more flexibility to operate Arrow consistent with local objectives than the CRT currently
permits. This solution could address the ecological tradeoffs at Arrow evident in the
results for Alternatives I and II while still providing an additional source of flow
augmentation water for fisheries objectives in the United States. The main downside at
Duncan reservoir would be decreased recreational access, which can be relatively easily
remedied by new or improved boat ramps. Additional modeling will be necessary to

40

An obvious question is: How much would the resulting ecological benefits be worth to the U.S.? The
answer to that question is important for potential transboundary flow augmentation negotiations as well
more generally determining the relative priority of ecological objectives in the larger management
framework. However, this is a question for another study. An equally important question that is also
beyond the scope of this project is: Who pays?
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determine whether operations based on this proposal improve on the ecological
performance of the Base Case while mitigating reservoir impacts at Arrow.
A corollary to adding a mechanism for transboundary coordination of
ecologically beneficial flows would be to change the methodology for calculating
downstream power benefits and thus the Canadian Entitlement. The primary criticism of
the current Entitlement calculation (at least from U.S. interests) is that it assumes all
water from Treaty storage that could be used to generate hydropower is so used, which
is not the case due to ESA-imposed spill requirements. It may be that the Entitlement
calculation can be adjusted to more closely approximate the actual power benefits that
result from Treaty operations. This would likely lead to a reduction in the value of the
Entitlement, which could, at least in part, be offset by the ecological entitlement
proposed above.

7.3 Future Research Opportunities
The study limitations and the conclusions described above point the way to the
further research and modeling necessary to make CROM a full-fledged CMDS tool. As
discussed in Chapters 2 and 4, CMDS models are developed through iterative processes
that incorporate the expertise of many collaborators. This project should be viewed as a
first step in that process. The basic architecture described in Chapter 4 was developed
from publicly available data sources, and the alternatives described in Section 5.3 were
derived from just 19 survey responses. It is likely that CROM could be improved through
interviews with dam operators, as their insights would help to better define daily
operating goals and constraints that may not be fully reflected in the data sets used to
develop the model.
Similarly, additional stakeholder input would be helpful in at least two ways.
First, more general conclusions about stakeholder priorities could be drawn from a
much larger survey sample than was obtained in this study. Ideally, this expanded
survey would ask respondents to indicate where they live, as this information could be
used to map the spatial distribution of stakeholder priorities. Second, more focused
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interviews with stakeholders with detailed knowledge of the various goals for the
system would be useful for refining or expanding the suite of performance measures
used here.
Additional research would be necessary to expand the model domain and refine
the representation of the physical system. As noted above, a more complete simulation
of CRB operations could be achieved by adding the Pend Oreille/Flathead and Snake
River systems to the model domain. With this larger domain, it would be useful to
simulate the amount of time it takes for water to move through the system. Travel time
has important implications for not only flood control operations but fisheries as well.
Likewise, future research could allow CROM to address Columbia River
hydropower’s role in the larger transmission grid. One possible improvement is inclusion
of the transmission and power market constraints that force overgeneration spill. The
model’s generation logic could also be made more realistic by incorporating a
mechanism for simulating periodic maintenance and unit outages at the various power
plants. A more ambitious project would be to simulate the various ancillary services that
the hydro system provides, particularly its ability to balance intermittent renewable
sources such as wind. Research along these lines would provide a fuller picture of the
effects of alternative dam operations on regional energy supply.
Future research applications could also leverage the CROM’s ability to provide
input to, and take output from, other models. One obvious application in this regard
would be to use the flow output from CROM as input for a water quality model that
simulates parameters such as temperature and total dissolved gas concentrations. The
water quality parameters could then be fed back into CROM and used in rule logic that,
for instance, calls for upstream releases when water temperatures become
unacceptably high. Integration of water quality parameters would allow for more
detailed ecological performance measures and possibly even permit estimates of fish
mortality at various points in the system. CROM could also be used to investigate
operational responses to climate change scenarios by deriving inflow time series from
climate model output (e.g., Payne et al., 2004). Alternatively, CROM could also be used
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to assess the impact of multi-year drought scenarios using historical flow data in a
manner similar to the critical period studies undertaken as part of the Pacific Northwest
Coordination Agreement planning process. One advantage of CROM for such studies is
that it is relatively easy to substitute new inflow data into the model. In addition, the
performance measures are designed to allow quick comparison of model runs.
This study also raises several difficult questions related to valuation of
environmental benefits. Research in the field of environmental economics could be
applied to CROM results to define the costs and benefits of operational changes in dollar
terms – for instance, what is the monetary cost of decreased boat ramp availability on
Lake Koocanusa? This kind of information may make some of the performance
measures easier to compare.
In sum, the results of this project underscore the complexity of managing a
water resource system on the scale of the Columbia. Computer models like CROM are
excellent tools for describing the system, simulating alternative strategies, and
conveying useful information about system performance, but models do not ultimately
make management decisions—people do. In a legal and social setting increasingly
characterized by collaborative natural resource management, it is critical that
stakeholders have not only the opportunity to comment on management proposals but
also the tools to determine how those proposals will affect their interests. Recognizing
the need for stakeholder input into the modeling process, this project developed and
tested operational alternatives that were derived from stakeholders’ river management
priorities.
While the modeled alternatives were able to improve performance on their
highest priority objectives, these improvements came at the cost of degraded
performance in other areas. In particular, the alternatives suggested that achieving flowrelated ecological benefits in the U.S. entails ecological impacts in Canada, which could
be addressed something similar to the Canadian Entitlement, the CRT’s hydropower
benefit-sharing arrangement. More generally, however, the existence of these tradeoffs
emphasizes the importance of an open transboundary process for weighing the relative
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costs and benefits of management changes. A transboundary collaborative process built
around a refined version of CROM would be one way to realize the potential for
collaborative Columbia River management.
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Appendix A – Model Data Files
Complete digital records of the CROM Base Case and the three modeled
alternatives are included on the CD enclosed at the end of this appendix. The following
describes the directory structure of the CD and specifies where various elements of
CROM can be found. The CD contains three directories: “OASIS,” “Performance
Measures,” and “Hydro Plant Data.” The “Hydro Plant Data” directory contains a
spreadsheet containing various data tables used to develop the generation constraints
in CROM. These data tables were provided by the BPA (BPA, 2012c). The “Performance
Measures” directory contains a spreadsheet tools that can be used to plot the
calibration statistics discussed in Section 4.2 as well as the performance measures
described in Chapter 6. The “OASIS” directory contains all of the data and OCL files
necessary to run the Base Case and alternatives. The “OASIS” directory contains four
subdirectories, the contents of which are described in the table below.
Subdirectory

Basedata

Plots

Runs

Tables

Contents
1. BaseData.dss
This file contains time series records of all inflows, energy
loads, energy prices, and rule curves used in CROM.
2. HEC-DSSVue_Software.exe
This executable will install HEC-DSSVue software that is
needed to view BaseData.dss
The “Sim” folder in this directory contains various Microsoft
ACCESS files that provide instructions for the “plot”
subroutine in OASIS. A licensed copy of OASIS is necessary
to use these files.
1. CRB_Basemap.jpg
This image is the background for the OASIS schematic
shown in Figure 4.2
2. The “Sim” folder in this directory contains the OCL,
STATDATA, and other necessary files for each alternative
and the Base Case. These files are described in further
detail below
The “Sim” folder in this directory contains various “1v” files
that OASIS uses to post-process model output for plots in
the “Plots” directory and also for the various Performance
Measures. These files can be opened NOTEPAD or a similar
text editing software.
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The “Run” directories each contain several files that may be of interest to some
readers. The folder for each alternative and the Base Case contain a Microsoft ACCESS
database called “statdata.mdb.” This file is identical for each model run and houses a
variety of instructions used by OASIS to run the model. Most important for those
interested in the structure of the model are the “Constants, “Initial Condition,”
“Lookup,” “Node,” “Pattern,” “Reservoir,” “Reservoir S-A-E” tables. The following is a
brief description of each of these tables:


Constants – Contains the settings for and descriptions of various user-defined
constants that are variable in the model’s OCL rule logic.



Initial Condition – Contains the storage reservoir levels for the first day of the
simulation period used in this study (October 1, 1929). These storage contents
are the same as the contents used in the RMJOC Base Case study (USACE & BPA,
2011).



Lookup – contains lookup functions described used in the model’s OCL rule logic.



Node – contains the node number and name of each of the nodes in the model
domain.



Pattern – contains annual patterns for variables referenced in the model’s OCL
rule logic.



Reservoir – contains settings and maximum storage amount for the reservoirs in
the model domain.



Reservoir S-A-E – contains the storage-elevation relationships for each reservoir
in the model domain.

The “Run” folders also contains a HEC-DSS file called “Output.dss,” which contains
time series of the model output.
Lastly, there is a subfolder within “Run” called “ocl.” This folder contains several .ocl
files, all of which can be opened with text editing software such as NOTEPAD. The .ocl
files contain the rule logic for each model run. As discussed in Section 4.1, the CROM
rule logic describes the goals and constraints for the model domain. The following list
identifies where the rule logic for various model functions can be found. Comments in
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these files provide further explanations of the various functions. The reader may need
to refer to the OASIS User’s Manual (Hydrologics, Inc., 2008)for specific descriptions of
the various rule forms.


Generation constraints – Power_Calcs.ocl



Spill constraints – Power_Calcs.ocl



Hydro plant turbine capacity and segments for piecewise linearized head and
generation functions – _udef_list.ocl



U.S. and Canadian hydropower generation goals – Power_targets.ocl



Flood control goals – Flood_control_targets.ocl



Upper and Lower Rule Curves – Storage_rule_curves.ocl



Minimum instream flow goals – Min_Flow_Targets.ocl



Maximum instream flow goals – Max_Flow_Targets.ocl



Flow ramp rates – Min_Flow_Targets.ocl
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CROM DATA FILES
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Appendix B – Boat Ramp Elevations at Lakes Koocanusa and Roosevelt
Reservoir operations at Libby (Lake Koocanusa) and Grand Coulee (Lake Roosevelt) can
restrict access to boat ramps. Because Lake Koocanusa stretches into Canada, boat
ramps there are distinguished by country.
Lake Koocanusa Minimum Usable Boat Ramp Elevations (Tetra Tech, Inc., 2006)
Full Pool: 2459 ft.
Boat Ramp
Minimum Usable
Minimum Usable
Elevation (ft)
Elevation (ft below full
pool)
US Ramps
Tobacco River
Gateway Boat Camp
Warland Flats
Tobacco Plains
Koocanusa Lake Campsite and
Resort
Mairiner’s Haven
McGillvray
Rocky Gorge
Rexford Bench Complex
Lake Koocanusa Resort and
Marina
Peck Gulch
Souse Gulch
Barron Creek

2449
2445
2444
2433
2420

10
14
15
26
39

2420
2385
2370
2341
2334

39
74
89
118
125

2310
2310
2282

149
149
177

Englishman Creek
Newgate Sandy Shores Resort
Koocanusa Marina
Golden Ears (Gold Creek Bay)
Kikomun Creek Provincial Park

2458
2439
2430
2427
2369

Canadian Ramps
1
20
29
32
63
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Lake Roosevelt Minimum Usable Boat Ramp Elevations (National Park Service, 2013)
Full Pool: 1290 ft.
Boat Ramp
Minimum Usable Elevation (ft)
Hawk Creek
Marcus Island
Evans
North Gorge
Napoleon Bridge
Snag Cove
China Bend
Jones Bay
Crescent Bay
Daisy
French Rocks
Hansen Harbor
Bradbury Beach
Gifford
Fort Spokane
Lincoln Mill
Porcupine Bay
Kettle Falls
Hunters Camp
Keller Ferry
Seven Bays
Spring Canyon

1281
1281
1280
1280
1280
1277
1277
1266
1265
1265
1265
1253
1251
1249
1247
1245
1243
1234
1230
1229
1227
1222
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Appendix C – Human Subjects Research Exempt Certification
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Appendix D – Stakeholder Survey and Responses

COLUMBIA RIVER BASIN TRADEOFFS SURVEY
BACKGROUND
Broadly speaking, water managers in the Columbia River Basin (see map) must balance three
key objectives:
o Flood Control – the goal is to prevent or
minimize damaging flows at both the local
(immediately downstream of specific
dams) and systemic (downstream of all of
the major dams) level. This typically entails
draining reservoirs in the winter and
refilling them during the spring runoff
thereby capturing flood water for later use.
o Ecological Values – an enormous variety of
species call the Columbia Basin home.
Among these, the dam and reservoir
system has the greatest impact on aquatic
species like salmon, steelhead, and
sturgeon, all of which evolved in a freeflowing system without manmade
obstructions.
Source: U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
o Power Generation – due to its high
gradient and high volume, the Columbia
River has the potential to produce huge amounts of low-cost, carbon-free energy. To
maximize power generation during periods of high demand, the river’s natural flow pattern
must be altered so that high flows can be captured and released at times when low flow
would otherwise limit generation.

TRADEOFFS
The fundamental tradeoff in the Columbia
Basin is that our dams alter, or “regulate,” the
river’s natural flow pattern (dashed line) to
provide benefits. By capturing the spring
runoff and distributing it over the course of
the year (dotted line), we obtain flood control
and power generation benefits at the cost of

Source: John M. Hyde, 2010, Columbia River Treaty Past and Future.

aquatic species adapted to the river’s natural pattern. But, in recent decades, laws and court
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rulings have mandated dam operations that improve conditions for aquatic species (solid line).
Even so, dam operations for flood control, power generation, and ecological enhancement can
impact people living near the reservoirs by causing large, unpredictable changes in reservoir
levels. These changes affect boating opportunities, uncover buried aboriginal sites, and can even
lead to air pollution as dust blows from the exposed reservoir banks. Thus, the way in which we
operate the Columbia River dam system reveals the tradeoffs we are willing to make.
Now, with the 2014/2024 Columbia River Treaty Review, we as residents of the Columbia Basin
have the opportunity to reevaluate the way the river is managed. An important part of that
reevaluation process is understanding all of our options. This survey is designed to elicit your
opinion on alternative ways to operate the international dam and reservoir system governed by
the Columbia River Treaty.

PURPOSE OF THIS SURVEY
This survey is part of Master’s Thesis research conducted by Mark Cecchini-Beaver in the
University of Idaho’s Waters of the West Program. The University of Idaho is a member of the
Universities’ Consortium on Columbia River Governance, a group of northwestern universities
dedicated to providing an independent forum for thought and discussion on the Columbia River
Treaty.
The survey has two parts, each with a distinct purpose.
Part 1 asks how you believe the system is currently managed. Answers to Part 1 will be used to
assess how stakeholders across the basin perceive the current management regime.
Part 2 asks how you think the system should be managed in the future. This is an opportunity for
you to identify the tradeoffs you prefer and determine which objectives should be given the
highest priority. Answers to Part 2 will be used to develop scenarios that will be evaluated in a
computer modeling study of the Columbia River Basin. The computer model simulates dam and
reservoir operations based on the relative weight assigned to operational objectives. Your
answers to Part 2 will create a scenario that tells the model which tradeoffs to make. These
scenarios will be evaluated based on their ability to meet goals such as flood prevention,
meeting power demands, and providing adequate water for fish.
By completing this survey, you will help advance understanding of alternative visions for
managing the Columbia River dam and reservoir system. In addition, you may benefit from the
opportunity to consider some of the tradeoffs associated with managing an international river
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system like the Columbia. Because this is an anonymous survey, the opinions you disclose in
your responses will not be linked to you in any way. The survey should take about ten minutes.
Please Note:







This survey is available online at:
https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/ColumbiaBasinTradeoffs
The University of Idaho Institutional Review Board has certified this project as Exempt under
45 C.F.R. 46.101(b)(2).
Your participation in this survey is strictly voluntary. You may abstain or withdraw from
participation at any time without penalty.
Your responses are entirely anonymous. No attempt will be made to link your identity to
your response.
By participating in this survey you acknowledge the foregoing and voluntarily consent to
the use of your answers in the study.
Please refer any questions or comments to Mark Cecchini-Beaver
(cecc6798@vandals.uidaho.edu)
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INSTRUCTIONS
1. Each part below contains 10 objectives for the Columbia River system and
optional spaces for you find important.
2. It is important to realize: (a) river managers already take these objectives into
account; (b) these objectives can and do conflict; and (c) the priority given to an
objective determines which other objective must be sacrificed when there is a
conflict.
3. You must assign a value between 0 and 50 to each of the objectives designated
with a *.
4. You may also use the "other" boxes to assign points to objectives not listed.
Please provide a description, including the nature, location, and timing, of any
"other" objectives.
5. You may distribute the points in any way you choose.
6. The total number of points assigned must add up to 50.
7. The more points assigned to an objective, the higher its priority.
8. In Part 1, assign your points in the way you think the system is currently
operated.
9. In Part 2, assign your points in the way you think the system should be operated.
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PART 1 – How is the system currently managed?
*Reduce the overall number of floods.
*Control large floods to minimize damage.
*Mimic the river’s natural flow pattern.
(Note: some scientists contend mimicking the river’s natural flow pattern
helps fish and wildlife in the river and on the shore by better matching the
conditions under which they evolved)
*Target water releases and reservoir levels to help endangered fish.
(Note: some scientists contend species faced with extinction can be helped by
providing specific amounts of water at specific times and places, which may
or may not coincide with the natural flow pattern)
*Generate enough hydropower to meet firm power demand.
(Note: meeting firm demand with existing hydropower plants would require
fewer new power plants in the future)
*Maximize hydropower production.
(Note: this goes beyond meeting firm demand and reduces the amount of
carbon emissions by displacing generation from coal and natural gas plants.)
*Maximize the economic value of hydropower.
(Note: generating as much hydropower as possible at times of high demand
(e.g., winter in the Northwest or summer in the Southwest) can lower utility
bills but can also reduce the amount of water available for other objectives)
*Provide enough water to support present schedules and levels of barge
traffic.
(Note: allows goods and resources to be shipped to/from the coast and inland
ports like Lewiston, Idaho and Kennewick, Washington)
*Maintain enough water in reservoirs to support recreation like boating and
fishing.
(Note: changes in reservoir levels can affect recreational access at boat
launches and/or affect fish that live in the reservoir.)
*Provide water for off-river purposes like irrigation and municipal water
supplies.
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)

Priority Points Assigned [

]
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PART 2 – How should the system be managed?
*Reduce the overall number of floods.
*Control large floods to minimize damage.
*Mimic the river’s natural flow pattern.
(Note: some scientists contend mimicking the river’s natural flow pattern
helps fish and wildlife in the river and on the shore by better matching the
conditions under which they evolved)
*Target water releases and reservoir levels to help endangered fish.
(Note: some scientists contend species faced with extinction can be helped by
providing specific amounts of water at specific times and places, which may
or may not coincide with the natural flow pattern)
*Generate enough hydropower to meet firm power demand.
(Note: meeting firm demand with existing hydropower plants would require
fewer new power plants in the future)
*Maximize hydropower production.
(Note: this goes beyond meeting firm demand and reduces the amount of
carbon emissions by displacing generation from coal and natural gas plants.)
*Maximize the economic value of hydropower.
(Note: generating as much hydropower as possible at times of high demand
(e.g., winter in the Northwest or summer in the Southwest) can lower utility
bills but can also reduce the amount of water available for other objectives)
*Provide enough water to support present schedules and levels of barge
traffic.
(Note: allows goods and resources to be shipped to/from the coast and inland
ports like Lewiston, Idaho and Kennewick, Washington)
*Maintain enough water in reservoirs to support recreation like boating and
fishing.
(Note: changes in reservoir levels can affect recreational access at boat
launches and/or affect fish that live in the reservoir.)
*Provide water for off-river purposes like irrigation and municipal water
supplies.
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)

Priority Points Assigned [

]
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Survey Responses
Responses to the two survey questions consisted of numerical values (priority
points) assigned to ten pre-defined response categories and two optional response
categories. Each respondent was given a total of 50 points to assign to the response
categories. Two tables appear below for each survey question. The first table contains
the raw point scores for each response. The second table contains the text, if any,
provided for the optional response categories. The tables below use the following
notation for response categories:
A. Reduce overall number of floods
B. Control large floods to minimize damage
C. Mimic the river’s natural flow pattern
D. Target water releases and reservoir levels to help endangered fish
E. Generate enough hydropower to meet firm energy demand
F. Maximize hydropower production
G. Maximize the economic value of hydropower
H. Provide enough water to support present levels of barge traffic
I. Maintain enough water in reservoirs to support recreation.
J. Provide water for off-river purposes
K. Optional Response 1
L. Optional Response 2
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Question 1 – How is the Columbia River system currently managed?
Response
Number
1
2
3

A
0
10
10

B
10
20
10

C
5
0
0

D
20
0
10

E
5
0
0

Response Categories
F
G
H
I
0
0
5
5
0
0
0
0
0
12
4
2

J
0
0
2

K (optional)
0
10
0

L (optional)
0
10
0

4
5
6
7
8
9

5
15
5
11
0
10

10
15
5
15
10
10

0
0
7
0
10
0

5
4
7
8
5
5

5
4
5
0
5
10

5
0
5
0
0
0

5
10
2
8
5
0

5
2
3
0
0
2

5
0
5
0
5
3

5
0
6
8
10
10

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

10
11
12
13
14
15

3
6
10
0
4
0

9
12
10
10
6
5

2
4
0
18
4
20

8
4
5
18
7
10

2
7
5
2
6
5

2
4
5
0
6
0

13
4
5
0
6
0

8
4
3
0
6
5

3
2
2
0
3
5

0
3
5
2
2
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

16X
17
18
19
20
21

0
0
10
10
0
10

15
20
10
10
15
10

0
0
0
5
0
0

0
5
5
10
10
0

0
5
0
0
0
10

0
0
10
5
0
5

0
20
5
0
15
5

0
0
0
5
5
5

0
0
5
0
0
5

5
0
5
5
5
0

15
0
0
0
0
0

15
0
0
0
0
0

22
23
24*
25*

25
7
8
0

0
7
5
5

0
2
4
15

20
15
5
10

5
4
7
10

0
3
4
0

0
3
3
0

0
3
1
0

0
3
5
5

0
3
8
5

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

X: excluded from cluster analysis.
*: Respondent answered Question 1 but not Question 2
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Two responses, numbers 2 and 16, included points for optional categories. In addition,
response 6 provided text but no points in the optional categories. The following text was
provided by those respondents:
Response Number and Optional
Category
2K
Points: 10
2L
Points: 10
6K
Points: 0
16 K
Points: 15

16 L
Points: 15

Response Text
Not raise water levels to above the 100 flood elevation in the
lower columbia most populated areas.
Address risk to economic factors if water level are rasied above
100 yr events
Carry out studies to examine how indigenous communities have
been weakened by the powerful long arm of oppression.
J above has to provide for all state water rights D is close but
river/reservoir operations must include satisfying three
Biological Opinions and must include resident fish and other
aquatic species.
E, F, &G doesn't reflect current operations. Hydropower has to
generate capacity as well as energy (you call it power), provide
reliability, energy balance for control area or region, and now
integration and balance of wind energy. Questions are
generally ok but just a little lacking in comparisons of current
operations versus other options that may tease out what folks
may want in place of current opts.
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Question 2 – How should the system be operated?
A

B

C

D

E

Response Categories
F
G
H
I
J

1

0

10

20

5

5

0

0

0

5

2X

10

20

0

0

0

0

0

0

3

0

10

10

10

10

0

0

0

4
5
6
7
8
9
10

3
0
2
11
0
0
3

3
10
4
15
10
10
8

15
15
6
0
5
20
10

15
10
10
8
10
5
8

4
0
5
0
5
10
3

0
7
5
0
0
0
3

0
0
3
8
5
0
8

11
12
13
14
15
16X

3
5
0
5
0
0

7
5
10
6
5
15

9
5
18
9
20
0

6
0
18
7
5
0

5
5
2
6
5
0

4
15
0
4
0
0

17
18
19X
20
21
22X
23

0
0
10
0
5
0
6

20
10
10
10
5
0
7

0
5
0
10
10
15
1

5
10
10
10
10
20
2

5
10
0
0
0
0
6

20
5
0
0
5
0
6

Response Number

X: excluded from cluster analysis.

K (optional)

L (optional)

5

0

0

0

0

10

10

7

3

0

0

4
0
5
0
0
2
3

2
5
5
0
5
0
2

4
3
5
8
10
3
2

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

6
5
0
3
0
0

5
3
0
4
5
0

2
2
0
2
5
0

3
5
2
4
5
5

0
0
0
0
0
15

0
0
0
0
0
15

0
0
0
10
10
0
7

0
0
0
0
0
0
5

0
5
0
5
5
0
5

0
5
10
5
0
0
5

0
0
10
0
0
15
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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Four responses, numbers 2, 16, 19, and 22, included points for optional categories. The
following text was provided by those respondents:
Response Number and Optional
Category
2K
Points: 10
2L
Points: 10
16 K
Points: 15
16 L
Points: 15

19 K
Points: 10

22 K
Points: 10

Response Text
No text entered.
No text entered.
J should include all state water rights D is close but must also
satisfy three Biological Opinions and must include resident fish
and other aquatic species.
E F G doesn't represent current operations. Hydropower has
to generate capacity as well as energy (you call it power),
provide reliability, balance control areas or the entire
Northwest region, and now integrate and balance wind energy.
Questions are pretty good, lack a little in current operations to
do a comparison of different operations that folks may want to
select. I do think the questions will provide general
operational changes supported by their interests. I just don't
know how "real" they will be.
Provide for Regional Electric System Stability. Specifically
retaining sufficient dynamic capacity (ability for hydro
generation to move within the hour) to support variable
resources (wind) in the Region. The region includes Canada
and the US.
Address cultural and social values
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Appendix E – Cluster Analysis Dendrograms
The figures below show the dendrograms and cluster graphs generated for each
question using Ward’s method. The numbers on the left represent individual responses.
The lines represent the statistical distance between the responses. The shorter the line
joining two responses, the lower the overall variance in category values between the
two responses. Thus, short lines indicate responses with similar values for each category
whereas longer lines indicate increasingly dissimilar values. The colors denote clusters.
Question 1—How is the Columbia River system currently managed?
Q1 Two-cluster Solution
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Q1 Four-cluster Solution
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Question 2—How should the system be operated?
Q2 Two-cluster Solution
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Q2 Eight-cluster Solution
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Appendix F – Rule Logic for Modeled Alternatives
Alternative I




General Settings in “OCL Constants” tab of GUI
o Rule Curves = RMJOC/Base Case rule curves
o U.S. Load = RMJOC
o Inflow = RMJOC (i.e., 2000-level modified inflows)
o Snake/PDO inflows = reflect RMJOC flows in years with 75th percentile or
better flow, otherwise reflect 2000-level unregulated flows
NOTE: these settings were used to permit direct comparison to the RMJOC Base
Case results.

Priority 1 – more natural flow regime + better performance on ecological goals


In “OCL Constants” tab of GUI
o Dalles minimum flood control target raised to 550K
o Canada Ecological Weights:
 ecological values = 160
 normative hydrograph (ramp rates) = 180
o US Ecological Weights:
 chum = 2000
 ecological values = 110
 normative hydrograph (ramp rates) = 120

Priority 2 – control large floods


In “OCL Constants” tab of GUI
o F_Dalles_Flood_Control_Goal_CFS= 550 kcfs
o F_Flood_Control_Weight = 70k

Priority 3 – Meet firm load


In “OCL Constants” tab of GUI
o firm load weights = 1000
o secondary load weights = -1 (some incentive for secondary generation)

Reservoir Weights in “Node” tab of GUI:
Node (Project)
A Wt
100 (Mica)
10000
110 (Arrow)
5000
200 (Libby)
5000
220 (Duncan)
5000
230 (Corra Linn)
5000

B Wt
10000
1000
5000
5000
5000

C Wt
150
150
100
150
100

D Wt
-3000
-3000
-3000
-3000
-4000
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500 (Grand Coulee)
5000
5000
100
-10000
Alternative II
 General Settings in “OCL Constants” tab of GUI
o Rule Curves = RMJOC/Base Case rule curves
o U.S. Load = RMJOC
o Inflow = RMJOC (i.e., 2000-level modified inflows)
o Snake/PDO inflows = reflect RMJOC flows in years with 75th percentile or
better flow, otherwise reflect 2000-level unregulated flows
 NOTE: these settings were used to permit direct comparison to the RMJOC Base
Case results.
Priority 1 – More natural flow regime



In “OCL Constants” tab of GUI
o F_Dalles_Flood_Control_Goal_CFS = 550 kcfs
Added a "natural_flow.ocl," which creates targets that minimizes the deviation
from the unregulated flow data for The Dalles.
o "min_[XX]_nat-flow" -- incentive for not going too far below unregulated
flow
- penalty for being below the following target value is 9,000
- Target Values:
 October = the lesser of an upper limit or a flow that ramps
down from 80% to 60% of unregulated flow
 November - May = the lesser of 250 kcfs or 60% of the
unregulated flow
 June = the lesser of 250k kcfs or a flow that ramps upfrom
60% to 80% of unregulated flow
 July-September = the lesser of an upper limit or 80% of
unregulated flow
o "max_[XX]_nat_flow" -- incentive for not going too far above unregulated
flow
- Upper limits were chosen by examining cumulative flow distribution
function for the Base Case. The limit approximates that point at which
the Base Case flow distribution goes from being greater than the
unregulated condition to being less.
- penalty for being above the target = 9.000
- Target value = 150% of unregulated flow

Priority 2 – Control large floods


In “OCL Constants” tab of GUI
o F_Flood_Control_Weight = 70k
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Priority 3 – Meet firm load + Better performance on ecological goals


In “OCL Constants” tab of GUI
o Firm load weights = 10k
o Secondary gen. weights = -1 (small incentive for secondary gen.)
o Canada Ecological Weights:
- ecological values = 155
- normative hydrograph (ramp rates) = 155
o US Ecological Weights:
- chum = 2000
- ecological values = 105
- normative hydrograph (ramp rates) = 110

Reservoir Weights in “Node” tab of GUI:
Node (Project)
A Wt
100 (Mica)
10000
110 (Arrow)
5000
200 (Libby)
5000
220 (Duncan)
5000
230 (Corra Linn)
5000
500 (Grand Coulee)
5000

B Wt
10000
1000
5000
5000
5000
5000

C Wt
150
150
120
150
100
100

D Wt
-3000
-3000
-3000
-3000
-4000
-10000
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Alternative III




General Settings in “OCL Constants” tab of GUI
o Rule Curves = RMJOC/Base Case rule curves
o U.S. Load = RMJOC
o Inflow = RMJOC (i.e., 2000-level modified inflows)
o Snake/PDO inflows = reflect RMJOC flows in years with 75th percentile or
better flow, otherwise reflect 2000-level unregulated flows
NOTE: these settings were used to permit direct comparison to the RMJOC Base
Case results.

Priority 1 - Control large floods


In “Storage_Rule_Curves.ocl”
o Changed URC logic such that refill is delayed by one month
 holds April 15 storage content (annual minimum) until May 15
 after May 15, the curve is identical to the original except that it is
shift 30 days forward

Priority 2 - Reduce overall number of floods




In “OCL Constants” tab of GUI
o F_Dalles_Flood_Control_Goal_CFS
o Flood Control weights = 70k
In “Flood_Control_Targets.ocl”
o Although the target above is set higher, the target logic for
"Dalles_Flood_Control_Goal" was changed so that the 550 kcfs target
only applies when Grand Coulee is above its URC.
o If Coulee is below its URC, then the target is 450k.
o Used a conservative flood control rule (double count available storage,
target only varies thru June 30).
 This has the effect of only allowing the target to go above 550k
during the 1972 peak.

Priority 3 - Meet firm load + maximize power value + provide off-river supply




In “OCL Constants” tab of GUI
o Meet firm load: firm load weight = 10k
o Maximize power value: Secondary load weight = -20 (higher incentive for
secondary generation than other alternatives
Off-river water supply is implicit in the model inflows – see inflow time series in
“BaseData.dss”
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Miscellaneous Settings:


In “OCL Constants” tab of GUI
o Dalles minimum flood control target raised to 550K
o Canada Ecological Weights:
 ecological values = 0
 normative hydrograph (ramp rates) = 180
o US Ecological Weights:
 chum = 0
 ecological values = 0
 normative hydrograph (ramp rates) = 120

Reservoir Weights in “Node” tab of GUI:
Node (Project)
A Wt
100 (Mica)
10000
110 (Arrow)
5000
200 (Libby)
5000
220 (Duncan)
5000
230 (Corra Linn)
5000
500 (Grand Coulee)
5000

B Wt
10000
1000
5000
5000
5000
5000

C Wt
150
150
150
150
100
100

D Wt
-3000
-3000
-3000
-3000
-4000
-10000

